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SC-1 EXT. THELLERU LAKE : OVERTURE

ARIEL VIEW OF THE PRISTINE THELLERU LAKE IN BLACK & WHITE.

As we push down, color transcends into the visual as it 
transcended on celluloid. Thelleru transitions (CGI) from 
it’s pristine state to the current state as we get closer and 
closer, increasing sounds of life; bird chirpings etc.

The morning fog clears as the sun rays intensify. More and 
more birds crisscrossing
As we get closer to the lake, we see many bunds dissecting 
the lake. 
On one of the bunds, a Tata pick up truck is searing through, 
raking dust.
The truck takes turn  and comes to  halt by a tank bund. The 
driver,passenger and a helper in stained clothes get down and 
unload a big blue drum, they carry it closer to the edge of 
the bund and tilt the drum into the lake.

CAM LOW ANGLE AS A BROWN COLOR LIQUID DROPS IN SLO MO, GO PRO 
DROP INTO LAKE IN LIQUID POV

SC-2 INT. UNDERWATER/LAKE - DAY : THE DEVIL FISH

CUT UNDER THE LAKE AS THE BROWN WATER SPREADS, A BUNCH OF 
FISH FLOCK IN TO TASTE THE BROWN WATER.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
ఈ ���� �ం� ర�ల �ప����! �� 
పరక� �� బ�� vegetarian �ప�, �� 
���� �� బ�� non-vegetarian 
�ప�..

 Fish feeding on the flora fauna under the lake bed..

VISUALS (CGI) OF A TEAM (THREE - ONE BIG AND TWO SMALLER) 
DEVIL FISHES ENTERING THE WATERS 

THE COMMON FISH TURN AROUND RUN AWAY LOOKING AT THE DEVIL 
FISHES, THE DEVIL FISHES CHASE AND START ATTACKING THE COMMON 
FISH.

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
��� unnatural conditions �, �� 
రకం �ప ���ం�...devil fish!

(MORE)
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NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
���  ఉన� �ప ��ల���� �ం�, అ� 
అంత�ం�న తర�త, తమ �� �ప�� 
�ం�...

Now, only Devil Fishes are left in the lake, the small Devil 
Fishes start attacking the big Devil Fish..

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
..�వ�� ���� �� ణ� �గల�ం� ��, 
devil fish!

There is only one Devil Fish left in the pond searching for 
food..

The lonely devil fish drops dead on the lake bed..

...INTER CUT WITH THE SILHOUETTE SHOT OF A 60 YEAR OLD LADY, 
LYING IN ICU, BREATHING HEAVY--MONITORS IN SHALLOW FOCUS

CROSSFADE

ON SCREEN: 

"In our age, there is no such thing as keeping out of 
politics" - George Orwell

CROSSFADE

SC-3 INT/EXT. MULTIPLE - DAY/NIGHT : THE SOCRATIC MIND

LOCATION: SCHOOL - EXAMINATION HALL

An invigilator is strolling around observing the class room,  
a bunch of 8th graders are writing exam,  ABHI (13) is one 
among them, writing at jet speed, the voice over continues..

NARRATOR (V.O.)
�� �� అ�, అ��ం!  �ప� వర� 
��� ��, �న�ప���ం� ��ం  చ��� 
��� ��� ��� ���� �ద�  కష� పడక����! 

Abhi keeps writing unflinched while a boy, (DEEPAK, 13) is 
poking him from behind with a pen,

DEEPAK (13)
అ� xerox...� xerox, 
���...�య��, time అ���ం� 
���..!
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Abhi turns around, flashes the answer sheet, and gets back to 
writing again. 

Deepak is pissed..

DEEPAK (13) (CONT'D)
ఏ� క�����..

ABHI (13)
Xerox అ��� క�, అం� time ఇ�� ం� 
మ�!

INT. CLASSROOM - MORNING: "THE CORRECTOR"

Cut to a teacher writing on board, "Algebra is a Latin word"

NARRATOR (V.O.)
general � class room � అంద� 
త��� �� �బ�� �ం�ం��, �� �� 
�త� ం...

Abhi stands up from behind, looking at the board

ABHI (13)
Sir Algebra is Arabic word, not 
Latin. It means “reunion of broken 
parts”

Teacher turns around, in ire.

JUMP CUT TO ABHI'S HAND STRETCHED, GETTING CANED BY THE 
TEACHER

TEACHER
Wikipedia knowledge � classroom � 
�చర�� త�� పట� డ� ప�, �ద�  Einstein 
అ��ం����? 

Focus shift onto Abhi displaying no reaction for pain, 

teacher drops the cane on floor mumbling..

TEACHER (CONT'D)
Arrogant idiot!
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EXT. TEMPLE - EVENING: SCIENCE VS RELIGION

NARRATOR (V.O.)
���  ప� పంచం� తన�న� gap � close 
�య���� �న�ప���ం� try ��� � 
ఉ���!

CLOSE UP OF GANESHA STATUE ABSORBING MILK FROM A SPOON. A 
BUNCH OF DEVOTEES IN A LONG QUEUE AWAIT THEIR TURN TO OFFER 
MILK...

Pan to Abhi reciprocating the same activity on a stone,  
explaining to Deepak

ABHI
�� �� ���ం��, ��య�� ��! 
��� capillary action అం��..!! 

(deliberately loud)
అం� ������!

Offended, Devotees turn to Abhi, Dasaradh is one among them

INT. DASARADH HOUSE - NIGHT: SOCRATES ?

Jump cut to Dasaradh squeezing Abhi's ear, pointing warning 
finger

DASARADH
ఎక�డ ఏం ��� ���? జ�ల నమ���� 
question �య���� ����� �ద�  �క��� 
అ��ం����? �ట� mind � మధ�� 
filters ఉండ�...?

Abhi looking naive,

ABHI
���� filter ���  అబధ���ం�! అం� 
�� న�� అబద� ం �ప�మ� ������?

Baffled, Dasaradh cannot say anything, 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
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INT. DASARADH'S HOUSE - MORNING: FAMILY

Camera follows KAMALA(38) enters with a coffee cup and places 
it on table. Dasaradh, reading newspaper picks the coffee..

NARRATOR (V.O.)
ఈయన �� Mr. Dasaradh! 

Camera pan to late SHYAMALA photo frame 

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
అ� అమ� చ���న తర�త 

and pan back to Kamala and follows her...

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
��� అమ� ��ల�, కమల� ��� 
������!

Kamala joins PALLAVI(18) in front of mirror and starts 
grooming her hair

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
కమల �ళ� ఆయన చ� ��న త��త తన 
���� �� ఒక �న� ��ల�, Dasaradh 
� ��� ���ం�!

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
స�� త��  క� �� problems అ�� తన� 
అ��ం�����, ��!

Cut to Abhi, sitting in front of an open CPU, repairing it

Dasaradh's feet enter the frame, Abhi looks with penitence.

INT. DASARADH'S HOUSE - HOME OFFICE

Dasaradh is working in his home office, he picks the top file 
and flips, keeps it aside and checks the next one, finds a 
500 note, drops the note in the drawer, signs the file and 
gets to the next file. There is a handicap man--with one 
hand--standing in front of the omitted file,

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Dasaradh ఒక average group one 
gazetted officer! అం�, ఆయన ��� 
లంచం అడ��ం�� � ���� లంచం 
ఇ����  ఆయన ��� ప� ��� �!
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The handicap man places a crumpled 100 rupee note on the 
table, Dasaradh takes his file, signs and gives it back. The 
handicap man leaves carrying the file. We reveal Abhi 
watching his father...

Dasaradh notice Abhi staring at him

DASARADH (38)
ఏ� డ��� ఏమ�� ��� ?

Abhi pulls out some cash from his pocket and places on table.

ABHI (13)
ఇ��ళ �ం� �� �� �ం��, � ఇం��  
ఉన�ం�� fee!

Dasaradh looks at the note and looks up at Abhi

DASARADH
ఎక�డ సం��ం��?

A bunch of students dispersing from Abhi's room behind

KIDS
Bye teacher, thank you teacher, see 
you teacher!

Dasaradh hides his pride, 
ఈం�   ఈ �� corruption free Mr. 
Dasaradh!

Dasaradh is appalled.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
 �న�� ���న� disconnect � 
frustration � �త� ం �స� �ల �ద 
��� �!

INT. DASARADH'S HOUSE - STUDY ROOM

STOP BLOCK SHOTS OF ABHI STUDYING VARIOUS BOOKS IN VARIOUS 
POSITIONS IN HIS ROOM

INT. DASARADH'S HOUSE - THRESHOLD

CUT TO a courier boy staring into a bunch of envelopes in his 
hand (MIT ISO letter, UPPSC interview call, CAT results, CA 
results etc.)
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COURIER BOY
(casual)

ఇ� �శం� ఉన� exams అ�� ���  time 
waste �� బ�� ఏ� ఒక exam �ద 
focus ���  �� అ��� కద�� ?

Kamala receiving the envelopes

KAMALA
ఇవ�� �� �� అవ�ద� ఎ� అ�����? 

Beat.

COURIER BOY
ఓః, అ�� clarity �దన��ట!

Kamala displays covers with both hands; MIT cover, IAS COVER 
plus others

KAMALA
ఇ� �� �సం ��ం� 

(MIT cover)
ఇవ�� 

(IAS plus others)
�� ఈ� �సం  ��న� ! �� clear �� 
ఉ���, �� ���  ఉన� ప� పంచ�, 
confusion � ఉం�!

pak screams in panic and leads the gang into a school

EXT. POLLING SCHOOL - DAY : INCITING INCIDENT

Deepak manages to turn into the school where people are lined 
up to vote, friends follow in bikes

Abhi gets down and plants the cricket gear on the backseat, 
they all get in line looking around at the election 
atmosphere, Abhi stand last guarding behind Deepak.

EXTREME TIGHT ON ABHI'S EYES OBSERVING THE BUSY POLLING 
AMBIANCE

The school yard is bustling with men and woman walking in and 
out of the booth--cutaways; A good looking young man wearing 
goggles carrying a 100 year old lady who is also wearing 
goggles, a handicap beggar is dropped in an innova
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A voter comes out of the booth, turns to right, raises his 
thump, turns to left and raises his other thumb. Both party 
cadre look confused about his signal.

RANGA
��.. ఓ� ఎవ����?

CONFUSED VOTER
�� ��న�..

Deepak turns to a middle age lady in the ladies line next to 
him

ABHI
అ��, అ�� ఎవ���� న��ం�  ఓ�?

VOTER LADY 1
��� �� ��� �

DEEPAK
ఎం���ం�ం� అక�?

VOTER LADY 1
ఓ�� అ�� ��

DEEPAK
CM ��� ఇవ���?

VOTER LADY 1
CM ప� �����!

DEEPAK
మ� �క� ప� �రం ఆయన� ఎ����?

VOTER LADY 1
ఆయన� �ం� ��� �ం కద ��, అక� 
�త� � ���  ��� ం�, ఆ� �� ఏం ఇ�� � 
��� మ�..

DEEPAK
అ��...�గ ������� అక� ��..

Abhi refers to a candidate on ballet paper

ABHI
�ంప� �� �� IAS చ������, 
ఆయన�ం��య��� �?
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VOTER LADY 2
ఆ� ఓ�� వంద �� ఇవ��� 
�దనష� ��, ఆ�� �����  ఏం ����?

Deepak looks at Abhi with a sarcastic glee

DEEPAK
(with Abhi)

అ� � , డ���వ�క�� ఓ��వడం 
guarantee, ఒక �ళ ఇ��� ���� మ� 
�రం� ��! 
Power of democracy ���!!

ABHI
��� ం� ఆ �డ� లంద� క�� అస� 
డ���వ�డం ఆ����! �దం� అంద� 
దగ� � ����, ఇష� ం వ���ళ�� ఓ��� �!  
That's also power of democracy 
���!

It's Deepak's turn to enter the booth. He shows the slip and 
goes inside.

Abhi shows his slip to the agent. The agent looks at the 
voter list back and forth and looks back at Abhi

POLLING AGENT
Ravuri Deepak

POLLING AGENT (CONT'D)
� ఓ� already  ��� �, పక����!

Abhi displays all his fingers instantly,

ABHI
ఇం�ం�?

POLLING AGENT
(observing)

��!

ABHI
Face match అ��ం�?

Agent glances at Abhi's photo in the voter list

POLLING AGENT
అ��ం�
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ABHI 
అం� � vote clear � �� అ�న�� �?

Polling agent look nervous, Abhi turns around and declares

ABHI (CONT'D)
��, �� �� అ��ం�! అంద�  
ఇం�����ం�!

Agent gets up screaming, Police personal come forward.

POLLING AGENT
ఏ�.. ఆగం�! ఆగం�! ఎవ� ����� !
ఏం� ఎదవ ��� ? Rule ప� �రం nee 
vote missayithey tendered ballot 
sign �� pakkakellaali pakkakellu! 

(points to tendered ballet)

ABHI
� ఓ� �� అవ���, clear �  �� 
అ��ం�! �� ఎ� continue ��� �?

A goon from a gang on the sideline steps forward

GOON 1
ఎ� �� ఆప��� ���వ�� ? 

ABHI
అడగ��� ���వ�� ? Polling officer ? 
Kaadu ga? 

Beat.

An air of tension between Abhi and the goons

ABHI (CONT'D)
concerned officer � �లవం�! 
అప���� ��ం� జరగ��� ��!

DASARATH
Any problem ?

Deepak comes back and nods at Prakash questioningly

PRAKASH
ఆ� ఓ� ఎవ� ఏ���!
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Deepak looks at Abhi

Dasaradh walks into the scene, 

ABHI
ఓ, తమ�� aa concerned polling 
officer-uu? ఈ�� ఏ ��� � అ��� 
���?

Dasaradh looks around embarrassed, steps close to Abhi

DASARADH
అ� � �క� �ప���� place ��, 
Tendered Ballet sign �� త���!

ABHI
Tendered ballet meeda sign 
cheyyadam ఏం�? ఓ� �� 
అ��ందం�ం�? ఎన��న� ఎవ�� 
���? Booth agalsindhey

Abhi stand firm and defiant, Deepak tries to convince

DEEPAK
అ�, ��� �ద� � cheyyeaku raa! 
Veldham padaraa!

ABHI
(warning)

�� ��ం ��� ��� �� ���, nuvvu 
moosko!

Deepak backs off.

The goon gang steps forward and try to move Abhi out of the 
line, physically

RANGA
ఏం� ఎ����� �స� ���, త���!

DEEPAK
మధ�� ��వ�� ..?

Abhi and his friends oppose the goon's force, soon it turns 
into a fist fight

MR. DASARADH
ఆపం�, ఆపం�..!

Dasaradh fails to control them. Both groups clash into each 
other intensely; rowdies and police on one side, Abhi & his 
friends on the other.
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Moments later, collector convoy reaches the spot, collector 
VIJAY KUMAR (45) gets down

Joined by Dasaradh, he gets in the middle, separating both 
the groups.

Moments of tension as both groups stand off facing each 
other, Abhi is bruised and his clothes are torn, so are his 
friends

COLLECTOR VIJAY
issue ఏం�?

GOON 1
�క��� ఆ�క�� ఓ� �స���ంద� 
polling mottham  apeyyamantunnadu 
స�!

ABHI
�� అవ��, �� అ��ం�!

Collector Vijay turns to Abhi

COLLECTOR VIJAY
Hey ఓ� rig అ��  rule prakaaram 
tendered ballet meeda santhakam 
,anthey gaani ఇ� �డవ �య��డ�!

ABHI
ఒ� ��� ��ళ� ��క� �� ��� ం� అం� 
మన  reaction ఇం��? 

(frows)
Ballet sign �� పక�� త��� 
Logical � అ�� ఈ ఒక� �� �� 
�త� ం ఎ�క� � ఆ��!

Dasaradh holds his head, Vijay Kumar smirks at Abhi 

COLLECTOR VIJAY
హహ.. ఆ sangathi ఇక�డ �� raa, ��� 
ఎలక� � క�ష� �  report chey!

Abhi looks the media cameras

ABHI
�ళ��� ��� ����! ఓ� �స�వ���� 
�గ� వ���� �� �� ఉం�!Logical �  
ఒక� ఓ� �� అ�� ��� democracy 
అన�!

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
ఒక� murder త�� �న��� వంద murder 
� �� త�� ��! okka votey  ��   
ayyindhani guarantee ఏం�? ఒక� �� 
అ� guarantee ఏం�? Hundred percent 
rigging free election is the very 
foundation of any democracy! !

(turns to collector)
In-charge � క�సం ఈ ��  ayina 
disqualify �య�ం�!

Collector looks at Dasaradh

COLLECTOR VIJAY
��� క� ��..

Dasaradh drops his head, collector Vijay approaches Abhi

COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
(firm)

Maryadha gaa Tendered ballet సంతకం 
��  bayaldheripo! �దం� urban 
naxals అ� case �� �� అంద�� �న 
���  ! You know what that means 
right? � MIT admission, American 
dreams �త� ం �శనం అ���! Get the 
hell out of here!

Beat

COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
Get the hell out of here!

Collector turns to his convoy,

ABHI
��� య��� �  aa   maatanadaaniki?

Beat. 

Collector Vijay turns to Abhi feeling the jab, Dasaradh is 
tensed

ABHI (CONT'D)
As a colector you are the supreme 
authority of the district!!  �� 
�� �����ం� ���ల �ం� � �ద 
��� ���న� ఆ ����! అర�� naxals 
అం� ���!

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
�ళ�� protect ���  మమ��� ����� �?  
ఆ ����  behave �య���� ��� ��?

Police move forward to act, collector motions them to hold 
back. Collector walks to Abhi, politely puts an arm around 
Abhi's shoulder walks him aside, 

COLLECTOR VIJAY
��� ఎ�ష�� పక�న ���  
��� ��ం�ం..

Collector Vijay buttons up Abhi's shirt

COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
nuvannatu, �� ���  ��! �� ��, 
అక��న� � �న�� ��..

COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
���  ఉన� Policulevariki ��! 
�జ�య �య�ల ����� అల�� పడ�  � 
�ం� ఏ civil servant � ��! nuvvu 
indaka annattu ఆ ��ల� ��  �� 
��!

Moment..

COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
త���, �శం� ప� � ఒక�� engineering 
చ��� ఎం��� ం�, medicine చ��� 
ఎం��� ం�, MBA ���  ఎం��� ంద� ������ 
life plan ���ం��! �� IAS �� 
ప� � �� �����  
uddharincheddhamani ��� �! �న����న 
ఆ��ల� �, ఇ��� �వ�������, ఆ ��� � 
చం��� బతకడం ఎ�� ����ం��! 
బయట�ం� ���య�డం ���, �న��� 
�� బ��� ���� ం�!

Beat.

COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
ఈ �� ��� ���! ఆ�� �� ���, 
ఆ�ల� ���  �� ���!

(MORE)
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COLLECTOR VIJAY (CONT'D)
So, ఈ one side war � life �శనం 
����ం�, flight ఎ�� బయ�� �!  �రం 
����   �����, �� ��� ��న��   
ఉం�! ���� ��� ఈ ��� ��ం� 
��� � అర� త ��! 

 
(taps on his cheek)

Collector walks away as Abhi stand frozen and challenged.

Dasaradh approaches, places tender ballet in Abhi's hand and 
offers a pen, Abhi raises the ballet paper looking at 
Dasaradh andtears it on his face intently..

Music kicks in...

J-CUT

SC-6 INT/EXT. MULTIPLE - D/N: THE TANK MAN (TITLES)

A bunch of students are singing on the street by the cricket 
ground; a wordy song (refer link in notes). Abhi is sitting 
on the wall, lost in thought, watching the street concert 
while friends are playing cricket in the background.

Visuals inter-cutting under the theme “the evolution of 
social systems" projecting historical images of the French, 
American, Russian and Indian revolutions ..The musical title 
sequence ending with the famous “tank man” image from 
Tiananmen Square protests.

పల� � :
� �� ణం�� �� ణం
� �హం�� �హం
� �నం �� �నం
� ప� శ� స��నం
అ� అంద�న అంద�� క���
లక�  అక��� �య�� క�త�
ఈ ప� పంచ� ���� అ�వ� 
�� �ప� �ల �శ�కన� ��చ�� 
� కళ��న రం�ల కల� 
� ఊహల� ఉ�� త�� 
� బ���న �గం కద� 
� ఊ��� అర� ం త��

చరణం–1:
�ల� �����ం� నల� � �కట� �ం� 
�ల� � ���ం� ��� సంబ�� ���ం� 

(MORE)
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చరణం–1: (CONT'D)
అంత�� ���ంద� �య���ంద� 
�ం�కన� ����న� 
పంజ�� �న�ద� 
అస�క��ం� ��య�ం� �డ� 
అ��క మ���ం� ����� 
ఏ ��టం� ��� (��చ��) ���� 
ఏ ఆ�ధం� ��� (��చ��)�ల��� 

చరణం–2:
ఆ��� ఎవ� ఒక� అ� �� �ంతమం� 
�యంత� �రంతరం �ర� బం�ం��� 
�క�ల� ���� హ��ల� ���� 
అ�� ప� �ఒక��� అ�� అ�� ���� 
నర�� చ�త� � న�� ��� 
చ�� ర� ��తంత� � �ంక�  ��చ�� 
నరన��� న ప� వ�ం� ఆ�� � 
క��ంచక� న��ం� �ం�� 

� ఊ��� ��వర� 
� ఉ�� �యమ��వర� 
� క��  ����వర� 
�� మ�� �న క�� వర�..

FADE OUT.

Rain and cloud crackle, door banging sound on blank screen..

DASARADH (O.S.)
 �� �య�� �ం� �ధ�! ఈ వర� ం � 
Hyderabad �ర��� ఏ���� గంట� 
ప��ం�!

FADE IN:

SC-7 EXT. DASARADH HOME - N/RAIN: UNDER THE RAIN/ABOVE 
DASARADH

Dasaradh rushes down to the drive way under pouring rain and 
stand looking up at Abhi,

DASARADH
Rey.. ఎవ� ఏ� ��డ� పంతం� ��తం 
�శనం ���ం��?

(MORE)
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DASARADH (CONT'D)
(pleads)

� �ట �� �గ�..

Abhi is sitting on the parapet wall, holding an umbrella, 
lost in deep thought. On the drive way, an innova is loaded 
with luggage

DASARADH (CONT'D)
MIT వ���� IAS � �� ఏం �����? 
� �ద�� �� ఎవ� ఒక� ��� చ�� �, 
�దం� ����� ఎర� గడ� ��� �!

KAMALA (50) rushes out with an umbrella to cover Dasaradh

DASARADH (CONT'D)
అ��� అన�� ప� �ంతం� బ����� 
అ� పండగ ������, మ�� �నగ 
��� ���, ���� �ప��..

(looking at kamala)

KAMALA
IAS interview � ��� �� ఒక� ����  
అ��రంట కదం�! Fail అ�����, 
ఇ��� ఎం�కంత కం��?

Dasaradh pities her innocence

DASARADH
mains exam � అ��ందల� ఒక� �� 
అ���! అర interest � అ� �� 
అ���, ఈ interview ఒక ��� ?

Dasaradh pushes  her away in frustration

DASARADH (CONT'D)
న�� తడవ�, ����� �ప��!

Umbrella drops on the road, Kamala rushes back inside. PAVANI 
(30) is watching the drama while feeding ARYA (10)--who has a 
band-aid across his nose--as Dasaradh pleads in softer tone,

DASARADH (CONT'D)
ఈ decision ��ం� �� ��� �ధ 
పడ��, �గ�..
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ABHI
(cold tone)

క�సం �ధప� వరక�� try �య�� �స� � 
దశర�! ��������, � బ�� న�� 
బతక�!

DASARADH
అ��ళ� వయ� �ం� అ� ��� ��� 
కద�? � �ంప� � ఈ ���  ప�� ���! 
Flight miss అ���, �గ�

 Pavani hollers from inside

PAVANI
���, ఆ�! �� �� �ం� flight � 
���� ఇ��� flight అం����! 
అనవసరం� జ�రం �����!

Dasaradh looks at his watch and drops shoulders helplessly 
and stares at Abhi.

Abhi jumps down, picks up the umbrella and holds it for 
Dasaradh,

ABHI
ప� పంచం� అంద�క�� � ��ం� ఎ��వ� 
���న మ�� ��, �� � ���� cancel 
��ం� లక�  ��య� ����! అ� �త� ం  
� అ�ం� ��!

Dasaradh angrily goes to the Innova, opens the trunk, drags 
the suitcases down and drops them on the ground

DASARADH
అ��� �ళ��� దం� ఇం��  అ�� �ట� �!

Dasaradh snatches the umbrella from Abhi and walks inside 
furiously,

KAMALA
(at the door)

అ�ంటం�..?

Dasaradh shuts the door harshly, Abhi is left out as 
neighbours stare. 

He picks the bags looks at Deepak who's witnessing the drama 
from adjacent balcony
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ABHI
ఎ�, � penthouse rent ��� �? � 
ఇం��  � �న� నస ఉండ� �బ��  ఒక 
�ం� �� extra ఇ�� !

DEEPAK
ఏ��� � తగల�

Abhi walks to Deepak's house with luggage. 

Cut to ladies dispersing from balconies,

AUNTY 1
అ�� ���� మ�� ��� ��ం�రం��?

AUNTY 2
ఈ ��య� ప�ళ� �ం� �స� ��ం, ��� న 
coffee �� � ��!

CUT TO : COFFEE CUPS

SC-8 EXT. DASARADH HOME/TERRACE - DAY : FATHER/SON 
JUGALBANDHI

Couple of coffee cups on either side of the terrace wall, 
couple of hands picking them in sync while we hear them read

(Dasaradh and Abhi are reading newspapers sitting on adjacent 
terraces, their voices are racing to counter each other like 
a jugalbandhi. Dasaradh's district edition is titled 
"yuvakuni unmadam" and Abhi's edition "idi prajasvamyama?)

ABHI
"ఇ� ప� � ��మ��?"; గత �రం జ��న 
ఎ��క��  Booth open అ�న గంట �� తన 
ఓ� �� అ�న �వ�� ���న ప� శ� ఇ�! 
��� ��ళ� ప� � ��మ�ం� క�సం ఇప��� 
ఓ� guarantee �� అ� ఎ��కల సం��� 
�ల��న ఒక �వ��!

DASARADH
"�గ� �ర� త��!" ఒక� ఓ� త��నం�� 
�త� ం వ�వస� � �ట� డం ఆ �వ�� 
�ర� త�ం !

(MORE)
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DASARADH (CONT'D)
వ�వస�  ��ం� practical knowledge �� 
ఇ�ం� ��� � �శం వ�� �� �వ�� 
���� మం��!

ABHI
వ�వస�  �ద మం� పడ�  ప� ��� anti-
national అ� ��� �శం �ం� 
తర�య���� �శం ఏ� ఒకడబ� ���  
�ద�, ఆ �వ�� �దన!

DASARADH
అ� మం� ప�� తగల�� మన�న� ఆ 
తం��  ఆ�దన!

DEEPAK
(interferes)

ఎక��ం�� ఈ news అం�?

Abhi closes paper to look at Deepak

ABHI
 ఆ..అచ�వ�ం� ఆ� ��న news �!

Abhi is interrupted by a scream, looks down to notice Pavani 
ruthlessly beating Arya, with a cane.

ABHI (CONT'D)
(screams)

ఏ�.. అ��...ఏంట�?...ఆ�!

Abhi rushes down,

SC-8A EXT. DASARADH HOME/PATIO - DAY: THE LITTLE MONSTER

Abhi snatches the cane away from Pavani and guards Arya,

ABHI
sense ��ం� ��� � ��న��  
����ం�?

PAVANI
��ం ��� ��� అ��!

Arya is crying incessantly, with a band-aid on his nose

PAVANI (CONT'D)
ఆ ��� �� ��� ఆ��ం� ప��ం� ��! 
��� � ఎవ��� �డవ ప�� �!

(MORE)
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PAVANI (CONT'D)
Parents వ��  �� ��� � allow �య�ర� 
��� ఆ బ��� ఎ��ం���ం� ��� 
���!

School Bus taking turn at the corner

ABHI
అం�క�, ���  చం��� �? Terrorist � 
ఎక�� ��, అ�� �న�ల �పం� ఇం�� � 
ఉం��!

DASARADH
(distant)

ఆ..ఆ ఎదవ coaching ల వ�� , ఆడ� 
త�ర���!

Abhi ignores Dasaradh and looks at Pavani,

ABHI
���  ���, �� ����� !

Pavani drops the cane and walks, Abhi turns to Arya who 
seizes crying at once

CUT TO PRINCIPAL ROOM

SC-9 INT. ST XAVIER / PRINCIPAL OFF - DAY: PUZZLING FAMILY 
PHOTO

ABHI WALKS INTO THE PRINCIPAL ROOM WITH ARYA..

Principal is waiting for their arrival, with bated breathe 
and angry face motions Abhi to enter. MYRA (24), PETE (11) 
and PRIYA (10) are seated in front of the Principal.

Abhi could not control his attention to Myra who is looking 
pretty, groomed and composed. As Abhi takes a seat facing 
perpendicular to her, he is puzzled by Priya being blonde and 
Pete being an Indian. Pete has a similar band-aid on his nose

MYRA
� అ���?

Abhi is offended

ABHI
� �ల� �?
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MYRA
�ళ� అత� య��!

ABHI
�� �ళ� �వయ��

(turns to principal)
�ప�ం�!

Myra places a greeting card in Abhi's hand

Abhi opens the card, a romantic tune plays. He reads the text 
on the card;

ABHI (CONT'D)
I love you . If you love me, circle 
YES, if you don't, circle NO.

Shocked and puzzled, Abhi looks at Myra. She understands his 
misunderstanding

MYRA
హ�, అ� �� ��! ��� � 
అ������న �� �ం�!

Abhi looks at Arya, Arya drops his head,

Abhi places the card back on table and looks at Myra

ABHI
స� ఏం ��� ం ?

PRINCIPAL
ఏం  ��� మం��ంటం� �� �ంప� 
పగల�ట� �ం� ?

Beat

ABHI
�ంప� పగల��� �� feelings 
చ����� స�?

Principal is baffled, Myra mumbles,

MYRA
(aghast)

Unbelievable!! ఇ�ం� �ంపకం వ�� , 
�శం� �� � ��� ���� �!

ABHI
(conscious of children)

Excuse me..
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There is protest in Abhi's voice

ABHI (CONT'D)
Accent ���  అ��� � ���న�� ���, 
India క�� అ����� �� ���వ, అక�డ 
����  ల� ఎవ� �ం����రం�?

Myra dodges the question, Abhi picks up the greeting card

ABHI (CONT'D)
(pointing on "yes")

ఇ� స��� ��ం�వ�?

Priya confessingly raises her hand,

ABHI (CONT'D)
అ� �� ��

(pointing to Pete)
�� ��� పగల ��� �� �� ��� 
పగల��� �, అం��?

ARYA
Pete � ��� ం� �� ��!

Priya raises her hand again. 

Myra can't believe it, Principal drops jaw

ABHI
ఇ���మం��?

Myra does not have answer and so is the principal

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇం�� �� shame feel అవ�����  
ఏం �దం�! �ళ� mind � ఉన� love 
��, �ర��ం�న� love ��! �ళ� 
�� �� � love అం� ఇష� ం! ��� ���  �ల� � 
ఒ�� వయ�� ఒ� relationship ��ం� 
����ం��! అ� మనం ఎంత pure � 
���  ��� అం� pure � ��� �! ఆ 
sense �� �ంపకం��, rapist �  
����! 

Myra can't deny Abhi's logic and principal can't accept it
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ABHI (CONT'D)
(amending tone)

Of course ఈ logic �, ���� �� 
�ద��ంచ��.. అ�� Arya, aunty � 
sorry ��� మ�� �� �� ��� డన� 
promise ��!

Arya gets on his feet,

ARYA
I am sorry, I will not...

MYRA
(interrupts)

It's ok! Pete, ఆ��� ��� నం�� ��� 
�� ���!

Principal is confused. Pete looks at Arya and reluctantly,

PETE
Sorry!!

PRINCIPAL
(agitated)

�� �� �ప�డ�ంటం�? ఇ�ం� ఎదవ�� 
�ట �� �జం� school మధ�� ఒం� �� 
�ద �ం���� �! �దం� ����� � 
అ���లంద� �ట��  ప�� �� అ���ల 
�ంట బయ�� �� �!

ABHI
స� �� punish �� publicize ��� � 
అ� జ���ం�! లవ�� �ట� అర� ం �� 
��� �ళ��, అ� వ����  ఏం �� స�!

PRINCIPAL
I don't approve of this settlement. 

(writes on pad)
I am suspending this boy with 
immediate effect!

Myra interrupts,

MYRA
No need. I am withdrawing my 
complaint!

Beat.
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Principal is stumped,

Myra gets up to leaves with children, 

Abhi gazes at the principal with a clear mind.

ABHI
� ఇం��  frustrations అ�� ��� � 
����వ��  స�?

 Abhi rushes and crosses path with Myra to take his chances

ABHI (CONT'D)
Hi, my name is Abhi. 

MYRA
I'm Myra

ABHI
If you don't mind, can we spend 
some time?

MYRA
(fending off)

pardon me..

Abhi manages to divert his pass

ABHI
I mean...� �ల� ��  ��, ���� ��, 
��� �� spend ��� � అ�..

A moment

MYRA
fine

As they walk out like a family, Principal murmurs

PRINCIPAL
family family ��ం�?

SC-10 INT. ST XAVIER / SCHOOL LAWN - DAY: KNOWING EACH OTHER

Abhi, accompanied by Pete and Priya sitting on a bench, is 
gazing at Myra who is talking to Arya sitting on another 
bench far away in the lawn,

PETER
(stiff)

What do you want to talk?
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Distracted, Abhi looks at Pete who is staring angry

ABHI
��� �� ��

PRIYA
వ��, �� ���ష� ం ��!

ABHI
అమ� � బం�రం ��వ� ���ం�� ఇంత 
��� � ��� �����?

PRIYA
� �న�!

ABHI
ఓ� 

(turns to Myra)
స� � ఆం� ఏం చ���ం�? ఎ�� 
���ం�ం�క�డ?

PRIYA
Myra aunty Trinity college � music 
student! Daddy research trip �ం� 
����� వర� ఇక�� ఉం�ం�! త��త 
అ��� ��� ��ం!

ABHI
ఓ..!

(disappointed)
��� , �� �న� puzzle solve �య��... 
��� �ల� , �� ��, � ఆం�  
��...ఇంత �న� family � ఇ�� 
accidents ఎ� జ��� ��� ?

PRIYA
silly, it's so simple! 

Priya explains passionately

PRIYA (CONT'D)
� �నమ� Indian, � �తయ� 
అ��క�! �� �తయ�� �ల� � ��� �, 
ఆం� �నమ�� Indian � ��� ం�, �� 
� ��� �ల� � ��� �, �� � 
మ��� Indian � ��� �!

Abhi connects the dots in his imagination
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ABHI
ya, it's so simple yaa!

Priya puts up a sudden sad face

PRIYA
But my mommy is dead though!

Abhi is shocked, feels sad and hugs them both

ABHI
Oh, I am so sorry!

MYRA (O.S.)
He is a smart boy

Abhi turns to Myra approaches with Aryahearing her next to 
him, gets up,

ABHI
They are cute children, I am very 
sorry about their mother!

Myra nods gracefully, Abhi makes effort to talk 

ABHI (CONT'D)
I heard you are a music student. In 
case �� �క� music ��ం� study 
���ల�� or if you want to go 
around thelleru, please let me 
know, I can be of help!

Myra answers her phone,

MYRA
Ya sure, sorry, it's my fiancé, 
need to take this! 

(on phone)
Hi Nitin

Abhi is obviously disappointed, 

Myra walks away with children, talking on phone

ABHI
(gazing at Myra)

ఆం� ఏ� అడగ�� కద� � ��ం�?

ARYA
���ం ��� ం�వన��ం�!

Abhi turns to Arya attentively
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ABHI
ఏం ����?

ARYA
MIT � seat ����� ఏ���  ���� � 
������డ� ���!

Abhi is stumped.

Suddenly, they are distracted by crackers sounds, Abhi 
notices a crackling 1000 wala falling from sky, he picks Arya 
and moves aside. Scared, kids scream and run Helter skelter 
in the campus.

On the road, a wild celebration of masses, firing crackers 
and throwing them into the buildings around. Scared, people 
run inside and shut the doors.

CROWD
��� �� �ం���! ఆంధ�  ప� � ���  
�ం���! (repeat)

The school guards rush in and shut the school gates,

NEWR READER 1 (O.S.)
ఆంధ�  స�జం ���  �ం� ����, 
Andhra Praja ��� � �� �ం�, �ద� 
ఎ��క�� � ఘన �జయం ��ం�న ��� 
���, �శం న� �లల �ం� �� ం�య 
���� అ�నందన� ��య���!

SC-10A INT/EXT. MULTIPLE - DAY: THE VICTORY MONTAGE

CUT TO CELEBRATIONS on tv: (Election results displayed ; ASP 
- 46, APP - 124, others: 5)

CUT TO MARKANDEYULU in front of media;

MARKANDEYULU (TV)
��� ��  ���న� డ��� �ర�కర� ��, ఓటర� � 
�� ���ందం� �శ� ��! ��కం� ���  
�జయం ��! EVM ల�� rigging 
��రం�, ఇ� అప� � ��మ�ం! ఈ 
election �ద �ంట� CBI enquiry 
��� �!
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REPORTER ON TV
ఇ�� ఉం��, �ంద� ం� స�ల� ����� 
���ం�న Indian Democratic Party � 
�� మద� ���� �ద� ��మ� ��� �� 
స�ష� ం ���!
��మ� ��� �� ����, �క�� MLA 
��� వర� � ��� గవర�� ర��ం� ప� �త� 
ఏ���� ఆ���ం��!

CUT TO DIAS SEEN IN VISHAKHA VANI'S COMPOSED LEG SUGGESTION, 
VISHNU VARDHAN TAKING OATH

VISHNU VARDHAN
(distant, fading voice)

N Vishnu Vardhan Kumar అ� ��, 
ఆంధ�  ప� �� �ష� � �ఖ� మం�� �, �రత 
���ంగం పట�  ���  ���సం �, �గ 
���ల� ��వ��ం�, సం�ర�  �బధ� త�, 
�ష� � ప� జలంద�� స�నం� ప�గ�ం� 
అం�త �వం� ప� ��� న� �వ ���� 
ప� �ణం ��� ���!

PULL BACK FROM TV, REVEALING ABHI HOLDING MAKING PATTENRNS 
WITH MAGNETIC BALLS, DEEPAK IS FACING HIM WITH A BOOK TITLES 
"IAS INTERVIEW"--THE ENTIRE PENTHOUSE IS FILLED WITH WHITE 
BOARDS, STICK NOTES, FLOW CHARTS AND NEWS PAPER CLIPPINGS.

Deepak quizes Abhi

DEEPAK
What are the four defining pillars 
of any democracy?

ABHI
Popular Sovereignty and Political 
equality; ప� ����� ఎ���� హ�� 
ప� జల�! Majority rules!

CAM TRACK INTO CHAIR OVERLAP, OPENING TO SCHOOL GROUND

ABHI (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ఎ���బడ�  ప� �త�ం �� మత �ల ���� 
��ం� ప� జ�� స�నం� ��ం��!
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A rowdy supporter climb school gate and warns pointing finger 
at the Principal

ROWDY SUPPORTER
అ��! �ర�ం��� supporter కద� 
���, �డ� ఈ ���ం� ��� � 
���� ఎ� న���� � ��� !

OVERLAP TRANSITION TO ABHI IN PENTHOUSE:

ABHI
Supremacy of law & Independent 
judiciary: చట� , ��య వ�వస� � వ�� ళ�� 
�ంగ�ం� స�తంత� ం� ప� ����!

NEWS READER (O.S)
Breaking news! ఆంధ�  ప� � ���  
spokesperson Mr. Gullapalli Madhav 
Rao, executive వ�వస� � తమ ప� �త�ం 
�య�న� ���ల� �ల� � ���!  

FOCUS SHIFT ONTO TV, PROJECTING BREAKING NEWS

NEWS READER 2
ఈ �త�  ప� �త�ం �క� �ష� �ం� ���� 
మం� క�క��� , ఆ��� SP �, ఇద� � High 
Court judge � బ�� �య�బ�� �! ఈ 
�ష��� ��� � �ల� ���  Mr. Madhav 
Rao, ఈ ���ల �నక ఎ�వం� �జ�య 
���� శ� �ద� స�ష� ం ���!

CAM TRAVELLING THROUHG WALL TO SEE VISHAKHA VANI TALKING TO 
VISHNU AT HOME; VISAKHA VANI BACK SHOT

VISHAKHA VANI
�����న మర� � � corruption � first 
��ళ�� plan ���, �వ� �ం��� ఓ��  
��� ���  పధ�ల ��ం� ఆ��ం���! 

(reveal Vishakha, holding 
green tea)

(MORE)
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VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
ఓట� �న� ��� ��ం��, �యంత� ం వర� 
��, �వ��  ఓ biscuit �క� ప���  ఎ�� 
��� డ��!

CUT TO CM VISHNU IN FRONT OF MEDIA;

CM VISHNU ON TV
మ� �ఖ�మం��  issue ��న contracts 
అ�� అ���మయం! ఆ �ం�� �� � అ�� ర��  
��, reverse tender � �� ��� ��ం!

REVEAL WORRIED BUSINESSMAN SITTING IN FRONT OF VISHAKHA VANI

INFRA BUSINESSMAN
Madam ఇప��� thirty percent invest 
��ం! ఇ��� cancel ���  కంప�� 
����� �డం! ఇ� ���  �త�  కం��� 
�� invest �య���� �ర�ం �య��! 
లక�ల మం� ఉ���� ���, economy 
�బ� �ం�ం�!

VISHAKHA VANI
economy ��ం� �ం ఆ���� ం, �� � 
company ��ం� ఆ��ంచం�!

The Infra Businessman has no answer, in a compromising tone

BUSINESS
స� ఏం �య�మం�� �� �ప�ం�!

Vishakha Vani looks straight into their eyes,

VISHAKHA VANI
ఆ ��� � ఏం ��� అ� �య�ం�!

Businessmen look at each other, stuck and baffled. They get 
up, greet and walk away,

VISHNU VARDHAN
�ళ�న���  �త�  investors �క��?

VISHAKHA VANI
ఇం� మం��, మన� ���ం�ం!
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Beat.

CUT TO ABHI;

ABHI (O.S.)
Open society and Protection of 
fundamental Rights: ���, మత, �ద�, 
���ర, వృ��  �ం� fundamental rights 
�, protect ����!

J-CUT TO TINTED-GLASS FORTUNER AND THE BIKE CONVOY

A tinted-glass fortuner, preceded by a dozen bikers halt in 
front of "Vijaya Sunflower Oil". No one gets down from the 
fortuner, but the biker gang lead by Ranga enter the factory 
gazing at hundreds of busy workers and walk straight into the 
MD room

Ranga greets with a smile,

RANGA
�� అ�����!

MD, in fear, hesitantly requests,

MD
Oh, coffee ����� �న� రమ���� 
కదం�?

RANGA
��న �ట��  �� ��� క�� ��ద� � 
�గట� !

Fake grin from the MD, his son is nervous as Ranga gazes 
around the busy factory

RANGA (CONT'D)
factory � ఎంత మం� ప� �స� ���?

MD
అ�� ��ం�రం�!

RANGA
�ల� ���ంత���?

MD
��� ��  �ట� ం�!

Ranga places a business card on table
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RANGA
ఆ �� ప� � �� ఈ కం�� అ�ం� � 
ప�య�ం�, employees � �ం supply 
��� ం!

MD looks blank trying to understand

RANGA (CONT'D)
అర� ం ���? అ�.. వన�...�న�... 
�నవ..వనర..

OWNER SON
�నవ వన��, Human resources?

RANGA
Ya..అ�!

Ranga nods firmly and walks away with his coterie, leaving 
the MD and his son dumbfound.

OVERLAP TRANSITION TO ABHI IN PENTHOUSE;

Abhi throws the ball and catches,

ABHI
Collective Responsibility : 
�ఖ��న �ర��ల �ద ప� ���� యం 
�క�ం��, like plebiscites 

CUT TO VISHAKHA VANI CLOSE;

VISHAKHA VANI
మర� � ��� ఆ��టం� ����, అ��� 
opposition defense � ప��ం�! 
Example; ��ల ��ం� �� ఏ� 
contour వర� ��� � ఆక�మణ�� ర��  
�య�మ� గత ప� �త�ం court order 
���ం�!

CUT TO NEWS READER ON TV;

NEWS READER 1
��� � ���  ఆ��ల� �� �త�  
�య��ం� �� contour వర� ��� �� 
ఆక�  �ం� �ప� �� ���వచ��, �ష� � 
ప� �త�ం ���స�ద�న �త�  ��� �� 
��ం�!

(MORE)
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NEWS READER 1 (CONT'D)
ఈ ��� ఆ�����  మత����� సంబ�� 
జ����, ���  ఉన� ��� ఆగ�హం వ�క� ం 
���! 

CUT TO AUTOMANI ON TV;

AUTO MANI (TV)
(agitated)

ఇప�� వర� జ��న ఆక�మణల�� � 
బ��� �శన�నయ� ��� �ం�ం�, 
ఇం� ఆక��ం��వడ�ంటం�?? Government 
ఆళ� ��� ఉం� క� అ� ఏం ��� 
��� ద� ��ం�����? ఈ ఆక�మణల 
����� ఈ ��� వ������ , ఈ �ల 
పద��న ���  ��ప� ం� బం� ప� క��� ��ం!

NEWS READER 1
��� � ప�సర �� ం���  �ల� �రం 
���వ��� �రణం ఈ క�� � అ� ��ల 
ఆ�పణ!

CUT TO DEEPAK IN PENTHOUSE; Deepak turns to Abhi from TV

DEEPAK
అ�� ప� �త�ం �రడం అం�...�త 
�ం�� ��� ��� �త�  �ం�� 
������ రన��ట!

Deepak closes the book

CROSSFADE

SC-11 INT. VARUN HOUSE - NIGHT : TWENTY THREE DAYS

EXTERIOR SHOT OF VARUN'S HOME AS WE HEAR MYRA NARRATING LION 
KING STORY

MYRA (O.S.)
అ��� ��� cliff �ద �ం��, 
�ం�� ��� �డ�ం� �� �మ����!

PRIYA
��� �� �� �వ�� క�?
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MYRA
�ం�� ��డ��� enemies � fight 
���� క�?

PETE
I want to watch Lion King now

MYRA
No, క�� ���� ప��, ��� న school 
ఉం�!

PRIYA
Daddy � �� twenty-three days 
అ��ం�ం�! �� �� �య���!

A sudden melancholy in the room. Myra notices Priya looking 
sad

PRIYA (CONT'D)
phone �� �య���

Myra hugs Priya and consoles

MYRA
Daddy ���న �ట �� signals ఉండ� 
���, అం�� call �య���! ���� 
miss అ����� �� �� అ�� miss 
అ��ం��! ��� ��� � school ��� ం� 
వ���� �!

PRIYA
�� మ�� ��� ��ల�ం�!

PETE
I will play the family videos

Peter hops off the bed and rushes to the laptop

MYRA
Pete late అ��ం�  ప��!

Pete logs in, clicks on the "family" folder from google drive 
and clicks open a set of videos to play,

CUT TO VIDEO CLIP; IN THE CLASSROOM

As the entire class witness with cheers and laughs, Varun 
Hanson, who is on his knees in front of Radhika offfers a 
ring of proposal
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VARUN
�� �����న ��� ��, న�� ��� ���ం� 
��� ���� ���ం��, I love you 
Radhika!! please accept my 
proposal!

Giggles in the class, awaiting Radhika's response

RADHIKA
� ఇం��  ప�� ం����వ, �  proposal 
accept  ��నం� immediate � ఇం�� ం� 
�ం��� �! 

Tones of disappointment and boos in the class

RADHIKA (CONT'D)
�� �ంట� ��� ���� hostel �� 
��రం �డ�మం� accept ��� !

The whole class bursts into cheers with claps

VARUN
ఇక���ం� Straight � registration 
office �, any problem?

Louder cheers and whistles as Radhika receives the ring.

STEP FREEZE CUTS OF SIGNING REGISTER, CHANGING GARLANDS ETC.

OUTSIDE THE REGISTER OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY CHEERING FRIENDS, 
VARUN AND RADHIKA POUTING AT THE CAMERA (FREEZE)

Priya and Pete are looking cheerfully. Tears in Myra's eyes.

Another VIDEO CLIP;

Radhika is holding the new born Pete, Varun is talking to 
camera, his family is on a laptop skype video

VARUN (VIDEO) (CONT'D)
Mom this is for you, you have to 
name him

FEMALE VOICE
�� ప�� Indian � ��� �, so I 
will name him Peter Hansen!
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MYRA (VIDEO)
Mom, you are punishing him!

Everyone bursts into laughter,

Peter is cheerful seeing the video, Myra is lost and worried,

VIDEO CLIP;

Radhika is holding another baby (Priya), Varun is holding one 
year old Pete

VARUN (VIDEO)
This one is for you dad,

MALE VOICE (VIDEO)
Well, I leave her to Myra

MYRA'S VOICE (VIDEO)
Ok, since she is born a blonde, I 
will name her Priyanka!

VARUN (VIDEO)
All right Priya it is!

Priya is blushing. Peter clicks on another video

This time the visuals are sad and gloomy. Radhika is lying on 
bed in a vegetative state. It's a devastating visual. Pete 
and Priya are standing on either side of the bed

VARUN (VIDEO) (CONT'D)
Radhee, can you recognise Pete? 
Radhee, can you see Priya?

Myra shuts down the laptop and hugs them both caressingly.

MYRA
Enough! Now go to bed! సం� Bird 
sanctuary � �����  if you behave!

Myra watches Pete and Priya run to the bed and tuck 
themselves under the blanket.

In a moment, she gets up and walks into the balcony with a 
cell phone.

SC-12 EXT. MYRA HOME BALCONY/HOSPITAL CORRIDOR - NIGHT : THE 
CLUE

Myra waits for answer
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NIDHI (O.S.)
Myra hi, any news?

MYRA
No...

NIDHI
  ����మం����?

MYRA
as usual, ������ం అం����

NIDHI
Oh, God

MYRA
���ట� �ం� ఏ�� clues ����?

NIDHI
Nothing ya. I will let you know if 
I find anything

Myra is about to hang but hears Nidhi hollering

NIDHI (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Myra...

Myra puts the phone back in her ear

MYRA
Yes

NIDHI
 � అన�య� missing � ��� connection 
ఉం� �� ��� ��, Varun miss అ�న   
��న �� అ� ఒక �� Varun � 
consultation � visit ��డ� nurse 
���ం�!

INTER CUTS: GUNA'S TINTED GLASS FORTUNER ENTERING THE COLLEGE 
COMPOUND, GUNA (BACK-SHOT) WALKING IN CORRIDORS ALONG WITH 
RANGA AND HALF-A-DOZEN GOONS, OPENS AN OFFICE DOOR AND STAND 
IN FRONT OF VARUN...

MYRA
Are you sure?
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NIDHI
Yes, ఇ�� ��� its just a patient 
visit అ�����, �� ఇ������� ం� 
�ం�ం ���� ం�

Myra's mind is racing with doubts (BGM graphs)

SC-13 INT. SP OFFICE - DAY : A COVER UP ?

SP GOPAL RAO (40), is listening intently

MYRA
miss అ�న �ం� �� వ�� క�క� � � 
క���, miss అ�న ��న �� అ� �� 
వ�� � క���! ఇ� kidnap 
అ��ం�చ�� ఎం�క��వ�� � ��?

SP answers with ease

SP GOPAL RAO
Kidnap ��న��  ��� �� �� �బ�� ! �� 
�ద "shoot at sight" order ఉం� 
�డం, �� ���న��  public � �రగ�! 
Appointment record ప� �రం ఆ �� � 
వ��న ��ం� �� రం�!

MYRA
public � �రగడ� �� అ���, 
అ�ంట��� తన ��� appointment 
ఎం�� ���ం��?

Beat

MYRA (CONT'D)
(suspicious)

I think you guys are trying to 
cover up something..

SP stares at her offended

SP GOPAL RAO
అం�? ఏం� � ఉ�� శం? ��, క�క� � �� 
ఆ ��� క�� � అన�� kidnap ���?

Beat.
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Thinking for a beat, Myra feels what he said could really be 
the uncomfortable truth, 

Feeling scared, Myra gets up and walks out of the room.

SC-14 INT. US CONSULATE - DAY : HELP...

SUPER : US CONSULATE GENERAL, HYDERABAD

A white lady talking to an officer inside holding a document 
folder, comes back to the client window and talks from 
inside,

CONSULATE LADY
Since your brother is an Indian 
citizen, there is nothing we can do 
about it. You must seek local 
authorities help.

MYRA
I lost hope on the local 
authorities mam, it's been twenty-
five days since he disappeared!

CONSULATE LADY
I feel for you, I am really sorry, 
there is nothing we can do about 
it! And as I mentioned, for the 
children's custody, we need parent 
signatures or else, sorry to put it 
this way, their death certificates!

Myra is evidently heartbroken, she collects herself, picks 
the documents and walks to the kids waiting in the lounge. 

Myra exits the consulate with kids, looking desolate.

SC-15 EXT. ABHI STREET - DAY: GUNA…

We see a shamyana in front of a new house, bustling with 
guest movements. 

The tinted glass fortuner, surrounded by a bunch of bikes is 
parked opposite to the house.

Abhi and deepak enter the street on a bike. Abhi is holding a 
pile of books in delicate balance, seated behind,

DEEPAK
అ� written exam అ��ం�, interview 
� �� ఇ�� �స� �� చ�� ���? 
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ABHI
(panic)

interview కం� separate � syllabus 
ఉండ��...అం�� ఇ�� చద���ం�ం�, 

DEEPAK
ఇ��డర��ం�! ���ం� torture exams 
ఎం�� �య�� � 

(detracts)

ABHI
అ�..�...

Their bike detracts and skids off the road as the shamyana 
collapses and blocks their way

Abhi and Deepak gather themselves and check for injuries. 
Furniture is being flung onto the road followed by commotion 
and arguments in front of the house, witnessed by dozens of 
guests.

Automani and his father (NARAYANA, 60) are argueing with 
Ranga and his gang, displaying documents,

NARAYANA
(pleading)

� బ��ల� వ�వ�యం �రం ���! 
��� ంబవ�� ఆ� �� క�� �న� ఇం�� �� 
���ం����, �శన� ���� !

AUTOMANI
ద��ం� � original document ���, 
xerox ��! ఇ��, � original 
document ���!

RANGA
(looks at the ladies)

�� ఒ��న�, ఏ�..ఆ ఆడం�లంద�� 
బయట� �ంటం�� !

AUTOMANI
(warns)

�� � �డ� ఆ�ళ�� ��� ���రం� 
న���� ! �ంగ document ప�� ��� �ర� న�ం 
��� �ం�� ? � document � ద��ం� ���  
order � �!
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RANGA
(pushes him away)

���  �����ం� ��� �!

Abhi taps on Ranga's shoulder

ABHI
అ�� ఓ�� document ����?

Ranga looks sizing up Abhi

RANGA
���వ�� ? ��� �?

Automani hands in his document, Abhi snatches the document 
from Ranga's aid, and observes the documents intently. Ranga 
gazes with an attitude

ABHI
ఈ document � స�� నంబ� �� ఉం�!

Abhi looks at Ranga questioningly

RANGA
ఆ...�ం �� �� � నంబ��  ��న� �!

ABHI
��� ���  �����ం� ���! Legal 
property � �ర� న�ం� enter అ�నం�� 
��� చం�� crime �� ���?

Ranga bursts into laughter

RANGA
(sarcastic)

అ�...అన� ఏ ఊ��ం� ��� క���ం�� !

He looks around and flings the plate filled with Pooja 
material held by a gravely old lady standing next to him. The 
lady curses in shivering voice

OLD LADY
�జ ����  తం� క�� ��� � 
ఎద�!
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RANGA
ఆ�, � స� లం� ఇ��  క��  �జ ��� ం� 
వ�� దండం ��� ���?

Ranga smacks Narayana in a spur,

Inadvertently, Abhi grabs Ranga by collar and kicks him out 
of the compound. Ranga bangs on the tinted glass Fortuner 
parked across the road.

Beat.

Abhi stand tall drawing attention of the goons and guests 
alike

SLOW MO SHOT OF THE TINTED GLASS SLIDING DOWN, REVEALING GUNA 
(42). 

Fear and silence looms as Guna stares at Abhi.

Automani is shocked and mellowed

Guna gets down and stretches his torso, looking at large. 
Ranga declares with a smirk

RANGA (CONT'D)
ఎ� ���  ఆర� � అ��� కద�, అ��, ���  
వ��ం� ��!

Guna gently leans in and picks Abhi's books lying scattered 
on the road, Deepak is tensed

Guna walks to Abhi with the books and hands them over

GUNA
��� �� �స� �ల ���� ఉ���, ��ం� 
���� �స� ���  ఉన�ంత వర� బద� ం� 
ఉం��! బయట��� అడ� �న �ష���  
ఏ�� ��� � �ళ� �ంద ప� పచ��  
���! � �� బద� రం� �స� కం� ��� 
�! 

Guna taps on Abhi's cheek and moves toward Automani

ABHI (O.S.)
అడ� ం� ���  అడ� ం� బ���ం� ���!

Beat
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Guna turns back and notice Abhi still standing unflinched, 
but the tension can be seen on Automani's face.

Guna pulls out a sharp dagger, walks close to Abhi,

GUNA
క��� ! �ట� డ� కత� �� �� అడ� ం� ���  , 
అ�� ���ళ�ంద�� అడ� ంగ న���ం� ���! 

Deepak and Automani watch holding their nerves as Guna wraps 
his arm around Abhi's shoulder and points the knife against 
Abhi's throat.

GUNA (CONT'D)
ఈ �� ఇప���� ప�� ��� �కల ��� � 
�� ��ం�, పం���� �క �� �త� 
ఉం� అ� ఎన�డ�ం�! �� ణం 
���త�ం�� �డ�, ఉ� మం� ఆ���� !

(looking into eyes)
Headlight �ం�!...headlight 
�ంచ�...

Abhi does not budge, keeps staring into Guna's eyes 
piercingly, daring him to push the knife in, Automani rushes 
forward and pushes Abhi away,

AUTOMANI
(screaming at Abhi)

 ఏ� ���వ��  మధ��?

Beat

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
�ం ��� ��� settle ���ం�ం క�? 
� ��ఇజ� �స�   ��� � �న�� 
�ద��� ! ఒక plot �ద �ం� స�� 
నంబ�� , ఒక ��� నంబ� �ద �ం� plot 
�, ఈ బంప� ఆఫర� � � బ��� �శనం 
��� ం� � �న� �ం� ఆ�స�� ! ��� ఆ�� 
�ద���  �! 

Beat.

Abhi is baffled and humiliated, Automani turns to Guna in a 
pleading tone
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AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
అ� �పల �ట� ��, ��� � settle 
���ం�ం!

Guna looks at Abhi questioningly.

Abhi  turns around and walks away gently carrying his books, 
Deepak follows pushing the bike on foot. 

Guna puts the knife back in his holster and turns to Automani 
in a negotiating tone,

GUNA
(friendly)

��� �� ��ం ���, ఆ ��� � �� ��� 
బం� అ��� క�, అ�న�� ���! �దం� 
��� చం� � ���ం� � ఇం��  ��రం 
��� !

SC-16 INT. ABHI PENTHOUSE/MYRA HOME - DAY: SNEAKER

Arya stealthily enters the room without letting Abhi notice 
his entry

Scores of open books and notes are scattered all over the 
room, Abhi, with his legs up against the wall is lying on 
floor and reading "Current Affairs" book. Dried coffee cups 
and tiffin plates are left unattended...

Arya picks the phone lying next to Abhi and dials

CUT TO Priya who is busy sketchiing, answering the  phone

INT. VARUN HOME/LIVING ROOM - DAY: BREAK UP

PRIYA
Hello

ARYA
Are we going?

PRIYA
Don't know, she is still on 
facetime

Priya looks at Myra who is sitting in front of a laptop, 
facetiming with NITHIN (27)
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MYRA
(distant)

I know, I'm not able to find 
answers Nitin

ARYA
ఎవ��  ��� ��ం�?

PRIYA
Fiance

ARYA
ఎంత�� ప��ం�?

PRIYA
May be two three hours, sometimes 
it goes all day

ARYA
(impatient)

Oh no! Just ask her no?

PRIYA
(irritated)

I can't! Let her finish no

Arya flips around, lying on his back

ARYA
So, what are you doing?

PRIYA
sketching

ARYA
ఏం sketch  ��� ��� ?

Priya is distracted as Myra shouts,

MYRA
(shouting)

How can you even say that you 
insensitive bastard!

(pulls out her airpods and 
screams)

How dare you even say that? You 
must be a moron to even say that,

Nitin is anime and trying to explain, we can't hear him
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MYRA (CONT'D)
Don't don't even try explain, I 
just saw a glimpse my future with 
you and it's scary, don't call me 
back, and I am done with your 
bullshit! We are done! 

(shuts laptop)

Myra collapses on chair holding her face

CUT TO ARYA

ARYA
Who is she shouting at?

PRIYA
Fiance

ARYA
Are they breaking up ?

Abhi turns to Arya curiously

CUT BACK TO Priya looking staring at Myra

PRIYA
Aunty, did you break up with Nitin 
uncle?

Myra looks up feeling conscious

MYRA
Shut up! Who are your talking to?

PRIYA
Arya is asking if we are going to 
bird sanctuary

MYRA
Hang up the phone and finish your 
homework first!

Priya hangs the phone, Arya feels shunned as Abhi is still 
gazing at Arya curiously

ABHI
ఏం�, break up అ��ం�?

ARYA
��ం ���? �వయ� please మమ��� 
bird sanctuary � ���ళ��, Aunty 
last minute � hand ఇ��ం�!
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ABHI
ఏం� Comedy � ఉం�, ��! Next week 
interview ��� �� bird sanctuary 
అంట, ��� � �తన�� �!

ARYA
(persist)

No, he is so boring, please take us 
�వ��, please

ABHI
��..

Abhi's phone rings, from same number, he answers attentively

MYRA
Hi

Abhi sits upright

ABHI
Oh, hi

MYRA
�ల� �� bird sanctuary � ����� న� 
promise ���, �� ఈ �� � mood 
���, �� ���ళ� గల�?

ABHI
(excited)

Oh of course I am free only, in 
fact �� �� ���ం�, �� ����� �

Arya is observing Abhi keenly

MYRA
Thank you

Myra is about to hang the phone, but Abhi interrupts

ABHI
Actually Myra ..�� �� వ��  
better, you will feel better ! I 
promise you won't regret, please 
come no

Myra thinks for a beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
�తర �� ఇ�, Believe me...you will 
feel good

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
(pleads)

Please don't say no..

Abhi waits keenly for a positive answer

MYRA
(hesitantly)

Ok

Abhi hangs the phone with restrained excitement, notices Arya 
gazing at him incriminatingly

ARYA
Break up అన�� �� ఐ���?

MUSICAL/VISUAL TRANSITION

SC-17 EXT. MULTIPLE - DAY: THE FOLK OF THELLERU - SONG

(Musical/visual inspirations : Rang De Basanti - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c769V25pX08)

The ecstatic visual grandeur of Thelleru, the fields and the 
sky. Myra and Priya riding with Abhi, Arya and Pete riding 
with Deepak. Visiting different villages, witnessing 
different kinds of jatara celebrations, roadside enactments, 
stage playsetc. ending with boat ride on the lake canals.

�ర�:
��� జబ�ల �ద - �ంత�ంజ�� 
త�� �బ�ల �ద – ���ంజ�� 
��� ��� � �� �� ����� 
క�� �గ� ల �ద ���  మరక��

పల� �:
�ద�ద� – ఆడ�ద� 
��� ��� క�� �ర�ద�

చరణం-1:
�����  ��� ���న���న�దంట 
�ల� � – �ల� � 
సర��� �ం��� సరస���న�దంట 
�ల� � – �ల� � 
�� �ంప ��� �ం� – �� 
��� పడ�యంట 
�ల� � – �ల� � 

(MORE)
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చరణం-1: (CONT'D)
వలస ప����� �ళ� �� జ�� �ం�యంట 
�ద�ద� – ఆడ�ద� 
��� ��� క�� �ర�ద� 

ఆంగ� ం:
సమ�� � �ప�ల�  �ద���న�దంట 
�రద�న� �ర� ం��� ��ర���పడ� దంట 
�పమం�మ – మ�� �పమం�మ

�ర�:
���� – ���� 
�ర�ప ���� 
పడవ�ంక ���� 

చరణం-2:
ప���ం���� – �ర�తమ� �పమంట 
��� ంట� మ� ��� ంట� మ� 
��� � �డ� ల�సం – ���న త�� నంట 
��� ంట� మ� ��� ంట� మ� 
రం� రం�ల ప� ��క��  – �రంగ���ంట 
�ల� � – �ల� � 
���క�� �న� జంట – 
��� ���ంటయంట 
�ద�ద� – ఆడ�ద� 
��� ��� క�� �ర�ద� 
ఎ�� �� �క����  – ఏ��క� ���నంట 
��� ంట� మ� ��ంచంగ – ��� �క� �డ�వంట 
�ంద��� – �� �ం��డ��

�ర�:

���� – ���� 
�ర�ప ���� 
పడవ�ంక ���� 

SC-18 EXT. LAKE - DUSKY : SHARING THE BURDEN

Myra and Abhi are standing in a motor boat while kids (Priya, 
Arya and Pete), playing with Deepak in another boat, overtake 
them heckling victoriously. A variety of birds flocking in 
the sky over the narrow canal connected to the vast lake. 
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Abhi notices Myra looking lost, watching the kids

                      ABHI
are You Ok?

Myra takes a moment to answer

                     

MYRA
 
research �ద ఆ�� � ���డ� అబద� ం 
����, అ� న�� బ���� ���. �ళ� 
�హం� �ం� ఆ న����� �య��ం� 
అ� భయ��� ం�!

Beat

Abhi is puzzled, tears in Myra's eyes,

MYRA (CONT'D)
అన� క��ంచ�ం��� ��� ����ం�, 
ఏమ��� ���� �!!

Beat

Abhi is processing in a shock as she goes on, struggling to 
complete the sentences

MYRA (CONT'D)
క���ం� ��న ��న �� అ� �� 
visit ��డ� ���నప���ం� ఇం� 
భయం� ఉం�!

INSTERTS OF GUNA'S VEHICLE IN FRONT OF HOSPITAL, HIS GANG 
WALING IN, OPENING DOOR AS VARUN LOOKS UP IN DOCTOR'S COAT

Cut back to Myra on boat

MYRA (CONT'D)
����� స���  respond అవ��� �! �ళ� 
�ద �� doubt వ�� ం�!

Cut to Myra's conversation with SP

SP GOPAL RAO (40), is listening intently
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MYRA (CONT'D)
miss అ�న �ం� �� వ�� క�క� � � 
క���, miss అ�న ��న �� అ� �� 
వ�� � క���! ఇ� kidnap 
అ��ం�చ�� ఎం�క��వ�� � ��?

SP answers with ease

SP GOPAL RAO
Kidnap ��న��  ��� �� �� �బ�� ! �� 
�ద "shoot at sight" order ఉం� 
�డం, �� ���న��  public � �రగ�! 
Appointment record ప� �రం ఆ �� � 
వ��న ��ం� �� రం�!

MYRA
public � �రగడ� �� అ���, 
అ�ంట��� తన ��� appointment 
ఎం�� ���ం��?

Beat

MYRA (CONT'D)
(suspicious)

I think you guys are trying to 
cover up something..

SP stares at her offended

SP GOPAL RAO
అం�? ఏం� � ఉ�� శం? ��, క�క� � �� 
ఆ ��� క�� � అన�� kidnap ���?

Beat.

Thinking for a beat, Myra feels what he said could really be 
the uncomfortable truth, 

Feeling scared, Myra gets up and walks out of the room.

CUT TO; US CONSULATE GENERAL, HYDERABAD
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MYRA (O.S)
�ల� �� adopt ���� ���� అ��� 
����� మ� try ��� ం�, Indian 
citizens అవడం వల�  �ళ� parents 
signature or �ళ� death certificate 
��లం����! Feels like I'm stuck 
in a limbo without a conclusion to 
the case.
pillaliki adopt chesukuni nAtopATu 
america teesukeldaamani try 
cEstuMTE, Indian citizens avaDaM 
valla, vALLa parents signature ledA 
vALLa death certificate 
kAvAlaMTunnAru! Feels like I'm 
stuck in a limbo without a 
conclusion to the case.

A white lady talks from inside,

CONSULATE LADY
Since your brother is an Indian 
citizen, there is nothing we can do 
about it. You must seek local 
authorities help.

MYRA
I lost hope on the local 
authorities mam, it's been twenty-
five days since he disappeared!

CONSULATE LADY
I feel for you, I am really sorry, 
there is nothing we can do about 
it! And as I mentioned, for the 
children's custody, we need parent 
signatures or else, sorry to put it 
this way, their death certificates!

Myra is evidently heartbroken, she collects herself, picks 
the documents and walks to the kids waiting in the lounge. 

Myra exits the consulate with kids, looking desolate.

Cut back to Myra on the boat;

MYRA
ఈ  �శం� ఎవ�� న��� ఎవ�� నమ��డ� 
అర� ం �వ�� �  

Abhi notices Priya standing still, staring at Myra from the 
other boat, 
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Abhi holds Myra consolingly,

ABHI
Myra �ల� � ��� ���

Myra wipes her tears, turns to the children and waves them 
with a fake smile, Priya smiles back and starts playing.

Myra turns to Abhi,

MYRA
ఈ situation � �ళ� Future క�� ��� 
important ��! I want to adapt 
them, but that bastard.....

(choking)
my fiancé...

(struggling to finish)
�ళ��  orphanage � �డ�మ���! I 
had to break up with him today..

(she breaks down weeping)

Abhiin an assuring tone,

ABHI
అ���� అమ� తనం �డ��� మ�� 
��! ఈ situation � ఆ �ల� ల�  అమ�� 
���, అ� అర���� �� ఉం��!   

 Myra's phone rings, Abhi picks it and hands it to her

SP (O.S.)
Myra Hansen?

MYRA
Yes

SP (O.S.)
 ఓ�� office ��� �?

Myra hangs the phone and looks at Abhi

SC-19 INT. SP OFFICE - NIGHT : "CASE CLOSED"
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A TRANSPARENT PLASTIC EVIDENCE BAG FILLED WITH A DIRTY PANT, 
SHIRT, BROKEN PHONE AND WALLET ARE LYING ON TABLE. 

Sp Gopal Rao, standing behind his chair is looking intently. 
Myra, accompanied by Abhi is sitting across the table stoic 
looking at the bag.

Children are staring at them sitting afar on a couch with 
Deepak

Myra gently opens the bag and inspects the evidences one by 
one, 

SP is looking keen for confirmation. 

Myra, after looking into Varun's wallet, his driver's 
license, credit cards and their family photo, realises the 
chilling truth as tears roll down her cheeks

A deadly silence in the room as Abhi looks at Myra's pale 
face in shock, 

SP cues the constable to take away the evidence bag.

SP GOPAL RAO
 ��� �� �ప� ప��ం� �ళ�� ����

A couple of fisherman are standing with folded hands.

SP GOPAL RAO (CONT'D)
���  పక��క�� body క��ంచ��! బట� ల 
�ద blood marks �� ��! � అన�య� 
wife  చ���న త��త �ం�ం 
depression �, alcoholic అ��డ� � 
investigation � ���ం�! suicidal 
tendencies �� ఉన���  ���ం�!

Abhi is baffled to hear where it's heading, he points at the 
children

ABHI
ఓ�� ఆ �ల� �� �డం� స�, �ళ�������  
ఏ తం�� � suicide ���ం��?

SP is disconcerned

SP GOPAL RAO
��ం� ����� �� ? Suicide ���� �� 
mindset ఎ� ఉం�ం� ��� ��?
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Abhi is penting up

ABHI
ఈ crime � solve �య�డం క�� 
suicide � project �య�డం�� � 
mindset ఉన��� ం� స�! crime � ��� 
project ���  అ�� క���� ం� ప� పం���! 
Blood marks �వం�, suicide అ� 
����ం��? Body �సం �తక�?

SP GOPAL RAO
ఆ �����  స�ద� ం� క��� ం�! 
ఎక��తకమం�� ���! గత  ఐ�ళ�� ఇ� 
ప���� missing case! ఇప�� వర� ఒక� 
body �రక��!

ABHI
అం�, అ�� Suicides అ� �������?

SP shoots back

SP GOPAL RAO
�! Practical knowledge ��ం� 
��� డ�!

SP takes his seat facing Myra.

SP GOPAL RAO (CONT'D)
�డ��, �� �ల� ల �ద కస� � ��లం� 
ఒక� � అన� signature ���, �దం� 
తన death certificate ���! Body 
����ం�� అన� భ� మ� case ఇ�� 
open � ఉం� life waste ���ం�� 
�క death certificate ����, అ��� 
���, �  �ల� ల future ����ం�� 
ఆ��ం��ం�!

Myra is blank

Abhi retorts in cold disappointment

ABHI
Ha, ఈ settlements � ���� talent 
crime solve �య�డం� ఉండ� ��?
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SP
(shouts)

ఏ�, ��� త�� �ప�య�ం�� !!

Abhi gets up screaming in challenging tone

ABHI
ఎయ�ం� స�, uniform ఏ��న� �ం��, 
అంతక�� ఏం ��� �?

SP springs up to hold Abhi's collar

MYRA
(screams)

Abhi stop it!

Beat

MYRA (CONT'D)
sign ఎక�డ ���� �ప�ం�!

Abhi is shocked by her decision,

ABHI
Myra are you out of your mind? ఇ� 
మర� � అ� ��� ��� �� �������, 
���� �? 

Myra looks at Abhi, determined

MYRA
���� ం�, అం�� close 
�య�మం���...

Beat

Her eyes swell with helplessness anger..

MYRA (CONT'D)
(points to children)

�ళ� �సం!

Beat. 

Abhi cannot counter

MYRA (CONT'D)
There is a reason behind my 
decision, ఇ� � personal 
struggle,please leave it to me!
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Abhi is appalled.

SP looks as if he won the contest.

Kids are crying louder, having understood the ultimate truth, 
Abhi, turns around and approaches to console them

SP places the case file on table and offers a pen, still 
gazing angrily at Abhi. 

Abhi kneels in front of the crying children

PRIYA
Daddy � ఎవ�  చం���?

With swollen eyes Abhi embraces both of them

Myra gazes at the pen on top of the case file,

ABHI
Daddy �వ� చంప�ద��.. మ�� 
దగ� ర������!

Myra picks the pen and hesitantly starts signing

PRIYA
మమ������ ఎం�������?

ABHI
�న అమ��వ� �� �ర�...

Abhi holds them tight and caress

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� aunty ఉం� క�, �న� క�� �గ 
���ం�ం�!

As Abhi consoles children with a lie, Myra has just signed 
for it

SC-20 EXT. ROADS - NIGHT - A GLOOMY RETURN

TRAVEL SHOTS PANNING FROM ABHI TO PRIYA AND MYRA ON A BIKE, 
LOOKING GLOOMY ON DARK AND EMPTY ROADS. ARYA AND PETE RIDING 
ON DEEPAK'S BIKE

CROSSFADE
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SC-21 EXT. CROSSROADS/ROADS - DAY: THE UNIQUE BANDH

Deepak and Abhi ride on a bike towards Ashok circle, holding 
bags. A bunch of men, wearing white clothes, lead by 
Automani, are stopping the incoming traffic and interacting 
with the commuters.

Women in sarees are marching on the sideways with flags and 
banners reading; "Thelleru tallini vidipinchandi" "raitula 
gaavu keka", "supreme court teerupuni amalu cheyyandi", 
"Thelleru mafia ni antam cheyyandi", "maa kompalu koller" 
etc. Police are lined up for every hundred feet, some are 
static and some are moving.

Automani stops Abhi's bike

AUTOMANI
స� ఈ �� బం�! Bike అక�డ ��� �� 
ఎక������ �ప�ం� � ఆ�� drop 
��� ం!

DEEPAK
�� �ం బం� station � ���  ���  
ఎ�� ��ం, వ���� �� ��� ఇక�� 
ఉం�ం�?

AUTOMANI
స�! ప��వరణ సంఘం ఆధ�ర�ం� 
జ���ం� ఈ బం�, � bike ఎక��� 
��!

(motions a colleague to 
approach)

�� �� ��� క�, �� �����, � 
�� �వర� ����ం��  ఇ���!

Automani's colleague hands in a pamphlet to Abhi and takes 
the bike away. Abhi looks at the pamphlet headline; "Thelleti 
vyadha".

AUTOMANI (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ఎక�ం� స�!

Automani hollers from inside the auto. 

Abhi and Deepak get in feeling a bit uneasy

DEEPAK
అ��, బం� ��� ఇ�క ���!
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AUTOMANI
స�! ఈ �జంద�� free ride!

Beat.

Auto zooms off

SC-22 EXT. ELURU ROADS - DAY : STORY OF THE LAKE

As they drive, they go past a roadside jatara at a junction. 
There is a bit of uneasiness in the auto. 

Deepak breaks the silence,

DEEPAK
 ��� ల �ద ���య��ం�, బ��� 
తగ�ట� �ం�, school �, shop � 
close �య��ం�, ఇ�ం బం� ��?

AUTOMANI
అ�� �య��ం�� ఓ మ�� 
�� ��ళ��ళ���� � కద స�!

Beat.

Abhi is not convinced yet

ABHI
(poking)

ఇ��� కద� �ద�ం�, మ��హ�ం వర� 
wait ��, అ�� తగలడ��!

Automani gets the intended pun

AUTOMANI
అ� ���  ఆ ���� �జ�య �ం�� 
�����ం� స�, �ం �య�ం! ఆత�హత�� 
���� ��లం స�, హత�� �� �ం�లం 
��!

A moment of empathy

DEEPAK
���� మ� ఆ��ం�� ��� ���?

AUTOMANI
��� బతక�క, చ���� శ��  �క!
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Moment

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
ఓ�� ఆ �� �డం� స�, � కధ 
అర���ం�!

There is a detailed map of Thelleru depicting the lanka 
villages and the surrounding farmer villages, marked in red

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
ఈ ��ళ�� ��� � ���  ఉన� ఆ ప�� ��  
���� వందల మం� ��� ఆత�హత� 
������! ఇ� �� ��ం� �ం� ���� 
suicide festival మద�� అ��డ��� 
క��ం� �� ��� news 
అ��ం���! �� ఇ� ఆత�హత�� �� 
స�, హత��! 

Beat.

Abhi looks into the pamphlet attentively

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
ఇ� నల� ఏళ� �ం� ఒక వర� ం ఓట�  �సం 
�ద�న కధ!

Automani has Abhi's attention now

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
ఒక��� Asia �� అ� �ద�  మం� �� 
సర�� ��� �! మత�� ��ల� ��ల� 
స�నం� �� ణం ���!

INTER CUTS OF PLEASANT THELLERU VISUALS, FISHERMEN THROWING 
NETS, FARMERS PLOUGHING FIELDS, BIRDS SETTLING ON TREES

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
�� ఆ ��� �� ఆక��ం���, కృ�� మ �పల 
�ంప��� ఎ��, మత�� ��ల� తన ఓట�� � 
����ం�క వ��� !
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B & W VISUALS OF YOUNG VISHAKHA VANI STANDING IN FRONT OF THE 
FRESH AND VAST THELLERU LAKE (BACK SHOT)

AUTOMANI (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ఆ త��త Society �, lease �, loan 
లం� ��� ��� �� తన ����� � 
�����, అ� ఓటర� � ఆ వ�వస� � ��స�� 
��ం�! �ల �ట�  ��� ���� క�� �ం�! ఆ 
వ���  �� ��� ��, ఆ ���రం �� 
మత��గంధ fisheries!

VISUALS OF VISHAKHA VANI TALKING TO THE SOCIETY PRESIDENTS 
INTER CUT WITH TANK CONSTRUCTIONS ON THE LAKE, ALL THE STEPS 
INVOLVED IN PISCICULTURE - FROM LAKE TO PACKAGING

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
�జ�యం� ������, ���రం� 
�జ���� ����ం�, ఈ �� ��� ��� తన 
����� � ����ం�!

DEEPAK
ఇక�డ �����న నష� ం ఏం� మ�?

AUTOMANI
�పల�� �� �� మ�రం వల�  ��� �డ���, 
��� కట� ల వల�  �� మట� ం త�� ం�, 
స�ద� ం ��� �న�� త��, ఉ�� ��� 
లక�ల ఎక�ల ��� �శనం అ���! 
ఒక��� �� ��� oxygen � ఉన� ���, 
ఇ��� �షం� మ���ం� స�!

INTERCUT WITH UNPLEASANT VISUALS OF FARMERS, BIRDS AND 
ARTIFICIAL FISHING.

AS THEY PASS, THEY NOTICE VISHAKHA VANI CUTOUTS AND 
MATSYAGANDHA FISHERIES HOARDINGS.

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
supreme court orders �� �త� 
�య��ం� క�� � �ం��ం� �����!

(MORE)
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AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
ప� �త�� �ం�� ప� వ�� ��  ఎక����� 
������ స� ��ం���? 

The auto rides past a big jatara in front of the railway 
station and halts. Abhi and Deepak get down,

Abhi is about to pay,

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
���� కద స�, ఇ� free ride! �� 
� కధ �� స�ం���  అ� ���� payment!

Abhi is about to leave,

AUTOMANI (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Sir..!

Abhi turns back

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
ఆ �� �నన� �ట� మన�� ��� �వ��  
స�! �మ��� �ం� � ��� �ం� 
���� �� అ� ��� ��! ���ం� ��� 
��� అంద�� ���! �� �ద ఆ��ల�  
�ం� "shoot-at-sight" order ఉం� 
స�! ��� ���� ఏం �య���, ��ం 
��� � స�! ��� చం�� పక�న ఇం�క� 
��� ��� �! అ�ం� ఎదవ� ఈ ��� 
�లవ�ం� ����న �� స� ��, �ళ� 
��� waste అవ�డ�! 

Beat.

Abhi is overwhelmed

AUTOMANI (CONT'D)
Gun shot � interview ���� ఈ 
ఆ�మ�� ఒక Chill beer �ట� ం� స�, 
స�� వర� ��� ��� �ం�!

(swollen eyes)
All the best sir!

Abhi gazes at Automani with renewed respect

Abhi shakes hand with Automani and walks into the station.
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Automani looks on with grace, there is a jatara behind him.

SC-23 EXT. RAILWAY STATION - DAY : GLIMPSES OF THE PAST

Ahead of Abhi, Deepak checks the seat listings and gets into 
the compartment. 

Abhi is walking behind on the platform, slows down looking 
into the compartment, haunting memories flash in his mind

IN A PASSING TRAIN; ABHI (10) PLAYING CHESS WITH DASARADH 
(36), HIS MOTHER IS BREAST FEEDING A BABY, WITH A SMILE ON 
HER FACE (TILT LENS)

SC-24 INT. TRAIN - DAY : THE REAL JATARA

Abhi settles in his seat, gazes at the window side seats.

FLASH CUT: A COUPLE OF GOONS SITTING BY THE WINDOW, DRINKING 
LIQUOR IN BISLERI BOTTLE, STARE AT HIM SPEAKING IN BANGLA 
(TILT LENS/SPLIT FOCUS)

Abhi is sweating, he is visibly anxious. 

The train is already moving in the outskirts. Deepak hands in 
a water bottle to Abhi,

DEEPAK
(settling)

Train ఎ��న��డ��  ఏం��  ఈ �తర? 
panic అ���, అ�� Train �� 
���లం��!

Abhi drinks water and looks at Deepak

ABHI
మన�� define ��� memories �, ��� 
face ���� ��, ����డ�!

DEEPAK
Whatever!

Deepak turns to the window and notice something

DEEPAK (CONT'D)
అ� అ� ��..ప�� ల �ద �తర!
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Abhi notices a group of men in jatara costumes, wielding 
knives and petrol packets, running along the track. He looks 
ahead in front of them to notice a man in bloody clothes 
running away, it's a murder chase. Abhi rushes to the door 
for better view

At the door, in wide open, Abhi recognizes the hunted is none 
other than Autmani. He is surrounded, whacked and set ablaze, 
as the train takes a turn,Abhi loses sight of the incident.

Abhi pulls the chain and jumps off of the slowing train, he 
flips, crawls and runs toward the spot,

Strobe dissolves as Abhi reach the spot, look around, no one 
to be seen, looks around to find something to quench the fire 
but looking at the burnt body, Abhi stand aghast, facing the 
flames as Automani's stiff hand raises from flames and falls 
lifeless (Intense BGM)

CROSSFADE

SC-25 INT. INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY : THE GRAND INTERVIEW

Back shot of Abhi sitting in front of the interview panel, 
panel is in out focus

VARA PRASAD
చ�త� � ఏ�� �� �ఖ��ం�?

ABHI
��� ప� శ��� � �ం� ��� ��ం�న 
�� ంతం!

VARA PRASAD
Can you name a tourist attraction 
of your town?

ABHI
��� �!

KEDAR NATH
IAS officer లంద� corrupt అ� 
అ��� యం ఉం�, �� �ద � ఉ�� శం?

Cut to Abhi, looking lost, answering in a dejected and 
catatonic tone

ABHI
వ�వస�  ���� corrupt అ�న���, 
అంద� కర��  స�! With all due 
respect,

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
(looks at them)

�� corrupt �� officer �వ�� 
ఉ��� ?

Beat

Panel members look at each other baffled. 

Prakash Rao, gauging Abhi's attitude, poses next question

PRAKASH RAO
�ద��� � జ��న rapist ల 
encounter �ద � అ��� యం?

ABHI
అ�చకం!

Beat.

PRAKASH RAO
How?

ABHI
అంద�� స�నం� ప� ��� ��యం! 
అలసత�ం, ఆలస�ం, పక�  �తం� ప� జల� 
��యం ��న� నమ���� వ�� ���  
వ�� ం� మన ��య వ�వస� ! ఆ అసహ��� 
�జ�యం ఎం��న� temporary solution, 
ఆ encounter! అ� rapist ల� ఒక� 
మం��  ��క��ం� encounter జ���?

Prakash notices a rebel underneath Abhi's stoic posture, 
piercing honesty in his cold answers. Abhi is beyond the 
grasp of the rest of the panel

VARA PRASAD
(smart alec)

� ప��� ఒక ��� inter cast 
marriage ���న� ఒక జంట� ఊ� జనం 
ఉ��� ���, మ� ��� ఒక �వ� �ద 
acid attack జర��ం�! �� �ం�� 
ఏ ����� �?

In a frustrated tone, Abhi retorts

ABHI
ఏ �� దగ� �� ఆ ���� � స�!

(looks them intently)

Beat
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ABHI (CONT'D)
What's the point of this question 
sir ?

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
(frustrated)

ఇర� �ం�� ఏ �ం� �ం�?...�� 
�ం�, ���  �ం�...? 

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఏ answer ఇ��� correct అ�న��� 
అ� personality interview ఎ� 
అ��ం� స�?

Panel members look baffled

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� system �� �క �ం� right �� 
wrong �� అ� ఇక�� compromise 
�������?

VARA PRASAD
(commanding)

Mr. Abhiram, are you challenging 
the integrity of this board ?

ABHI
(loud and firm)

I am challenging the integrity of 
the entire system sir!

Beat

PRAKASH RAO
ఈ attitude � ఆ system � �� ఎ� 
fit అ���?

ABHI
(cold)

Fit అవ��కస� system ఎక��ం� స�?

Beat

Tension fills the room, there is fire in Abhi's eyes, 
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Abhi looks at the three horse-cart on the table--tagged 
"legislative, executive and judiciary", cart named-democracy.

ABHI (CONT'D)
(pointing the horses)

�జ�య �య��, ప� �త� ఉ����, ���  
�!
ఈ �� ��� � ���ం��� సమం� 
���, ఒక� త���క� ఖం�ం��ం� 
�ం����న��� ఈ బం� ���  
��ం�ం�! �� మద���న ఈ �జ�య 
�ర� ం �� త��, ఈ �ం� ��� �� ఇష� ం 
వ��న��  ఈ����� ం�, ఎక��ం� స� 
system?

Abhi looks at them piercingly and declares

ABHI (CONT'D)
Only when the executive and 
judiciary are independent of the 
hegemony of the politician is when 
we have a system!

Abhi is looking intense with unflinched conviction, panel 
can't interpret his rational anger

ABHI (CONT'D)
లక�ల మం�� filter ��, ���న 
valuable brains అ��ం��  system �� 
��� ��ం! �� �ళ�� ����� ప� �� 
అవ�శం ఎక��ం� స�? ఇ� personality 
interview అ��, అక�డ ఈ 
personality ఎ�  miss అ��ం� స�? 

Beat

Overwhelming silence in the room
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SOUNDLESS INSERTS--INTERCUT WITH ABHI'S INTENSE FACE--GOONS 
THROWING CRACKERS ON NEIGHBOURS, GOON WARNING SCHOOL 
PRINCIPLE, GUNA WARNING AUTOMANI, SP FORCING MYRA TO SIGN, 
JATARA GANG WHACKING AND SETTING AUTOMANI ABLAZE

ABHI (CONT'D)
స�జం � �ర� అర� � �� �ం�� పట�  
పగ� ���ం� అ�య�ల �� ణ� 
��� ం�, control �����న వ�వస� � 
�ళ�� ������ ���!
అ�ం� ఒక incidents � ��� � ఈ 
interview ���� స�!

(choking)
 ఎవ���� స� �ళ�� power?

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
(trans)

ప� � election � ఓ��న politician 
����� ����� డ� ఆ�ం� ఓట�, 
���నం� ���� ప� యత�ం� bureaucrat 
� control �� politician, ప� జల �సం 
ప� �య��క �రల �స� ప��� 
bureaucrat! ఈ ఉ��� ఇ����, తన 
�����వ� �ర��డ�, ఉన� ఓ�� 
అ���� బ���న� ఓట�! చక� ం 
��� �ౖ�ం� స�!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ వ�వస� �� ఇం� IAS officer వ��  ఎంత, 
�� ఎంత? �� ��� ఏం� ఇం�వ�� 
ఏం�?
��� ����� ప� �త�ం ఉందన� భ� మ� 
బ�����ం, �� ఇం� ఆ ప� �త�ం ఎ� 
ఉం�ం� �� ��� స� మన�! 

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
What's the frigging point of this 
interview sir if not a pseudo 
intellectual masturbation?

A moment of conscious silence in the room
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The panel members look at each other, they could neither 
digest nor face the brutal truth staring at them in the form 
of Abhi. 

Sharath Kumar looks into Abhi's file

SHARATH KUMAR
Mr. Abhiram, ఈ temperament � �� 
���  � ప�� ��! I am sorry!

Beat

ABHI
Thank you sir, �� �� realize 
అ���! ఒక Civil Servant � జ��న 
ఈ� clash � ఈ game �� enter 
అ���! �� వ�� ��� � అర��ం�, ఈ 
ఆట� rules �వ�, ఇ� ఆట �� ఆట�కం 
అ�!

Beat.

Abhi picks up his file and leaves the room, as the panel 
members look bewildered.

DISSOLVE

SC-26 EXT. GRAVE YARD - DAY : A TRIBUTE

Abhi and Deepak stand looking at a beer bottle sticking out 
of soil in front of a fresh grave.

Narayana, accompanied by a couple of old men is sitting under 
a tree, looking at the grave.

SC-27 INT. DASARADH HOME/OFFICE - DAY : MYRA'S GOOD BYE

We tilt up from a bunch of files and hard disk on the table, 
as Dasaradh listens to Myra

MYRA (O.S.)
ఇవ�� వ�� compile ��న research 
reports uncle! ఇ��  �� ��� ం� 
����! ఇ� ఖ��తం� ఒక political 
murder అ���� ం�!

Dasaradh ponder for a beat.
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DASARADH
(sounding helpless)

I wish I could help but system 
respond �న��� ��క��� ఏం 
�య�గలన��?

MYRA
�� US �ళ��� UNESCO � approach 
��� �, ఇక�డ �ం� ఈ case reopen 
���ంచం� uncle ��!

Dasaradh is thinking about it as Abhi and Deepak walk home

Arya who is playing ludo with Pete and Priya drops the ipad 
and rushes in excitement to hug Abhi,

ARYA
Mamayya IAS అ����?

Abhi has no answer, drops the bag and collapses in a chair, 
picks a remote and clicks on to catch some T20 action.

Kamala, Pallavi, Dasaradh and Myra gather around

PALLAVI
(with Deepak)

Interview ఏ�ం�?

DEEPAK
�� ���న���  అ��ం�! మ�� Boston 
ticket book �య�ం�!

Dasaradh, with restrained excitement

DASARADH
ఈ �� business class book ��� !

and walks back into his home office. 

Myra looks at Abhi empathetically

SC-28 EXT. STREET - DAY : SEE YOU IN US

Arya, Pete and Priya hug each other melancholically while  
Myra enters a number in the phone and hands it back to Abhi

MYRA
అ� � Connecticut number. Please 
let me know when you are coming, 
���� pick ���ం��.

(MORE)
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MYRA (CONT'D)
MIT �ం� Trinity just two hours 
drive!

Abhi nods, he is still melancholic

MYRA (CONT'D)
��ం��� ఈ system � ఉండడం క�� 
బయట���న��� ���� ఎ��వ 
ఉప�గపడ��! Take it easy Abhi!

Abhi nods, Myra walks to the car with children

PETE/PRIYA
Bye uncle. You should stay with us 
when you come to US

Abhi waves with a gentle smile as they get in the car and 
leave.

SC-29 INT/EXT. DASARADH HOME - DAY: THE TOPPER

Deepak bowls, Arya hits straight back for a catch, Deepak 
throws the ball up celebrattively

DEEPAK
(screams)

Out!!

ARYA
One tub out అ��� క� ?

DEEPAK
అ��, straight ప��  కద�

ARYA
straight out అ� �ప����!

Deepak is appalled

DEEPAK
(looking at Abhi)

ఒ� ����� �ద�  corruption king � 
ఉ���� !

(rushes to snatch bat)
�� �! 

Abhi is reading Kindle ignoring their fight.

A loud scream distracts them all, they rush inside

Pallavi is screaming frantically looking at the TV screen
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Abhi's photo, tagged with "IAS topper" is in display

NEWS READER 1 (O.S)
UPSC Board 2020 IAS results 
ప� క�ం�ం�! ��� �వ�� పం� 
అ��ం top rank ��ం��! 

NEWS READER 1 (CONT'D)
ఏ��� �ం�న అ��ం, Chennai IIT � 
gold medal ��ం�న mechanical 
engineer! గతం� ఈ �వ�� ఎ��కల 
వ�వస� � ప� ����  ��� ంతం �� �ర��� ����!

Abhi is looking appalled, so is everyone around.

TV footage of Abhi's quarrel during elections.

Dasaradh just walks in holding an office bag.

NEWS READER (O.S.)
�� ఇ� �వ��, తన first attempt 
�� UPSC � crack �� IAS topper � 
�లవడం గమ�ర� ం! ఈ �వ�� ��న 
interview � cabinet secretary � స� 
ప��� panel members impress 
అ�న��  ���� ం�!

Abhi turns to Dasaradh's disappointed face and shrugs with 
reciprocating shock.

SC-30 EXT- GOVERNMENTAL CORRIDOR - DAY: THE EXPERIMENTAL 
COLLECTOR

We see Prakash Rao talking to someone, emerging into the 
frame

PRAKASH RAO
Do you smoke?

ABHI
No sir, I quit.

Prakash Rao looks away gathering his thought

PRAKASH RAO
You see, any new medicine or 
vccine, sample test � స��� 
అ�న��� ���� � ��� ��� ం!

(MORE)
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PRAKASH RAO (CONT'D)
ఆ �గ� త�  public Administration � 
��  apply ��న��� అ�క matured 
democracy అ��ం�!�� cabinet 
secretary అ�నప���ం�, ఏ policiy 
అ�� �శమం� implement �� �ం� 
ఒక brick level experiment ��లన��  
� �దన! Mr. Abhi, you are that 
experiment.

Beat. 

Abhi is puzzled and listening intently,

PRAKASH RAO (CONT'D)
Experiment అం���� క� అ� 
unlimited powers ఉం�య��వ�� !
ఏ politician � ��� transfer �� 
అ��రం ఉండ�! అ�క�� ���� న� 
comfort!

Abhi is still processing

PRAKASH RAO (CONT'D)
You will be directly under the 
purview of the civil services 
board!

Prakash hands in the appointment letter to Abhi

PRAKASH RAO (CONT'D)
We are appointing you as the 
collector of West Godavari 
district!

Beat.

Abhi cannot believe it

ABHI
Sir..academy training �� ��ం� 
how is it possible?

PRAKASH RAO
��� క� అ��� ఇక�డ వ�వ��  �ద�, ఈ 
అ��� మ�� �� training ఎం��? 
Administrator � ఎక���ం� 
�������  ��ం��� �ం� ��� 
��! 

Beat
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ABHI
Sir, is this even constitutional?

PRAKASH
���ంగం ���సనం ��, ����న��� 
���ం�! ఆ ���� �ర�� ఈ ప��గం!

Beat

J-CUT

SC-31 EXT/INT. MULTIPLE - DAY : THE AUTONOMY

NEWS READER 1 (O.S.)
 ���ం� UPSCboard collector ల� 
ఉత���  �య�డ� ��ం�, �� �ద �ష� � 
ప� ���ల�న� అ���ల� �� తన ���� � 
����ం�! ఈ �శ� �ంద�  ప� �త�ం ఒక  
Executive Amendment bill � ప� �శ 
��� ం� !

Vishakha Vani watching the news on TV, sitting on rocking 
chair

NEWS READER 2
Civil Servants ��మకం మ�� 
transfer � UPSC board ఆధ�ర�ం� 
జర�ల� ఈ �� ప� ��దన! 

NEWS READER 2 (CONT'D)
ఈ proposal �ద �ద� ప��గం� IAS 
topper అ��ం �, UPSC board ప��మ 
��వ� ���  collector � �య�ం�ం�! 
ఈ ఇర� అ��ళ� bachelor performance 
�� ఈ �� భ�ష���  ఆ�రప� ఉం�!

Cut to CM Vishnu in front of media

CM VISHNU
ప� � ప� ���ల ప� �యం ��ం� executive 
bodies ����� �� ఎ� ప� ��� రం�? 
This is ridiculous, undemocratic!

cut to Prakash Rao talking to media as he walks up a 
government building
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PRAKASH RAO
ప� పంచం� ఉన� ప� ���మ� ��ల�� ఇ� 
�డ� � ప� ��� ���! అస� ���� � 
అం� ఇ�!With the support of the  
current central government, our 
effort is to achieve that! 

Cut to vishakha vani in front of media

VISHAKHA VANI
ఇ�  �ంద�  ప� �త� �యం�� త� �ర�� మ� 
�దర�నం! It is Anti-federal and we 
are strongly opposing this bill! 
ఇ� Demonetization క�� radical 
decision, and mark my words ఈ 
experiment ఖ��తం� fail అ��ం�!

WE PAN FROM TV TO SEE ABHI AS HE GETS READY FOR THE FIRST DAY 
OF WORK. ABHI WALKING TOWARDS THE INNOVA WAITING OUTSIDE. 
ABHI GETS IN THE CAR, RIDES WITH HIS EYES FIXED ON THE 
FLUTTERING FLAG IN FRONT OF THE VEHICLE--SINGLE SHOT 
COMPOSITION WITH CGI STITCHING

SC-32 EXT/INT. COLLECTOR OFFICE - DAY: FIRST DAY IN OFFICE

Abhi's convoy reaches the Collectorate as the crowd sworm 
around. Reflections of wild crowd on window glasses as Abhi 
passes resonating determination. Police finding it hard to 
control the protesters.

SP and SI Sudhakar approach the vehicle as it enters the 
building

CROWD
Collector down down! Collector down 
down! �యంతృత�ం, న�ం��! Collector 
go back!

Placards stating "call back collector", "niyamtrutvam 
nasinchali", "collector down down", "bad experiment" etc.

Abhi gets out of the car and notice a hunger strike tent next 
to the compound. The strike is headed by Narayana, displaying 
AutoMani's images, banners reading "Thelleru baadhitula 
Amarana nirahara deeksha" "Thelleruni vimochinchandi" 
"raitulanu kaapadandi" etc.

Abhi walks swiftly as he talks to the SP
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ABHI
�క�  ఎప���ం� జ���ం�?

SP GOPAL RAO
��� ���� ��ర� ��� � ��� స�!

ABHI
�న��ం� �య�� పం�న ��ల ��ం� 
��, ఈ �క�  ��ం�, ��� �క�  అన�!

SP GOPAL RAO
���, �ం� ���ం� స�! faint అ�� 
వర� �� hospital � ��� ��ం! �� 
ఒక� ���� �ళ� place � ఇం�క� 
���ం����! demand ��� వర� ఎ����� 
�ం� �య�రట! �� orders ఇ��  ప� 
�����  ����� ం స�! 

ABHI
అ� ���  మన� �� �� �ళ�� �� ఏం�?

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
మనం ఉం�� problems solve 
�య����, settlements �య���� ��!

 Beat

SP is stung. Abhi walks into the building adrift

SC-33 INT. COLLECTORATE/CONF ROOM - DAY: DECLARATION OF 
GOVERNANCE

Abhi enters the conference room, Dasaradh and other officers 
stand up to greet.

Abhi sets his eyes on the staff, scanning their faces one by 
one, including Dasaradh. He talks, keeping everyone standing

ABHI
ఇ�� ��� ఈ ���  క�క� � భ�ష���  ఒక 
politician ��� ఉం��, ఈ ���ం� 
అ� board ��� ఉం�!

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
అం� indirect � � అంద� భ�ష���  � 
��� ఉం�! As you all know, 
collector is the supreme authority 
of the district, which means, I am 
that supreme authority!

Beat

Abhi talks as he strolls to the other end of the table

ABHI (CONT'D)
�త పధ� �� �త�  పధ� �� ఒక� ��... ఇ� 
వర� politician ఇళ�� secret � జ��న 
settlement �, ఇక�డ legal �, public 
�, peaceful � జ����!

Staff listening intently

ABHI (CONT'D)
By choice, �� బత�ల��� మ���వ� 
�ర���, system ప� �రం ��� ంచడం తప�!

(looks at Dasaradh)
�� �� చ�మం� మం�� బత�ల��� 
బతక�� officers ఉ���! �ళ�� అవ�శం 
ఇవ�డ� � �ధ�త!

Beat

Abhi is standing facing them from the other end

ABHI (CONT'D)
మ�� �డ�� చ�� �, మధ�� ఉన� �� 
�� ణం! ఇక �ం� ఏ ప�� single window 
పధ� � �, ఒ� �ంట� � ఒ� level � 
జ���ం�! request �రం ��� � 
table ��ం�ం�!

Beat. 

Everyone observant, Abhi gazes at SP

ABHI (CONT'D)
�త� � వ��న ప� � �� ఇ�� ����� 
అ� ఎట�రం� �� ��� �త� ం, ఇ��� 
పక� ��� ల� transfer � ��� �ం�!

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
Or else, � ��� � �శన���!

Abhi looks at them at large, there is a stroke of awe in 
their faces.

As Abhi walks out, he commissions

ABHI (CONT'D)
SP ��, ఆ �� లంక �� case file 
���� � �� � రం�!

SP turns pale looking at Abhi walking out, turns to Dasaradh 
who isn't surprised at all

SC-34 INT. COLLECTOR OFFICE - DAY : THE SHOOT AT SIGHT ORDER

SP walks in with Guna's file. He is surprised to see some of 
the police staff already present in the room.

Abhi is standing at the window looking at Auto Mani’s posters 
and fasting shelter in sight lead by Narayana.

Abhi notices SP and walks to his seat, SP sits across Abhi 
and places the file on table.

Abhi picks the file and flips it through, he throws it on the 
table and looks at SP

ABHI
ప���� మర� � � ��� �� �, �త� ం 
ప�� ��� conviction �! ఆ���� � 
shoot-at-sight order! How do you 
explain this?

SP feels the heat

SP
(Justifying)

ఒక special unit � ఆ���� � try ��� � 
ఉ��ం స�!

Abhi stares at him for a moment and turns to a SI, SUDHAKAR 
(25)

ABHI
�� SI � join అ�� ఎ�� ���ం�?

ABHI (CONT'D)
Three months sir
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ABHI (CONT'D)
shoot-at-sight order అం� అర��ం� ?

SI SUDHAKAR
���  ఉం���న �� బయట ����, ప� జల 
�న �� �ల� �� క���� ం� కనబ�న �� 
��� చం�ల� ���  ఇ�� order స�!

Abhi turns to the SP

ABHI
�� బయట జ�లంద�� �� క���� ���, 
���� selective vision అ� 
జ��ం�?

SP feels insulted in front of subordinates, responds in a 
retorting tone

SP GOPAL RAO
స�! వ��న �� � permission ��ం� � 
staff � ���ం� �ళ� �ం� ప��� 
insult ��� ���. ఇక  ���� 
��� ��ం��, అ�� ప���� 
��� ��ం�ం ! �� � touch ���  
��� �� �ద   direct � war 
declare ��న�� !  ��� �� ��� 
చం�న�� �� స����� �, ఆ �షయం 
ఊ��  అంద�� ���! ఆ transfer �ం� 
ఎవ� ��డ�� స� మమ���?   

Beat

SP GOPAL RAO (CONT'D)
ఈ duty � �� ఇం��  ���ం �ల� �� 
���వల�న duty �� ఉం� స� ��.

Beat

SP GOPAL RAO (CONT'D)
ఆ convictions అ�� �త government 
ఉన���� issue అ�న�! ఇ��� 
government ��ం��, ���  ఉండం�, 
�� �� appeal court � అ� �� 
�����!
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Abhi is appalled hearing his answer

ABHI
(cold warning)

SP ��, �� IG ��న�� ���  �ం� 
transfer ��� �ం�! �దం� sooner or 
later you will be in deep shit!

Beat.

ABHI (CONT'D)
(commands)

Disperse!

SP looks at Abhi with restrained frustration, gets up and 
walks out, rest of the police follow

SI Sudhakar holds back at the door and waits till everyone 
leave, he turns around hesitantly and makes a proposal

SI SUDHAKAR
స� �� ఎక��ం�� �� ���, �� 
support ���  �� dare ��� � స�!

Abhi thinks for a beat

ABHI
��� shoot ���� చ�� డంట 
క�?...పద, ఆ ��� �� �� పలక���  
!

SI smiles gazing at Abhi's determination

SC-35 EXT. ABANDONED BUILDING - NIGHT/RAIN: OPERATION GUNA

Under pouring rain, a Bolero jeep parks next to a tall 
compound wall. Abhi and Sudhakar get down from jeep jump the 
wall into the bushes. 

Peeking through the bushes they notice tens of lorries and 
pick up trucks parked in the wide yard in front of a three 
storied abandoned building. There are people wearing rain 
coats loading nets and ice boxes in the lorries and blue 
color drums in the pick up trucks. 

Abhi and Sudhakar signal each other sneak forward hiding 
behind bushes and other obstacles. SI Sudhakar leads as Abhi 
follows as a protective cover holding the revolvers.

Laughs and loud noises can be heard from inside the building-
-Guna's gang must be drinking
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Sudhakar and Abhi split in two directions and we follow Abhi 
as sneaks around the building, looking for an entry..

Just as Abhi enter the ground floor, he hears a bullet sound 
and a scream..

He runs towards the stairs where the noise has come from and 
notice Sudhakar's feet being dragged up the stairs, he 
follows..

As Abhi gets to the second floor, suddenly the lights go off 
and he looks alert holding the gun, searching for Sudhakar

He hears giggles and heckles from different corners..

He hears a voice along with hand washing water sounds

GUNA
ఆ ���� �ం��� �� �� అన��� 
����య�డ�� �ం� �క�� 
బయ�� �� ���క�డ అ���! మ�� బయ�� �న 
�క�ల�� ఎ�న� �ప���� అన��..

annayyA ninneseyyaDAniki reMDu kuukalu morugutunnAyikkaDa 
annaaru departmeMTOLLu! Mari morigina kukkalannee emainayO 
seppalEdA anaDigA...

A dramatic light is switched on to reveal SI Sudhakar hanging 
in the middle of floor with a cricket ball stuffed in his 
mouth and his pant removed--refer Pulp Fiction--Sudhakar is 
struggling to breath

GUNA (CONT'D)
���మ����  ఆ��? 
danikemannArrA ALLu?

Ranga is seen holding Sudhakar's khaki pant and police belt. 
Guna and his gang are behind a row of pillars, used food 
plates and liquor bottles are lying around, Guna and his gang 
are washing hands..

RANGA
�ం �ప�డ�ం�క�� ��� �� ���� � 
క� అ���
mEm seppaDameMdukannA nuvvu sesi 
sUpittAvu kadA annAru

Guna takes the police belt from Ranga and ties around his 
lungi and grabs a bowl of raw meat
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GUNA
మ� మనం �� ������ ఇక ���� 
ఆ�సర� ంద�� మర� �� �టం ��� 
కద�?
Mari manaM sEsi supiMcEdEdo ika 
meedoccE officer laMdarikee marupu 
raani paatam kaavaali kadarA?

Guna throws the meat down into the dark hollow below 
Sudhakar's feet--a group (5) of hungry wild dogs start 
barking violently as they teeth the meat--

GUNA (CONT'D)
(peeking down)

ఈ �ం� ��� �� మన �ండ�� ఎంత �ప��  
న���� �?
ee reMDu Salteelni mana pAMDAvulu 
eMtasepaTlO namilEttAyO..?

RANGA
ఓ గంట� న���� య��
O gantalo namilettAyannA

Guna turns to Abhi who is holding his gun down,

GUNA
�..�ం� �����  ఇద� � మ��� 
�త� ం అ������ మ�?

(interrupted)

Abhi lifts his gun and in a whisker shoots down the bulb 
turning everything dark, and starts shooting Guna and his 
gang.  

They all leap onto Abhi at once like a bunch of wild animals,

A raw physical fight ensues as Abhi loses his revolved in the 
rumble..

Abhi manages to throw them all into the hollow amidst the 
wild dogs.

As Guna tries to drop Sudhakar into the hollow, Abhi blocks 
him and fights him one-on-one, saves Sudhakar.

Abhi and Guna fall out of the building breaking through the 
mesh window..

Abhi's one on one fight with Guna continues as he pulls the 
police belt out of Guna's waist and start beating him up,
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Guna loses his lungi and runs onto the road under the pouring 
rain. 

Abhi flings the belt at Guna causing him to stumble and get 
stuck in a manhole on the road.

Abhi walks to Guna in style and stand tall looking down on 
him

Sudhakar rushes to the spot and stand next to Abhi

Abhi leans in and as he picks the police belt lying next to 
Guna

ABHI
ఎంత �� � ����� ఒక� �ట �త� ం 
క�� �����..

Abhi stand up looking down on Guna holding the belt

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� ణం ���త�ం�, ఉ��మం� ఆ���� !

Sudhakar points the gun and fires bullets into Guna's face, 
emptying the revolver,

ABHI (CONT'D)
���..���!

Abhi hands in the police belt to Sudhakar (freeze)

INTERMISSION: WAR IS ON..

SC-36 EXT/INT. ABANDONED BUILDING - NIGHT: MYRA...

Paramedics are loading Guna's dead body and other injured 
criminals into the ambulances, constables are  dragging 
arrested criminals police van

Abhi and Sudhakar still scouring inside the building. Abhi, 
standing in a room filled with blue color drums and heaps of 
ice opens a drum and smells. He feels nauseated by the smell. 
Abhi turns hearing Sudhakar's voice

SI SUDHAKAR (O.S.)
Sir...

Sudhakar is staring awestruck, standing in a room

Abhi rushes to the room and notice a girl lying unconscious, 
chained to a window and severely battered.
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They unchain her.  

Abhi carries her towards the ambulance.

Just as he comes under the light, the girl's head flips 
drawing Abhi's attention, Abhi recognizes her face. 

He drops on his knees and screams in agony

ABHI
(shock, agony)

Myra..Myra..myra..myra..myra

Sudhakar is puzzled, some of the constables rush to Abhi

ABHI (CONT'D)
తన� �� ఇద� � �ల� �ం��, Building 
�త� ం �తకం�..

Sudhakar and constables run into the building with torches.

SLOW MOTION SILHOUETTE BACK SHOT OF ABHI GETTING UP ON HIS 
FEET AND CARRYING MYRA TOWARDS THE AMBULANCE.

CROSSFADE

SC-37 EXT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAWN : THE VICTIM

STEADY SHOT OF DIFFERENT CHANNEL REPORTERS BREAKING THE NEWS 
BIT BY BIT, A FLOOD OF MEDIA VEHICLES PARKED BEHIND THEM.

REPORTER 1
�ర�ంధం�ం� ���ంచ బడ�  అ��� ఒక 
NRI అ� ���� ం�! ఈ �� ఉదయం 
�� గంటల �� ంతం� ఈ encounter 
operation  �ర� �న��  స��రం! 

REPORTER 2
 మమత ���ట� � ��త� �ం��న� 
victim, అ��� ��� ��� న� సమయO� 
ఈ ���� � ��ంద� ����!

REPORTER 3
ఎం� �లం� ���ల క�� క�� ����న� 
ఈ ��లంక ��, ఇప��� ��� ��� �� 
ల� convict!

(MORE)
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REPORTER 3 (CONT'D)
వ��న �� ఈ ఉ���� encounter ��, 
క�క� � అ��ం తన ఉ�� ��� ������!

REPORTER 3 (CONT'D)
��� � ఉన� �� �టర� ంద� స�ండ� 
అవ���, క�క� � అ��ం నల� ఎ��� 
గంట� గ������!

SC-38 INT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAY : DOCTOR’S REPORT

Cut to Abhi, still in murky (dirty or stained) clothes, 
sitting outside the ICU room.

Chief Doctor walks out of the ICU and approaches Abhi 

CHIEF DOCTOR
She had multiple fractures and 
needed fourteen stitches on her 
head. Luckily she is out of danger

Abhi takes a breathe but still deeply concerned

CHIEF DOCTOR (CONT'D)
She was brutally tortured and 
repeatedly raped

Abhi’s eyes are swollen, still looking down with a heavy 
heart

J-CUT

SC-39 INT. POLICE STATION - DAY : THE KIDS AND THE MONSTERS

Criminals dipped in water and pulled up inside a cell, 

SI Sudhakar brutally beats them up, he is sweating and 
exhausted. The criminals are too numb to even react to the 
beatings,

Abhi walks in and sits by the cell. Sudhakar notices Abhi, 
drops the lathi, walks to him  and stand by, 

SI SUDHAKAR
How is she sir?

ABHI
She will survive! �ల� ల ��ం� ఏ��  
���ం�?
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Sudhakar kneels down facing Abhi, gathers himself for a 
moment and declares at once

SI SUDHAKAR
చం��� స�!

Beat

Abhi is stunned, remains stoic for a moment, he looks up 
astonded, tears gush down his eyes, he gasps and looks away, 
almost breathless

SI SUDHAKAR (CONT'D)
(heavy hearted)

ఎం�� చం��, bodies � ఏం ��� 
��� తప� �ళ�� �� ��� స�!

Abhi brings his hands together and rests his forehead, 
shivering as tears drip down on the floor

Sudhakar looks at the criminals in the cell with utmost 
frustration, pulls out the gun and cocks the latch as he 
screams,

SI SUDHAKAR (CONT'D)
�క��� స� ఈ � ����! ఇక�� ఏ��� ం 
స�, encounter అ� ����వ��!

ABHI (O.S.)
��క�!

Sudhakar turns to see Abhi holding his hand firmly, with 
fiery eyes and shivering voice Abhi commands, still looking 
down

ABHI (CONT'D)
�ళ��క���క�� �క�� �క��� 
న����ల� �క�� �� ఎ��వ క�� ఉం�! 
ఈ �� మన �పం� ��యం ఉం�, 
చం��ం! �� SP �ం�� అస�న 
�ర�� �� ���ంచ��� ఇ�� ఎవ� 
అ�య��� చం��� ఆపగల�, 
ఆపగల�?

Beat
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ABHI (CONT'D)
అ��యం జ��న ప� � ��, చ�� �� ���� 
����, ప� జ�, ����, ��� 
��య�� ���, ��� వ�వస�  అన�! Court 
order � �� �ం� �ర�� �� చంప���, 
��� � ���ళ��ం� ��� �� చంప��� 
ఉన� ��� ఆ వ�వస� ! �ర�� �� court � 
present ��, జనం మ�� ���� �క�  
ప���  ��!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇం�ం ��� �ళ�� మన� �� ��!

Sudhakar looks at Abhi settling out of his anger

SC-40 EXT/INT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAY: PARAMARSA

A convoy with 'Z' category security enters the hospital 
premise. Media personnel flock around the dignitaries, poking 
with questions. 

SP Gopal Rao and IG RANGANATH lead the way to Vishakha Vani 
and CM Vishnu,

MULTIPLE REPORTERS
�డం, �� � protection �� బయట 
����డ� ఆ�పణ����, ��� � 
స��నం?

(to CM Vishnu)
CM ��, ఈ operation � �� green 
signal ఇ��� �క �త�  collector �� 
అ�శం�� జ��ం�?

Helped by security, they walk past the media and into the 
hospital. PA VEDANTAM (50, bald head) is ahead of flock.

The Chief Doctor greets them in front of the recovery room

CHIEF DOCTOR
నమ��  �డం, నమ��  స�!

PA VEDANTAM
బ���ం�?
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CHIEF DOCTOR
�� ��యం �దం�, ప� �� ��� 
unconscious � ఉం�.

Vishakha Vani and Vishnu exchange looks hiding their anxiety

VISHAKHA VANI
�� ఎవ� handle ��� ���?

CHIEF DOCTOR
collector �� direct � handle 
��� ��� �డం!

Vishnu takes cue from Vishakha and orders the SP

CM VISHNU
ఎవ� ప�� �ళ�� �య�మ� ���!

Vishakha Vani turns to Vedantam

VISHAKHA VANI
���క�� ఉం� ఏం జర�� ���!

Vedantham nods and motions the Chief Doctor to step aside, 

Vishakha Vani and CM walk towards the exit. As she walks, she 
mumbles to Vishnu,

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
problem solve �య�� అం�,   �త� ం 
మన �డ� ���   �� చ���!  
�రం�� ఎదవ!

SC-41 EXT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAY: OWNING GOOD & DISOWNING BAD

Vishakha Vani accompanied by CM, speaks to reporters outside

VISHAKHA VANI
�ం�� ఈ ����� ��న victim 
త�ర� ����ల� �� ���� ���! ఈ 
incident � ప�� బ�న �ర�� లంద�� 
క�నం� ��� ం�ల� ��య�� ��� 
������.  ఈ operation � 
successful � execute ��, ��� �ఖ  
ప� �ష�  �ం�న SI ��క� �, మన���� � 
అ�నం��� ���!

Beat
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VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
��� � ���  �ం� ��ం�ంద� 
opposition ���  ప� �రం ���  వ��ం�!
��� ఆ���� � �య��� ప� �� ఆ� 
����  �� ��ం�ం! ���బ��  ��� 
ఎవ� ��ం�� �� అర� మ��ం��!

Cut to CM Vishnu

CM VISHNU
�ష� �ం� ఉన� ��లంద�� అంత�ం�ంచడం 
� ���  లక� �ం! అ� ఈ encounter �  
�ద� ��� ం! �ష� � ��ప� ం� ఇ�ం� 
చర�� �ప�� , ��� ��� �ం��తం ��� ం!

REPORTER 1
Sir, collector Abhiram appointment 
� �� �వ� ం� ఖం�ం��, �� త� ఈ 
operation � �ం�ం� న��ం�న��  
����...

CM VISHNU
(Irritated)

ఎవర���? ఇ� � ప� �త�ం వ��న �� 
�ం� plan ��� న� ఒక ���� operation! 
Collector Abhiram � chain of 
command � �వలం ఒక passing point 
అం�!

Cut to Abhi washing face in the police station, wallmount Tv 
displaying Visakha Vani, CM Vishnu and IG Ranganath getting 
into the convoy as reporters follow with questions

REPORTER 5 ON TV
Madam, అ���� �� ���? అ��� 
condition ఎ� ఉం�?

VISHAKHA VANI
ఉన� �ట ���లం� , తన  condition 
�� hopeless � ఉం�!

Beat.

Abhi pauses and looks at the TV
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VISHAKHA VANI ON TV
త� బత�ల� �� �� ంచడం తప� మనం 
�య�గ��ం�� ��! 

Vishakha Vani refuses to take further questions and gets into 
the convoy

Abhi, looking worried, sensing more than what he can see, 
rushes out of the police station.

SC-42 INT. FORD EXPEDITION - DAY: EXPAND THE OPERATION

Inside the Vishakha Vani vehicle -

VISHAKHA VANI
IG ��..

IG RANGANATH
Yes madam

VISHAKHA VANI
�� �� ��న��  ఇ� ��� �ష� �ం � ఉన� 
��లంద�� ఏ� ��య�ం�....మన ���  
���� తప�!

IG RANGANATH
Ok madam..

BACK SHOT OF THE CONVOY TAKING A TURN

SC-43 INT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAY : CONSULATE ASSISTANCE

Another convoy with 2 cars arrives at ASRAM premise, this 
time its Abhi and a couple of officials wearing "US consulate 
Assistance" badges - one of them is an Indian (Dr.PARVATHY 
MENON) and the other, a white male (JOSEPH WELSH).

SP Gopal Rao, addressing the media

SP GOPAL RAO
Political leaders � department � 
freedom ఇ��  results ఎ� ఉం�� 
���! ���ం� ఈ support ఇ�� 
�న��ల� ఆ��� ��ం! 

(distracted)

SP Gopal Rao is distracted by Abhi passing by towards the 
entrance, rushes and joins him as he walks in
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SP GOPAL RAO (CONT'D)
sir sir CM �� ఈ case న�� handle 
�య�మ���!

ABHI
అం� న�� �వద� ���?

SP GOPAL RAO
ఆ..అ� ఏం �� స�, ఎవ� ప�� ��� 
���   ��ం�ంద���...

ABHI
As a collector, ��� � ఏ ప��, ఎవ� 
ప�� direct � handle �� అ��రం 
��ం�!

SP GOPAL RAO
(humble and anxious)

Of course sir, of course, you are 
the supreme authority! ఎవ� స� 
���?

Abhi keeps moving adrift

ABHI
ప� పంచం� ఎక��� american citizens 
�ద crime జ��న���, అక��న� 
consulate assistants వ�� help 
�య�డం �ళ� duty, �ళ�� సహక�ంచడం 
మన duty! Any concerns?

SP GOPAL RAO
No sir.. no.. no..

But the SP is truly concerned,follows behind Abhi looking 
worried, makes eye contact with PA Vedantam in the hallway

Abhi glances at Vedantam who is on the phone, shying away

PA VEDANTAM
Yes �డం, ఇ��� వ���

Calculative of what's going on, Abhi keeps marching towards 
the recovery room

SC-44 INT. MAMATA HOSPITAL / RECOVERY ROOM - DAY : THE LETHAL 
COMBINATION

Abhi walks into the recovery room, a nurse is injecting  
medicine into dribs for IV
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DR. PARVATHY MENON
Can I check the prescription ?

Nurse hands in the prescription.

Abhi stand observing Myra who is in deep sleep, her lips are 
broke and dry, her head and right arm are cast with bandaid. 
From her innocent face, Abhi's warm eyes tilt to the monitors

DR. PARVATHY MENON (CONT'D)
(Looking concerned)

This is a wrong dosage! 

Beat

Consulate doctor instantly turns off the dribs, 

DR. PARVATHY MENON (CONT'D)
prescription ఎవ����?

Nurse is tensed

NURSE
Chief Doctor ఇ��� madam

Abhi is worried,

ABHI
Is she ok?

DR. PARVATHY MENON
She should be

(with nurse)
take it out

Murse removes the dribs as Chief Doctor arrives in a rush, 
Abhi turns to him looking intense

ABHI
patient � చంప��� జ���ం� 
treatment ఇక�డ?

Chief doctor looks at consulate aides and questions Abhi

CHEIF DOCTOR
(warning tone)

 Sir mind your language! ఎవ� ���? 
ఏం జ���ం�?

ABHI
American Consulate assistance
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DR. PARVATHY MENON
Hypertonic saline � thirty percent 
Xylitol ఇ���ం�? Lungs freeze అ�� 
patient చ����ర� ��య�?

Parvathy Menon hands in the prescriptin to Chief doctor, he 
looks at it for a moment

ABHI
(furious)

 అ� �� ��ం��?

Chief doctor looks up, and in callous tone

CHIEF DOCTOR
 �ర��  
జ��ండ��

Looking appalled, Abhi approaches the Chief Doctor 

ABHI
(looking in his eye)

 మ��ల �� �� �� త��� �ర�� 
అన�...

Abhi puts a hand on his shoulder and gently walks him out

SC-45 INT. ASRAM HOSPIAL/OUTSIDE RECOVERY ROOM - DAY: A 
"MISTAKE"

Abhi notices PA Vedantam and SP Gopal Rao lurking at them 
keenly, Abhi looks at the Chief Doctor with a warning tone

ABHI
ఇక��ం జ���ం� �కర��ం�, ���� �� 
patients ���ం�!

Beat

Chief doctor discretely looks at the PA as he walks out. 

Abhi motions PA Vedantam to approach

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఎవ� ���? ఇక��ం ��� ���?

PA VEDANTAM
��� �� �� PA నం�! అమ��� 
దగ��ం� progress ���మ���
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ABHI
(understaing tone)

ఆ�..progress..���ం�ం...

Gazing at Vedantam and SP, Abhi walks across and settles on a 
seat, exhibiting his intent to police the recovery room

TIME LAPSE SHOTS (DISSOLVES) OF ABHI WAITING OUTSIDE THE 
RECOVERY ROOM WHILE THE SP AND PA WANDER AROUND, LOOKING 
DISCRETELY AT ABHI. ABHI KEEPS OBSERVING THEIR MOVES WITHOUT 
LETTING THEM OUT OF HIS SIGHT.

Abhi notices Consulate assistants walking out of the 
recoverty room facing Abhi, PA Vedantam and SP look 
attentively

DR PARVATHY MENON
She is conscious

There is a breathe of relief in Abhi's face, SP and Vedantam 
hide their concerns

JOSEPH WELSH
We will shift her to Hyderabad and 
based on her condition, we will 
move her to the US

SP GOPAL RAO
FIR file  ���� sir

DR. PARVATHY MENON
����వ�� కలవనం�ం�!

SP GOPAL RAO
అ�� ����ం�?

ABHI
She knows me, I will talk to her

Abhi gets up and walks into the room, SP and PA are tensed, 
consulate advisor stops Abhi at the door

CONSULATE ADVISOR
You cannot go in sir.

Abhi holds him aside and enters the room

ABHI
I need to talk to her

The consulate assistants try to stop but Abhi is in Myra's 
field of view and raises hand looking at her
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ABHI (CONT'D)
Myra it's  Abhi

Embassy assistants tend to pull Abhi out, but hold back 
looking at Myra's gesture, she cues them to let him in

Abhi, who is still unkempt, looking exhausted, walks to Myra 
with a heavy heart and swirling eyes. Myra's eyes are swollen 
and is too weak to even cry. Abhi sits next to her, holds her 
hand assuringly.

CUT TO VEDANTAM WALKING PAST SP IN THE CORRIDOR, TALKING 
ANXIOUSLY OVER PHONE

PA VEDANTAM
�డం, situation ��� ��న�� ం�, 
ఆ� �న���� {�పల� ����}!

Cut to Vishakha Vani hanging the phone and looking at the TV

ON TV REPORTER
Breaking news, ASRAM hospital � 
��త� �ం��న� �� victim Myra 
Hansen ���న���  ���� ం�!

BGM high on Vishakha Vani's Face

SC-46 INT. RECOVERY ROOM - DAY: MYRA AND ABHI

Myra is talking with great difficulty

MYRA
న�� �� వ�� � చం�న��  చం��� మ� 
������! ఆడ �ల� � క�...అ�...

(in choking voice, 
struggling to fill words)

ఇ����� �� ణం� ఉం��!

Myra bursts into tears, unable to speak

MYRA (CONT'D)
న�� control �య���� కళ� �ం� 
�ల� ��....చం���!
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Abhi's eyes are burning red, filled with tears, he holds and 
caress her settle down as she goes through a brief spell of 
blackouts in between 

Abhi waits until she opens her eyes and looks at again, he 
holds her hand tightly and with a determined voice

ABHI
Myra..  ��క    �షయం ���...����� 
�ం� ఆ reports � ఎవ�� క���? 

Myra is agonized to even answer that question, controls 
herself and looks into Abhi's eyes helplessly, letting Abhi 
understand the shocking truth..

SC-47 INT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAY: TRANCE

CUT TO ABHI WALKING OUT OF THE RECOVERY ROOM, INTO THE 
CORRIDOR, LOOKING DAZED AND CONFOUNDED, EVERYTHING SEEM 
SOUNDLESS AND BLURRED. GAZING NEGLIGENTLY AT THE EMPTY 
CORRIDOR, ABHI WALKS TOWARD THE EXIT, INTO THE BLEACH

CAMERA FLASHES

SC-48 EXT. MAMATA HOSPITAL - DAY : THE REAL RAPE

Abhi is standing calm and intense facing the camera flashes,

REPORTERS
Sir ���..�� అ� ��� �ం��?.. gang 
rape అ���, ఎంత మం� క�� �� 
���?.. Repeated rapes అ� ���ం, 
ఎ�� ���  �� ���?.. ఇ� �ర�య, �శ 
�� ల క�� �ర�న �� అ��ం����?

ABHI
అ��!

Beat

Reporters turn alert and noise fades

Abhi looks at them at large and gazes for a moment

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇ� �శం� అ���క�� �ర�న ��!
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Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇ� �� �ద �త� � జ��న �� ��!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
��� ��ళ� ప� ���మ� ప�� �ద �� 
జ���న� ��!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ప� కృ�, ప��వరణం, �� ణం �ద జ���న� 
rape!

Reporters look confounded

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ �� � victim ఒక� ��, mike � 
camera � ప�� �� �ం�న� ��, అ� 
�ం� ���  ���న� ప� � ఒక��!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ rape � ��� ం���న �ర�� � న��� 
��, ఒక ��� జ�� ఉం�!

Looking at Abhi's stoic face, reporters are clueless.

SC-49 INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY: THE MONSTER IN HAND

Projector turns on. Silent visuals of a patient (RADHIKA) 
lying on bed in vegetative state.

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.)
This is my wife Radhika... ఆ���� � 
cure �� ఒక న�ల జ��� suffer 
అ��ం�!

Varun comes in front of the camera, sits at Radhika's feet 
and looks into the camera, looking devastated

VARUN HANSEN (CONT'D)
ఈ �� తన �ం� ఆ���ం�!

(choking)
(MORE)
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VARUN HANSEN (CONT'D)
� �సం, � �ల� ల �సం ��� �న� �ం�!

Beat

Visuals of ASRAM medical college

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
�� ASRAM medical college � 
nurology doctor �� and professor 
�� ప� ��� ��� ! ఇ� college � 
చ���న���� �� ��� love �� ��� 
�����ం!

VISUALS OF PATIENT INTERACTIONS, LECTURING STUDENTS, PLAYING 
WITH RADHIKA AND CHILDREN IN THE LAWN.

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
�� practice start ��నప���ం�, 
ఎవ�� అర� ం �� ఒక న�ల జ��� 
�ధప��న� ��� ��� face ���! �ల 
�� ఆ patients �ం� ���� వ��ం�, 
��� � ఇప��� ���� వందల �� � 
register అ���!

Visuals of patients in different hospitals in different 
states of the disease, ending with Radhika in bed

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
� wife �� ఈ జ��� sick అ�న��� 
�� ��ం� ఒక clue ���ం�! ఈ జ����న 
�షం�� అంద�� ఒక common habit ఉం�, 
�� fish �నడం!

Visuals of Thelleru and Matsyagandha fisheries

   VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ఆ fish ��� �� ��� matsyagaMdha 
fisheries ��� distribute అ��ం�. 

Standing in front of a fish tank at the lake

VARUN HANSEN (CONT'D)
��� �� ఎన� �తం fish tanks 
matsyagaMdha fisheries lease � 
ఉ���!
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VISUALS OF A TRUCK COLLECTING RAW MEAT IN HUGE DRUMS FROM 
VARIOUS BUTCHER SHOPS 

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
మట� ����  ��� ��న waste �, 
చ���న జం���� ఈ chemical � 
క��ం� �పల� ఆ�రం� ��� ���!

MEAT BEING DUMPED INTO BLUE COLOR DRUMS FILLED WITH CHEMICAL, 
MEAT DISSOLVING IN THE CHEMICAL, ANOTHER LIQUID POURED IN TO 
NUTRALIZE THE ACID,  RECAP OF PICKUP TRUCK STOPPING, DRUMS 
BEING ROLLED TO THE EDGE OF THE TANK, LIQUID BEING POURED AND 
FISH FEEDING ON THE LIQUID. FISH BUSTLING ON THE WATER 
SURFACE.

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
�ప� �ందర� ��� ఎ��వ ��� �వడం 
�సం ��� న� ప��! ��� ఏ��� ఈ 
���� �ప�� ఇ�� �ం�����!

Visuals of pulling nets in a fish tank

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
�� వల�  ��� � �త� ం sea-lice అ� 
bacteria � �ం���ం�.

AERIAL SWOOPING SHOT OF THE LAKE,

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ఈ bacteria ���� ��� ప� � �ప�� 
ఉం�!

Visuals of fish cutting and cooking

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
�� వర� మనం ���� ఈ bacteria 
చ����ం�, �� ��� rare cases � it 
is still alive, direct � brain � 
attack ��� ం�.

People eating fish in restaurants intercut with patients in 
the hospital

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ఈ జ�� వ��న ప� � patient blood �� 
ఈ bacteria బయట ప�ం�!
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MICROSCOPIC VISUALS OF BACTERIA DISSOLVED TO AERIAL VIEW OF 
THELLERU.

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ప�� ల వలస� త�� యం� ప�� � క� అ� 
��� ����!

Visuals of birds fluttering and dying

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
ప�� �� బ��ంచ�� ��� మ����� 
బ���� ం�?

A farmer hanging from a tree

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
���  పక�ల లక�ల ఎక�ల ��� �శనం 
అవ���, ��ల ఆత�హత�ల� �� ఈ 
క�� � �రణం!

RANDOM SHOTS OF FARMERS IN VILLAGES

VARUN HANSEN (O.S.) (CONT'D)
��� మం� �� సర��, �� ఈ ��� 
�గ��� �డ��� ప�� ��!

RANDOM VISUALS OF VILLAGERS RIDING WITH WATER CANS FROM 
TOWNS.

Varun comes in front of the camera, behind him is the lake

VARUN HANSEN (CONT'D)
ఈ ��� ���  ఉన� ��� లక�ల �� ��� 
influence ��� ం�, ఇ� neglect �� 
���వడం, ఒక genocide � స�నం!

Video freezes on Varun Hansen's face.

In a moment, Abhi walks in and stand below varun's frozen 
image looking at the conference

Abhi's staff and reporters are looking spellbound. The Camera 
buttons are blinking as they are left unattended.

Abhi,looking at them at large, breaks the silence in a 
settled tone
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ABHI
ప�� ���ళ� వయ�� american 
citizenship వ����, India � చ�� 
ఇక�� settle అ���!

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ report � action ���మ�, 
�ర�యత� ���� ����, �రత 
���� ��ల ����� ��� న� మన 
officials � క���, ఈ half-
Indian...Varun Hansen!

Abhi looks at Dasaradh

ABHI (CONT'D)
మన DC ��� క��క త� క��ంచ�ం� 
���! 

Beat

The entire room, turn to Dasaradh in a shock.

ABHI (CONT'D)
అ� DC ��� క��క, తన ��� , ఇ��� 
���ట� � ��త� �ం��న� Myra Hansen 
kidnap అ��ం�!

Beat.

Dasaradh is stunned and baffled as the flash lights flood on 
his face, he stands up facing Abhi's intense gaze

DASARADH
(nervous tone)

Sir..� duty �� ���, � అ���ల� 
inform ���..

ABHI
(shivering anger)

You are not a postman Mr.Dasaradh!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
�ధ�త గల DC � ఒక �రణ������ 
response ఇం��?

Beat
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DASARADH
(justifying)

Sir...ఆ report baseless అ�, త��� 
research అ�, public health officer 
counter report ఇ���!

Abhi turns to the public health officer, the health officer 
stands up and answer hesitantly,

HEALTH OFFICER
స�, అ�...report fake �య�మ� 
అ��ం� ��...DC �� sir!

Dasaradh is stumped. An air of tension in the room as Abhi 
looks at Dasaradh piercingly

DASARADH
(hesitant tone)

అ� �య�మ� �� ��... � � 
అ���� ���� స�!

Abhi can't believe the coldness in Dasaradh's voice

ABHI
As of this moment, you both are 
suspended and are under 
investigation!

Reporters swarm around Dasaradh and Health Officer clicking 
photos as Abhi walks out looking intense, 

SC-50 EXT/INT. VISHAKHA VANI HOME - DAY: DARWIN VS ABHI

Abhi is thoroughly frisked by the security, his wallet and 
cell phone are taken into possession, he is let inside 
carrying a file folder.

Abhi is surprised to see the previous collector (Vijay Kumar) 
walking out staring at him as he enters

Abhi is greeted by PA Vedantam and led inside, As he strolls 
in the hallways, Abhi's attention is drawn to the indoor lawn 
and high-ceilings, chandeliers, Italian marbles and more 
strikingly, as he enters the business lounge, giant self-
images of Frederich Nietzsche and Darwin stare down at him 
from the high walls. He is drawn to the paints hanging on the 
walls; abstract images of "Darwin's Tree of Life", "Natural 
selection", "Evolution of Man", "Food chain pyramid" and 
self-portraits of Nietsche and Darwin. They are all of the 
theme "power" and the "will to power".
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Abhicontinues to gaze at the paintings.  He frreezes gazing 
at "The glow of hope" by SL Haldankar and Bapu's painting of 
Gandhi turned away. 

Abhi is conscious of Vishakha Vani entering his field of view

ABHI
(still gazing at paints)

Nietzsche, Darwin ప� పంచం� ��, 
హ�� ంక�..

Vishakha Vani answers at ease as she sits imposingly

VISHAKHA VANI
అ� � �న� ����న gift, ఇ� �� 
�� � �న����న gift! అంతక�� � 
ప� పంచం � ���  value  ��!

Abhi walks to his chair and sits leaning humble yet composed

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�ప�ం�!

Vishakha Vani waits with a gaze

Abhi takes a moment, collects his thought

ABHI
త��� �ం� ర��! consequences ��� 
�� త���, ���ం� �� త���!

Abhi looks around for a beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� ���ం� �� �� అ�� ��!

Abhi looks up and shoots straight looking into her eyes

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� ణం �� అమ�� ఉం�, ఇంత 
మర���� క���?

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI
(Indifferent)

Philosophy ��� డ������? ఏ�� 
problem ��ం� ��� డ������?

Beat
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ABHI
��� � �ం� �� ��న �� ��� ���వ�మ� 
అడగ������!

beat

VISHAKHA VANI
(innocently)

���? అ�� ��న �� ణం ��� ���?

Beat

ABHI
� �����  �ం� వ���� ,  ��� � మ�� 
�� ణం ���ం�ం�! అ� ప� కృ��న� శ��  !

Vishakha Vani looks Abhi intently

VISHAKHA VANI
��� � �ద �ం�న�ర లక�ల మం� ఓట��  
బ������, మ� �ళ� �� �ల సంగ�?

Abhi places a file on the table

ABHI
�ళ� బ� �� ���� ప� ����యం, ఈ  
proposal!

VISHAKHA VANI
(defiantly)

హ! Opposition government �� ఇ� 
జరగ��,ఇ��� జ���ంద��ం����?

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�మ��� correct � �� collector ��� 
�ం� ఎం�� రమ���� ���?

(pause)
����న ప�� � response door దగ� � 
����ం�ర�.

Beat
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ABHI
(nods understandingly)

Ok. అ�� executive � � అంతట �� 
action ���వడం తప� �� �� ��!

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI
As per the constitution, చట� సభల 
ఆ��ల �ర� ఉ��గ�� � ప� ���లన� 
�షయం మ����న�� ���!

Beat

ABHI
(retorts)

As per the constitution, చట� సభల 
ఆ��� �రణ���� �� ��� , 
ఉ��గ�� � follow అ����న అవసరం ��! 
Follow అ��  ��ం��� �ట� � ���!

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI
�ట� �� �ం� అ�� జనం బలం �� 
�య�ల��� collector! ఆ జనం � 
�న����!

Beat

ABHI
��� బ��� ���న���, అ� జనం 
బ��� ���ం�� madam, �మ��� ��!

Vishakha Vani grins condescendingly,

VISHAKHA VANI
��..�� �ట� కధ ���  ��!

She gets up and takes a stroll as she talks

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�ష� �ం� �ట�  �ద� co-op society � 
�� �ం�న ఒక freedom fighter కథ...

(MORE)
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VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
అస�న ప� ���మ�ం local governance � 
ఉంద� జ��� ���� , �ళ� బ��� �� 
��� న� communist �ం� ������ 
బయ�� ��! 
�న�దం� ��, election � �ం�, 
opponents ���  గ��  ��, అ�� 
elections � అత�� deposit �� 
��ం� ఓ�ం�� అ� జనం! Emergency 
�����  police �����  అ�� �� 
���� ����!  పద�� �ల� ���  మ��  
����� �� చ���! �వ�� శ��� 
ఎలక� �ం�ం� �� ���� ఈ�� 
బయట ప���! ఆ వ���  �� హ�మం� 
��! అత� ���  �� ��� ��! 

Beat

Vishakha Vani turns to Abhi.

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
తం��  శ��� దహనం ��న��� �ం� 
గ���! ఆ �� త� దహనం ��ం� తం��  
శ��� ��, ఆ తం��  ��� తన� ���న� 
ప�� �� ��వ��,  �త��త���! ఆ 
���� �ం�� ��� ��, తం�� � ఓ�ం�న 
తం�� �� తన �ంతం ���� ����  
బ���ం� �� !

Abhi appalled by her story

ABHI
అం� జ��� �సం ���  బతకడ� ఆ 
తంత� �?

VISHAKHA VANI
హ! ఒక ��� ���  త� ��న �త�  ��� � � 
print �య�నన� త�� editor �ద 
�పం�, Bombay �ం� south indians � 
త�� ��� ప� � �య�డ���క�! ఆ 
త��త ����� north Indians త�� 
��� �జ�య శ�� � ఎ���! ఆ fascist 
family ఈ �� ఆ �ష� �ం� ruling 
party!

(MORE)
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VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
మతం ��� ���� �� ���  రచ� ��న 
ప� � చవ� ఒక �య��, స���ల� 
�మ�త��� �ం� ప� � ���  ఒక ruling 
party! అ��నం �� క�� న�� �సం 
���  ���ం� క�క� �! 

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
��ం� బ��ం� ��� ���� ఆ చవటల� 
అర� ం ��!

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
� క�� ����న ���� ��� ���, � 
క�� ���� ���  ఉన� స��� �� 
��� ���!

beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
ఈ ��� clean అ��లం� ఆ స�ద� ం 
clean అ���! ��ం��� ��మం� 
�ర� ం� try �� ������!

Vishakha Vani stands facing the evolution of human portrait

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
���� ���న��  �� �ం� మ�� evolve 
అ���! ఏ ప� ���మ�ం� అ��, at 
any given point of the time, ఎన� 
�తం ఓట��  ఇం� ఈ ���!

(pointing to the image)
�� ఈ ���న �����, ఆ ��� �� 
��ల� ఒక� power, vote! అ�ం� వ�వస�  
�ం� ఏం ���ం�, అ�చకం తప�?

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�ళ�� ఆ ���� ఎవ� ���� ఆ��� � 
��� ఆ �ర��  �ద ��ం�� and 
that's how any democracy functions 
my son!
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Beat

Vishakha Vani walks back and settles in her chair, 
commandingly

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
��� ���న issue �ద � equation 
simple! ��� వల�  ��ంపబ�న ఓటర�  
సంఖ� లక� , �భ ప��న� ఓటర�  సంఖ� 
�ం�న�ర లక� ! ఆ ��� � �ర� యం..and it 
is simply purely democratic!

Beat.

Abhi gazes at her for a moment, gets up and walks to the 
evolution portrait

ABHI
ఈ whole theory � ��క �న� logic 
�స���� madam!

Turns to the portrait

ABHI (CONT'D)
మ�� ఇక���ం� ఇక��� ప��మం �ం��, 
correct! �� ఆ ప����� న��ం� శ��  
ఒక�ం�... conscience, మన���� !

(Abhi looks into her eyes)
ఈ �� � �ం� �ం�� �మ��� 
ప� ���� న� మన���� ! ఈ version మ�� 
�ం� next version మ��� ఎదగ��� 
�� �� ���  ���వర� ���� ���! 
ఈ �పల � మన��� ����� �� , ఆ కట�  
�ద క�� న��� ం, �దం� ఆ �ట�  �ద 
�ం� �ంద ప�, చ�త�  �����, �ట� � 
��!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
And by the way, � philosophy ��, 
�� చ��న Darwin, Nietzsche ���ం�!

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
�� అం�� �� ప����� ��� ���, 
�� ప����� ��� ���! Thanks for 
your time, madam!

Abhi walks out as Vishakha Vani watches as if she is up for 
the game.

SC-51 EXT. THELLERU - DAY: THE WAR OF THE MOBS

The sun rises over Thelleru. Abhi enters the frame (profile), 
looking intense, focussed and determined. As Abhi walks like 
a lieutenant facing frontline, we pan to see his face full 
frontal, revealing dozens of bureaucrats walking beside him,  
behind them police walking with lathis and shields, behind 
them police walking with tear gas guns, behind them is a JCB, 
and behind the JCB scores of farmers march lead by Narayana

They are marching on a long single lane road that splits the 
vast Thelleru into two

At distance, Abhi sees a bunch of society presidents blocking 
the road.

BUILD-UP SHOTS, AS BOTH THE GROUPS SETTLE AT A STAND-OFF 
DISTANCE.

Abhi walks toward the society presidents and stand facing for 
clearance, they split aside to reveal the road ahead of Abhi.

Beat

Dozens of small children are laid across the road, with 
mother and father standing on either side, holding petrol 
cans threateningly.

At the far end, Vishakha Vani is sitting on a chair, wearing 
a black saree, looking at Abhi like a queen in command. PA 
Vedantam is holding an umbrella to her.

Abhi and Vishakha Vani exchange looks, as we hear her voice 

VISHAKHA VANI (O.S.)
ఒ��క��� �� ం�య ��� ల� ��� �ట� ��� 
�ంద�  ప� �త�ం ప���న� �ట� � �గ�, �త�  
క�క� � మధ�� �మ��� బ���� ���!
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FLASH CUT TO VISHAKHA VANI TALKING TO THE FISHERMEN IN A 
VILLAGE, SURROUNDED BY BANNERS OF MATSYAGANDHA FISHERIES

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
ఈ scam � న����ం� ప� యత�ం� � �ట�  
������!
�మ��� ������ �య���� కంకణం 
క�� ����!
ఈ క�ణం �ం�, matsyagaMdha fisheries 
�� ��, ��!

People jump up to cheer and celebrate instantly.

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
ఈ కం��� ప� � మత����� స�న 
�����!

They chant with whistles

CROWD
Vishakha Vani zindabad, Vishakha 
Vani zindabad

CUT BACK TO VISHAKHA VANI PROUDLY STARING AT ABHI. 

ABHI TURNS FROM VISHAKHA VANI AND GAZES AT THE FISHERMEN 
FAMILIES IN FRONT OF HIM. A BUREAUCRAT TO HANDS IN MEGAPHONE 
UPON ABHI'S CUE.

Abhi takes a stroll looking at the children and their 
parents. He reaches the centre of the line-up, and looks both 
ways before raising the megaphone,

ABHI
�� ఆ�శం� అ��  పడ�ర� ��� వ���!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఎం�కం�.. ఈ ��� ��!

Ponders staring into their faces

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� ఇం�, ఈ ��� ���?

Beat
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ABHI (CONT'D)
నల� ఏళ� �ంద సహజం� �ప� 
ప��న�ంత వర� ఈ ��� ��! �� 
ఎ���� �� ణం �� ���� lease 
�����, ఆ �� ఇ� � ��� 
����ం�!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఒక��� త��  �ల �ం� ��� ఈ �� 
ప�� � �� ��� �ట� �� �షం�  
����ం�!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� �� వల�  �� ��ం�ం�ం�?

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఒక�� ప� �ద న��� �ం�, � 
ఎ��దల� �� అ�� ప�����! � 
�మ�త��� ఇక�డ ప����� న � �ల� ల� 
�రసత�ం� పం�����!

Beat

It hits them hard, Abhi keeps going, looking intense

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ కట� � ��� నష�  ��� �� ��! 
�మ��� చక� ం� బం�ం�, �క�� ప� ���  
సం���� న� ఈ society president �, 
� క�� �ల ���  సం���� , � భ�ష���  
�ద �ం�సనం  �����న�, ఆ �యంత!

Reactions of fishermen and Society Presidents looking at each 
other

ABHI (CONT'D)
� భయం, అ��నం, అ�యకత�ం, 
���స� తన �ం�స��� ��� ���!
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Vishakha Vani gazing unflinched at Abhi

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఆ �ం�స��� �ప�����, తన ����  
క���������, ఈ �� �మ��� ��  ఆ 
కం��� �గ�� �� ��ం�! �� ఆ 
���ప��� � ��� ��, ఇ� �జం!

Beat.

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ ���� ఏం జ���ం� �� ���! 
అ� తప�� ���! �� ఆ ఉ���ం� 
బయట� �ం� ��లం� భయం!!

He looks into their eyes with conviction

ABHI (CONT'D)
��� భయం? వలస�? ప� ����య��?

Beat

Abhi looks around for response among the softened faces

ABHI (CONT'D)
వంద�ళ� �ంద �ం� ��ల ��� ���� 
��డ��� ఒ��� �ం� వల���న ��� 
� �త� ��� త�! ��� ���� 
��క బ�� ��� �సం �ప� పట� డం 
�������! �� వలస�, ���� ��� 
భయపడ��! 

Abhi looks at them intently and in an inspiring tone

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇం� �ళ� రక�� �� ఉం�, ఒక��� ఆ 
భయమ� కట� � �ం� �డం�!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఆ �ం�సనం ��� �����, ఈ త��  
సం��� ����! 

Beat
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ABHI (CONT'D)
 ��� � మ�� �� ణం ���ం�ం�, 
���� ఆ ��ల� ������� ం�!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
సహజం� �ప� ప��  శ��  �� ఉం�, �ల 
�� �� � �� � �ల� � �� �ళ�  శ��  ���  
ఎ����!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
����ం� ఈ ���� ��, � భ�ష��� �, 
��ల� ల భ�ష��� � �� ��దల 
�య����!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
అ�� పడ��, ���� � � ఇష� ం! �� � 
permission ��ం� �త� ం... ఇక���ం� 
ఒక అ�� కదల�, ఒక� కట�  �ట� �!

A moment of conscience in the air,

Abhi keenly awaits their response looking into their 
retrospecting faces,

One by one, children start to get up and stand by their 
parents. Society presidents are tensed. Abhi looks at 
Vishakha Vani.

Vishakha Vani is still unshaken projecting a mild grin on her 
face.

Couple of the society presidents come forth screaming,

SOCIETY PRESIDENT 1
��, collector, ఆళ� దగ� ర ఎంత 
������ �?
ఆళ�  �ట�  �ంప��� � �ట�  �����?

SOCIETY PRESIDENT 2
��� మన దగ� ర �ం� ����� 
ఆళ���� మ��ం�����
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A bunch of goons mixed in the farmers signal to each other

GOONS AMONG FARMERS 1
� �డక�� � ఇం������ � �ర� న�ం? 
పదం��  ఏ�క� �����!

They pelt stones and soda bottles onto the fishermen, chaos 
ensues,

SOCIETY PRESIDENT 2
రం��  ����ం�ం...� �డక�� �.

Crowd clash with each other at once

Police start lathi charge while shielding themselves, 

Abhi panics, screams in mike to control the mob,

ABHI
ఆగం�, ఆగం�...

Taking cue from SP, police fire tear gas onto the mob. It's a 
chaos that has gone out of Abhi's control

ABHI (CONT'D)
Hold the fire...hold the fire

Abhi runs to protect a couple of children trapped in the 
stampede,

Within moments, it's a war of the mobs that is totally brutal 
from all sides. Police start firing real guns, people start 
beating each other with sticks and stabbing one another with 
pocket knives

Through the raking dust and violent mob, Abhi notices 
Vishakha Vani walking to the convoy... looking back at him 
with a smirk. She gets into the vehicle and drives out of the 
chaos, leaving Abhi baffled, helpless in the middle of the 
war of the mobs.

CROSSFADE

SC-52 INT. COLLECTOR BUNGALOW - NIGHT : THE FAILED EXPERIMENT

Myra wipes the mist on the powder room mirror, looks at her 
face through the haze.  She cleans the scar on her forehead 
with alcohol dipped cotten and gently touches the scar. She 
freezes and gazes at herself in the mirror, her mind is still 
fragmented, her eyes swell with tears as Abhi emerges out of 
haze behind her.
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Myra notice Abhi's, wipes her tears and try to hold herself 
up. Abhi knows what she is bothered about. He gently turns 
her around and slows starts caressing her scar with swollen 
eyes, Myra couldn't control herself and breaks down crying. 
Abhi holds her against his chest, consoling, caressing as she 
cries out.

Myra gathers herself and looks up at Abhi. She notices 
bruises on his face

MYRA
ఏ�ం�?

Abhi doesn't have an answer

Cut to TV.

Abhi's picture is on a slit screen along with clippings of 
mob violence under the headline "fail అ�న experiment". News 
strips at the bottom;  "15 మం� మృ�, 22 మం�� �వ� �న 
���","collector Abhiram suspended",  "��రణ� supreme 
court tribunal" etc.

NEWS READER 3
ఈ �ర� టన� ��� ప��� మం� 
మర�ం��, ఇర� �ం� మం� �యప�� �!  
�ం� భద� తల ప�రక�ణ�,  ��� � లంక 
�� ��� �, ప�సర �� ��� � 144 
section ��ం��!

Myra is baffled, looks at Abhi who stands staring at the TV

NEWS READER 3 (CONT'D)
Collector అ�� �ం � UPSC board 
suspend ��ం�! ఈ సంఘటన�, 
legislative control �ం� executive 
� �� ���లన� �ంద�  ప� �త� ప� ��దన 
ప� ��ర� కం� ��ం�! ప� � సమస�ల �ద 
అవ�హన ��ం�, �ధ�� ర�తం� 
ప� వ�� ం�, ఈ �రణ���� �� ��ర�, 
Collector Abhiram � ప��� �జ�య 
�త�  �మ��ం��!

VISHAKHA VANI ON SCREEN
(on movement)

Collector Abhiram is a failed 
experiment, he is a failed 
experiment! I told you!
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NEWS READER 3
�ంద�  ప� �త�ం ఈ సంఘటన �ద తక�ణ 
��రణ�, ��� � ���  ఆధ�ర�ం� ఒక 
tribunal � �య�ం�ం�!  ��� � scam 
� cover up ��న bureaucrat ల� 
collector AbhiraM తం��  �� ఉండడం 
��షం! ఈ ������ tribunal court 
ఎ�ం� ������ ం� �� ���!

NEWS READER 3 (CONT'D)
��ల� మత����ల� మధ� ఈ �� జ��న 
హం��ండ�, Academy training �� 
��ం� collector Abhiram ��మకం�, 
UPSC board త�ర� media �ం���� 
సం��� ఇవ��ం�!

Myra doesn't know what to say to Abhi who is standing stuck

Abhi's phone rings, it's Vishakha Vani. Abhi answers

VISHAKHA VANI
�పం� ఉం� ��? �� �త� ం � �ద 
���� ం�! ��� ��� ం� చ���న � 
��� �����న�� ం�! �� ����న� 
ప��మం ఈ జనం� ఎక��ం� ���!

Another call from Pallavi interrupting Abhi, he ignores

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�శం� ఎవ� ఆ�గ�ం, చ��, వ�వ�యం, 
environment, economy ��ం� 
ఆ��ంచ�� � ��!
�ళ� ఆ�చన� �వలం �లం, మతం, ఆ 
�ట అవస�ల వర� ప��తం! �� ఉ�� శం 
�ళ�� ��, ��� ఉ�� శం �� ��!

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
��� ��� చం�న��� �� react 
అవ��ం�� ���?.. ఆ కట�  �ద ��� 
�లమం� ������ �బ�� ! 

Beat.
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VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�ళ��ం� ఎవ��� ఇం� ��� �య�గల� 
�బ�� !

Abhi listens silently

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
first failure క�, �� ���� 
ఉం�ం�, �� �� అల���ం�! ప� � 
failure మన�� reality � దగ� ర ��� ం�, 
వ�వస� � క���� ం�! అ� కలవన��� ఆ 
వ�వస�  మన�� ���� ం�! ఇ� � అమ� 
���న �ఠం అ��!

Vishakha Vani hangs the phone. 

Abhi is lost in thought, gets a call from Pallavi again

PALLAVI
అ�...�న� ఇం� ఇం�� ����, 
భయ��� ం�!

ABHI
ఎక������?

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఎవ� �క�� �ం� ������, �ళ�� 
����!

Abhi senses danger

ABHI (CONT'D)
���� �� కం�� పడ�!

In panic, Abhi picks a revolver and rushes out as Myra 
follows,

MYRA
Abhi what's happening?

ABHI
త��� దగ� ���, ఎవ���� �య��!

Abhi gets in the jeep and bolts out rapidly

SC-53 EXT. KAIKALURU - NIGHT : THE SANDAL PARADE

Car takes a turn in front of the Buddha park. Sudhakar is 
driving, Abhi is looking tensed sitting next to him.
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They drive out of the town and onto rural roads.

As the jeep enter a village, people are standing outside as 
if they are witnessing a parade.

Abhi and Sudhakar follow their eye line. Far ahead, they 
notice a horde of mob running behind a tractor, pelting 
sandals on a man tied atop the plough. Sudhakar speeds up and 
goes past the tractor. The half-naked man on the tractor is 
none other than Dasaradh, with a sandal garland and a board 
displaying "లంచ�ం�" hanging from his neck.

Abhi gets off the jeep and fires in the air. Tractor halts 
and the mob scatters away

Abhi rushes to Dasaradh, unties him. They lead the half-naked 
Dasaradh to jeep, get him seated in the passenger seat. 
Sudhakar offer water, Dasaradh refuses to take

Abhi tries to remove the sandal garland, Dasaradh refuses to 
take it off.

Beat.

Abhi gets to the driving seat and starts the vehicle.

Cut to village roads. Jeep Travel shots.

There is a grave silence inside the jeep. Dasaradh is looking 
catatonic and intense like a monk. A sense of guilt clouds 
Abhi's mind

SC-54 INT. COLLECTOR BUNGALOW - NIGHT : FATHER & SON

Myra opens the door to see Abhi and Dasaradh in front of her. 
Dasaradh detaches himself from Abhi and walks straight 
towards the bathroom.

Myra is dazed and confused as Abhi walks in looking at 
Dasaradh

Dasaradh turns the shower on and lets the dirt wash off from 
his body standing stoic. He is still wearing the sandal 
garland.

Abhi keeps gazing at Dasaradh's stoic and still face. The 
voice of Vishakha Vani echoes in his ears

VISHAKHA VANI (O.S.)
ప� � failure మన�� reality � దగ� ర 
��� ం�, వ�వస� � క���� ం�!

(MORE)
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VISHAKHA VANI (O.S.) (CONT'D)
అ� కలవన��� వ�వస�  మన�� ���� ం�!

SC-55 INT. CALCUTTA HOME - DAY : THE CANDLE

Abhi's POV looking through the window

Smiley Dasaradh sending of a client and receives the next one

CLIENT 1
Thank you sir

DASARADH
No problem, all the best

Client 2 comes in and settles in front of Dasaradh with a 
file folder

CLIENT 2
స� ���ళ�ం, మన� �� ��� 
ఉం���ం! ��ం �వలం� అ� ��� �, � 
త��డ��� సంతకం �ట� ం� స�!

DASARADH
ఒక మ�� ��తమం� కష� ప� 
సం��ం��న� land � forgery 
�య�మం����, మర� � � ��� ఎం� ��! 
Take that out of my sight

CLIENT
Sir ��� �ట�  project, �వలం ఒక 
�స�� �దస� ం వల�  ఆ���ం�!

DASARADH
చట�  ప� �రం � డ�� క�� ఆ ��� యన హ�� 
�ఖ�ం! అమ�డం, అమ�క�వడం అత�ష� ం! 
ఇక�డ న�� corrupt �య�డం క��, ��� 
అత��� �రం ఆ� convince ���ం�!

CLIENT
Sir...

Dasaradh interrupts with a hand gesture, ABHI (10) mumbles 
guessing what Dasaradh is about to say
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ABHI
లంచం ���� త�� �య��, ఒ�� 
�య���� లంచం ����!

DASARADH
(follows)

లంచం ���� త�� �య��, ఒ�� 
�య���� లంచం ����!

Shyamala, passing by Abhi carrying a baby taps on his head

DASARADH (CONT'D)
ఇం� �ట ��� �� case �ట� ���� ం�! 
Get out please! 

SHYAMALA
(pointing to books)

ఇక�డ concentrate ��!

The disappointed client gently gets up and walks away

Dasaradh gets back to his file  and hollers consicous of Abhi 
watching him

DASARADH
Homework అ��ం� ?

ABHI
ఎ��� అ��ం� ���

DASARADH
Ok ready, let's go!

Dasaradh closes the file with a thud

SC-56 EXT. UNDER CONSTRUCTION BUILDING - DAY : THE DEMOLITION 
MAN

Abhi is looking through the binoculars at a newly constructed 
forty floor building. Next to him Dasaradh is busy checking 
some documents with an expert

DASARADH
(in Bangla)

Explosives count స���  �� �య�ం�, 
పక��న� properties ఏ� affect 
అవ�డ�!
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EXPLOSIVE EXPERT
(in Bangla)

no problem sir, all taken care of 
already

Explosive expert assures and walks away talking on the walkie

Dasaradh turns to the building and stand gazing at it while 
Abhi queries

ABHI
���..

DASARADH
Haa

ABHI
Building �త� ం ఒ��� ����ం�? 
world trade center ��? 

DASARADH
అ��

ABHI
 ఒక���� ఎ� ����ం�?

DASARADH
Dynamites అ��  ఒ��� ���� ం �బ�� !

ABHI
ఎ�� dynamites ��� � ?

Before answering, Dasaradh is distracted by a convoy of 
jeeps, breaking through barricades and racing towards him,

RAHUL SENGUPTA (45) and his coterie get down from the 
vehicles and walk swiftly towards Dasaradh.

Rahul Sengupta settles facing Dasaradh looking agitated

RAHUL SENGUPTA
(in Bangla)

just tell me you are kidding me

DASARADH 
(in Bangla)

No sir! We sent you several 
notices, but you kept constructing! 
We have to bring it down
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RAHUL SENGUPTA
(in Bangla)

Common man, for gods sake you are 
talking to Rahul Sengupta, the 
nephew of the Chief Minister and 
the biggest builder in the city

DASARADH
I know sir

Dasaradh Stand unflinched. 

Rahul is disappointed, takes a moment looking at the building 
and stares at Dasaradh

RAHUL SENGUPTA
(amicable)(in Bangla)

What's your problem? What do you 
want?

DASARADH
(determined)

I want that building to come down 
sir!

Rahul Sengupta is miffed, shakes his head

RAHUL SENGUPTA
(in Bangla)

God damn it it's a completed 
building man..

DASARADH
(completes)

Constructed illegally in a public 
park sir!

Beat

DASARADH (CONT'D)
It doesn't matter sir!

Beat

Rahul Sengupta cannot believe Dasaradh's audacity. He looks 
around at the preparations; the rig and remote are being 
tuned by experts.

Rahul Sengupta walks close and makes a final plea

RAHUL SENGUPTA
One last call...I will give you ten 
flats in that building! Just let it 
go!
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Dasaradh looks at him and smiles. 

Abhi, looking at Rahul Sengupta utters

ABHI
లంచం ���� త�� �య��, ఒ�� 
�య���� లంచం ����!

Rahul Sengupta looks at Abhi confused, 

An engineer holding walkie hands in a shield to Dasaradh and 
offers one to Rahul as well declaring,

EXPLOSIVE EXPERT
Sir Ready!

Jeetu wears the shield and Abhi pulls down his shield.

Rahul Sengupta throws the shield away and stares into 
Dasaradh's eyes in anger and disbelief. 

Dasaradh waits for a beat, wears the and commands,

DASARADH
On count three

Abhi turns to the building anxiously. 

DASARADH (CONT'D)
One

Tension building on Rahul Sengupta's face.

DASARADH (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Two

Standing composed and determined, Dasaradh calls,

DASARADH (CONT'D)
Three!

In a moment, with loud explosive sounds, the building 
crumbles down crashing like a pack of cards behind Dasaradh, 
raking a dust cloud that swoops towards the rig area...

As Rahul Sengupta look into Dasaradh's eyes like a snake 
penting up with vengeance, a thick cloud of dust fills the 
space between them..

SC-57 INT. CALCUTTA PENTHOUSE - DAY: ANOTHER TRANSFER

Calling bell rings, postman hands in a letter.
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Shyamala carrying baby on her shoulder, opens the letter with 
difficulty and turns to Dasaradh and Abhi who are playing 
cricket in the penthouse. 

Dasaradh notice Shyamala's reaction anticipating what it 
could be,

DASARADH
ఏం� �� న��� ?

Looking disappointed

SHYAMALA
ఇం��ం�ం�?

Shyamala leaves the letter outside and walks in with baby. 
Dasaradh hifi with Abhi

DASARADH
Super..ఇం� ���� ��ం!

SC-58 INT. TRAIN - NIGHT : THE GIFT

SHOTS OF PASSING TRAIN.

Dasaradh and Abhi are playing chess while Shyamala is 
breastfeeding a baby

A couple of rowdy passengers are sitting by the window seats, 
drinking alcohol--mixed in Bisleri bottle--and chatting 
loudly in Bangla.

DASARADH
Checkmate!

Abhi is disappointed and starts whining

ABHI
No, �న� move �య��� �, 
����� ���..

DASARADH
�� �ం�, ఆటం� ����ం� ��న 
త��� ��� �డ�! It teaches 
character, �ల�లం� ఇం� �� ఆ�!!

Abhi starts rearranging the pawns with a cringe face.

Shyamala is conscious of the rogue passengers staring at her 
in between their laughs. Feeling uncomfortable by their 
gazes, covers her breast and complains to Dasardh
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SHYAMALA
ఏ�� curtain ఉన� chamber � shift 
అ��మం�!

DASARADH
ఎ� అడగ�? shift అవ��� అంద��  
అ� problem క�? ��� ignore ���  
ప��ం���!

The window side passengers continue to stare and comment even 
louder, Dasaradh looks at them impatiently

DASARADH (CONT'D)
(in Bangla)

Sir can you please lower your voice 
and have the drink near the door?

They ignore his words and look at him condescendingly,

WINDOW PASSENGER 1
(in Bangla)

Sure, we will, but can we have some 
milk before that?

Dasaradh is exploding with anger, Shyamala holds his hand.

SHYAMALA
(pleads)

react అ���� ! 

WINDOW PASSENER 1
(with fellow roguein 
Bangla)

What did she say?

WINDOW PASSENGER 2
(in Bangla)

She said "let them have milk"
(laughs)

In an instant, Dasaradh pounces on them with explosive anger 
and starts punching them. Four more thugs join the rumble and 
soon get on top of Dasaradh, they beat him up ruthlessly. 
Shyamala and Abhi try to protect Dasaradh, but for no avail. 
The whole compartment witness the rumble, staring in shock.

The goons lift Dasaradh on his feet and move him towards the 
door, one of them opens the door letting the harsh breeze in. 
Shyamala and Abhi are screaming, pleading and crying for 
help.

As the train gets onto the long Netravati River bridge, in a 
shocking move, a goon kicks Shyamala and the baby out through 
the door..while the rest hold Dasaradh and Abhi arrestingly
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SLOW MOTION SHOTS AS THE SHOCK AND SOUND OF PASSING BRIDGE 
OVERWHELMS DASARADH AND ABHI, THEY ARE FROZEN...

Just as the train goes past the bridge, the goons let go of 
Dasaradh and Abhi who is looking shattered, the passing train 
sound fades as JEETU comes close to Dasaradh and whispers in 
his ear

JEETU
(in Bangla accent)

If you can't fit in the system, you 
will be trown out of the system! 
ఇ� Rahul Sengupta ����న send off 
gift! You are now broke and you 
will stay broke! 

(Subtitle: వ�వస� � కలవ� ��� 
వ�వస�  �� ��� ం�! ఇ� ��� 
�ం�ప�  ����న send off 
gift! ������ ��� 
���, ఇం�ప�� �����!)

SLO MO SHOTS AS THE GOONS DISPERSING ONE BY ONE, LEAVING 
DASARADH STARING CATATONICALLY OUT INTO THE OBLIVION AND ABHI 
STARING INTO DASARAH'S STONED FACE...

DISSOLVE TO: DASARADH

SC-59 INT. COLLECTOR BUNGALOW - NIGHT : LOST & FOUND

Dasaradh, in wet clothes, is sitting in a slanted chair, the 
sandal garland is still hanging in his neck, Abhi is lost 
staring at him

Moments of grave silence. 

Myra is puzzled, looking at them standing by the door

Abhi breaks the silence with a feeble voice,

ABHI
sorry Mr. Dasaradh

Dasaradh doesn't respond

ABHI (CONT'D)
�మ���� ��ల����

Silence
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ABHI (CONT'D)
ఆ �� polling booth � జ��న �డవ వల�  
�� ఆట�� ���, � ��న� ego � 
వ���!

Beat,

ABHI (CONT'D)
calcutta � ���� �న� దశర� � ��� 
����ం�మ����, �మ��� �� ���  
��� మ����!

A moment

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఓ���� Mr.Dasaradh!

Abhi's eyes swell, voice filled with regret and a sense of 
defeat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఆ �� �� � � �� �ర��, ���� 
���� ����, అ� Train � �� త��  
��� � ��, � తం�� � �� 
���� ����!

(pause)
ఆ తం��  మ�� ������ అన� ఆశ� ఈ 
ఆట����� Mr. Dasaradh, వ�� న�� 
�� ���� ����!

(holds hand with gushing 
tears)

�మ���� అవ��ంచడం � ఉ�� శం 
���� Mr. dasaradh, I am very very 
sorry!

Abhi begs for forgiveness with chodking voice as tears gush 
down his eyes

Myra is overwhelmed by the heart wrenching lull in the room,

Dasaradh still looking lost, breaks the silence

DASARADH
ఒక �� � �ర�� ���� చం�డ� 
ఓ���న��ం����..?

Beat.

Dasaradh gently turns to Abhi
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DASARADH (CONT'D)
ఆ �క��� ప� పంచమంత� ఉ���� , �� 
�ళ�� వ�వస�  ���� ం� ��� �� ం� అ�� 
��!

Dasaradh turns to the cieling and takes a moment,

DASARADH (CONT'D)
�����ం� �� � � ��..
అర� మం� ���� ఇద� � అ�య��� 
చం�, �ం� �లల �� �క� �  
బయటప�� �..
 అ���, ఆ ���  �� �.. ..��� 
చ���ం� Rahul Sengupta �సం 
����  � కళ��� ��న���..!

VISUALS OF RAHUL SENGUPTA GAZING AT DASARADH WITH A SMIRK AS 
DASARADH LOOKS AGHAST IN THE COURTROOM

DASARAD (O.S.)
�క��ల ��� �వడ� �క �క���� 
�రడ� తప�, �ళ�� ��� శ�� ��� 
వ�వస� � �మ� ���న���!

Beat

DASARADH
ఆ �� �ం� ప� � �� �� న��� ఉన� 
���� ���ం���, �� ఉన� ����� 
చం��ం� బ���!

Moment

DASARADH (CONT'D)
ఆ �� చ��న శ��� జ��న  ఊ��ం�� 
ఇ�..

(looking at the garland)
..ఈ దండ ����ం� ��!

Beat

With swollen eyes, Dasaradh turns to Abhi

DASARADH (CONT'D)
ఈ శ��� దహనం ���� ��, �� ణం �సం 
�తక �డ��!
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Abhi is crushed looking into Dasaradh's pure and pain filled 
eyes

DASARADH (CONT'D)
��� ��� ���  �� �క����వ� ఆ�ల� 
���! �� �� ఈ �స��యత� �� 
�డ��� ! �ధ� ం� ������ 
ఓ���న�� , చ�� వర� ����� 
�����!

Dasaradh looks into Abhi's eyes

DASARADH (CONT'D)
� ��� ఓ����, ఓ���డ�

Feeling deep Love and appreciation for Abhi, Dasaradh holds 
his hand tightly.

DASARADH (CONT'D)
(determined)

�� �లవ��� ఈ శవం ఎ� ప���� ం� 
���!

A flood of soul cleansing tears in both their eyes. Abhi 
holds Dasaradh hands, looks into his soul,

ABHI
���...

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
మ�� �� �� �� ������ ���?

With choking voice, tears gush out of Abhi's eyes. 

Dasaradh looks at him with teary eyes, making up his mind...

We voice transition to the tribunal session as Dasaradh 
confesses

DASARADH (O.S.)
 పద���� �ంద west bengal board 
�ం� బయట���, APPSC exam ���. 
ఏ���  public health officer � post 
అ���!

J-CUT
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SC-60 INT. TRIBUNAL COURT - DAY: THE APPROVER

Wide establishment of Tribunal court from behind the judges 
as Dasaradh confesses from the witness podium

DASARADH
�ట�  �ద� inspection ��  ��� � 
�ం� sea-lice అ� bacteria �ం� 
ఉంద� ���ం�!

RANDOM VISUALS OF LAKE, BACTERIA, THROUGH MICROSCOPE.

DASARADH (CONT'D)
�ంట� responsible officers � 
consult ��, action ����ల� అప�� 
collector, late, Mr. Rakesh Agarwal 
� report ���! 

Tribunakhal Judges listen intently. VISHAKHA VANI aand Abhi 
are seated on either side of the podium. Behind vishakha we 
see ex-collector Vijay, DFO Janarhdna Rao and Health Officer 
Ranganath. Myra is seated behind Abhi. Farmers lead by 
Narayana are spectators behind Abhi, fishermen lead by 
Surekha Vani and society presidents are spectators behind 
Vishakha.

DASARADH (CONT'D)
అ� minister ��� �� �� 
న���న� �ల �ట�  ���రమ�, �ం�న�ర 
లక�ల ఓటర� � �వ��� అ�, � proposal 
reject ���!
Inspection reports fake �య�మ�, 
�దం� transfer ��� మ� ���ం��!

Vishakha Vani is listening in her queenly composure...

DASARADH (CONT'D)
ఆ ప� �� �క�� న�� త��ం� ఇం�క�� 
ఎ�� ���� �� అ�, �� ���!
�ంట� District Development Officer 
� promote ���!

Beat

Chief Judges makes a note.
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DASARADH (CONT'D)
��� కట�  వల�  water level త�� ంద�, 
ఉ���� ��� స�ద� ం ��� �న�� త��, 
���  ఉన� ��� �శనం అ����య�,
���ళ� �ంద ��� �దగ� ర���న���, 
ఇక�� action ����ల�, అప�� 
మత���� మం��  ��మ� ��� �� ��� 
direct � మ� report submit ���! 

Abhi and Myra are listening assessively.

DASARADHI
��ల క�� మత����ల ఓ��  ఎ��వ�, 
��� �� ��� �ం� రక� �తం జ���ంద�, 
reports fake �య�మ� ఆ��ం��! (( 
�య�క�� ఉ���� ఊడ�య� 
���ం��!)

Vishakha Vani changes her posture, unconcerned

DASARADH
ఆ ప� �� �క�� న�� త��ం� ఇం�క�� 
ఎ�� ���� �� అ�, �� ���! 
Deputy collector � promote ���!

Tribunal is listening keenly, making notes

DASARADH (CONT'D)
Varun Hansen report త��త, previous 
క�క� � Vijay Kumar ��� క�� ఇప���� 
action ����ల� request ���!
జరగ�� ఎ��క��  ���� ��� �� అ�, 
ఆ ��� ��� ������  �ట�  గ��ండవ�, 
reports fake �య�మ� క�నం� 
ఆ��ం��!

Beat

DASARADH (CONT'D)
(conclusive)

ఈ క�క� � �� ��� ��� అ��� 
��డ� ��� ం�, ఆ ప� �� �క�� 
న�� త��ం� ఇం�క��  ఎ�� ���� �� 
అ�.. �� ���!
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Dasaradh lifts his head and looks at the tribunal with a 
sense of relief.

Widespread mumbles in the courtroom.  Vishakha Vani looks 
unaffected

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
The witness is excused!

Dasaradh walks away from the witness stand and gets seated on 
the accusers bench. Abhi is looking intense sitting 
thinkatively at his desk.

Chief judge glances over the files in front of him and calls 
Public health officer. The indicated personal stand up

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
Public Health Officer Ranganath?

Health Officer Ranganath gets up from behind Vishakha Vani

PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER
I plead not guilty your honour!

Beat

PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER (CONT'D)
Deputy collector �� ఆ��ల �ర� 
inspection reports అ�� fake ���!

Beat

PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICER (CONT'D)
ఆ ప� �� �క�� న�� త��ం� ఇం�క��  
ఎ�� ���� �� అ�, �� ���!

Court bursts into laughs. 

Vishakha Vani radiates her control over the proceedings. 

Abhi is just absorbing

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
DFO Janardhan Rao?

DFO gets up as Janardhana Rao sits

DFO JANARDHAN RAO
Pleading not guilty your honour!

Beat
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DFO JANARDHAN RAO (CONT'D)
�� simple � DC ��
ఆ��� follow అ��నం�! 

(looking at Dasaradh)
ఆ ప� �� �క�� న�� త��ం� ఇం�క��  
ఎ�� ���� �� అ�, �� ���!

Beat

There is a smirk on Vishakha Vani's face, Abhi understands 
where it's heading.

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
Ex Collector Mr. Vijay Kumar

Vijay Kumar gets up as DFO sits

EX-COLLECTOR VIJAY KUMAR
Pleading not guilty your honour!
Dasaradh �� ���న ���� � ఏ� � దృ�� � 
���! Reports fake �య�మ� �� 
subordinates ఎవ�� ఆ��ంచ� ��, 
Visakha Vani �� ఈ �షయం� ఎ�వం� 
�క�� �����!

Vijay Kumar sits down upon the judge's cue

Mumbles in the court room as Vishakha Vani looks at Dasaradh 
and Abhi condescendingly.

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
��మ� Vishakha Vani

Vishakha Vani raises on her feet, and raises her hand with 
authority

VISHAKHA VANI
(loud and clear)

I plead not guilty your honour!

Beat

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
ఈ officer ల� ఎవ�� �� influence 
�య���,  ��న��  ఎ�వం� ఆ��� 
��! తం��  ���� �ళ� అ����  
క������డ�� � �ద ��� న� ఆ�పణ��!

Beat
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VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
నల� ఏ��� ప� జల �స� ����, ప� జల 
�స� బ���!
collector �� �ర�� � ���న 
సమ��� వృ� �య��ం�, ఈ scam � 
�ం�ం� న��ం�న DC ��� క�నం� 
��� ం�ల�, court ��� ������!

Vishakha Vani looks at Abhi and Dasaradh with disdain.

The judge nods, mumbles in the courtroom as it all looks like 
an eye-wash enquiry.

Dasaradh and Myra sense the trap while ABhi remains 
unflinched

The chief judge takes a moment, whispers with his fellow 
judges and declares

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
The court will now recess for lunch

Everyone at ease in the court, mumbling and moving out

Vishakha Vani walk past Abhi with her coterie as everyone 
disperse. 

Abhi pickks up his note pad and looks at Dasaradh who sitting 
dejected, Abhi walks out along with Myra.

SC-61 INT. COURT CORRIDORS - DAY : "VILEENAM"

Deepak joins Myra and Abhi as they walks in the corridors,

Led by Vedantham, two other Vishakha Vani's men men are lined 
up  displaying news papers with headlines "IDP � APP ��నం?", 
"��నం తధ�ం!", "��� � క��న బంధం" etc.

Abhi walks unflinched.

SC-62 INT. RECESS ROOM - DAY : WHAT'S THE POINT OF THE 
GARADI?

Deepak places newspaper on table

DEEPAK
అ�! �న�� �� �ంద�  ప� ����� ��� , ఈ 
�� అ� ���� క�� ��ం�!
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Beat

Abhi is looking lost, Myra is confused

DEEPAK (CONT'D)
ఈ��� �ంగ������ ఆ���న game � 
ఉం��, Experimental collector �� 
��� ��! �ళ� chess board �ద ��� 
�డ ఒక pawn అం�!

Abhi leans down and starts writing on his notepad,

Myra is lost, dejected 

SC-63 INT. JUDGES RECESS ROOM - DAY : STAND OF THE TRIBUNAL

The tribunal judges are silently having lunch. The Chief 
judge answers his phone

SUMIT ROY (O.S.)
You saw the news ?

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
Yes sir

SUMIT ROY (O.S.)
You know which way to go right?

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
Yes, sir!

Tribunal chief judge hangs the phone and informs while having 
lunch

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
Home minister

There is lull in their faces as they eat silently.

SC-64 INT. RECESS ROOM - DAY : PAWNS & PLAYER

Myra voices her concern looking at Deepak

MYRA
(concerned)

అస���ం�క�డ? ఇదం� ఏ� formality 
�సం ��� న� exercise � ఉం�.. 

Abhi is busy correcting his notes
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DEEPAK
ఏ��ం�? Confess ��న ��� 
����� �, player � �త� ం బయట��� 
ఇం� game ఆ��ం��!

Deepak looks away as Myra looks at Abhi who seem not bothered 
by her question.

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (O.S.)
Mr. Abhiram, your closing argument

J-CUT

SC-65 INT. TRIBUNAL COURT - DAY : PUNISH THE PLAYER

Standing in front of the tribunal, Abhi takes a moment 
gethering his thoughts and looks up with a calm and clear 
mind 

ABHI
Your honour, ఈ case ఒక వ���  ��ం�, 
వర� ం ��ం�, �� ���న ��� � ��ం� 
��! 
ఈ ��� మనం, ఈ ��� మన వ�వస� !

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ �ల ���� ���న జ��న violence, 
ఎవ� �చ���� అప��క��� జ��న 
violence ��! ఎప���ం� ���� 
వ�� న� ఒక �ధ�  ��వరణం!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఏళ� తరబ� land survey �, 
inspection report �, health record 
� forgery ��� , ఈ ���� ఎ��  ��న 
officer ల� ����� , ఎ��ం�న �ళ�� 
చం��, ��ల� మత����ల� మధ� ��� 
�� �� సృ�� ం�న �ధ�  ��వరణం!

Beat
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ABHI (CONT'D)
ఆ details అ�� ��� �ల� స� � 
�ం�ం��! 

A moment

ABHI (CONT'D)
�� ఈ ��రణ 

(pointing to file)
ఆ ���� 

(pointing at Vishakha)
ఈ అబ�� �� మధ� జ���న� �ధ� ం ��, 
���� ����� మధ�� జ���న� �ధ� ం!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇంత �రణ ���� �ర��న అస�న 
�ర�� �, ఈ �� �జ�య బలం� 
త��ం��డ�� �ళ� ��� � � ��� � �భ��� 
�� ���!   

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
అక��  �భనం, ఇక�డ ��యం �ద 
జ���న� అ���రం!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
(sharper)

Your honour, 
ప���మ�ం అం� �వలం ఓ� హ�� అ�� 
హ�� అ� భ� మ� ఉ��ం! �� కట� �ం�� 
�� ��న� వ�వస� � ఆ ప� ������� 
���ల� ���ం� ఇం� feudal 
వ�వస� �� బ�����ం!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ప� జ� ��, civil servants and court 
� �� ఆ rulers �ంద ��స�� � 
బ������!

Beat
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ABHI (CONT'D)
�వలం opposition party election 
strategy � secret � �న�ం��, 
President Nixon � �ం���! ��  
ఉత� ర ప� �� �, ఒక���� repeated � 
�� ��, తన family members అంద�� 
చం��, �ం�ళ��� assembly attend 
అ���క MLA!
అ�, ప� ������� feudal వ�వస� � ఉన� 
��!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
���� ��యవ�వస� � ఎ��ంట��  ��� ం� 
�శమం� చప���  ������ your 
honour! ��య వ�వస� � ఇంతక�� అవ�నం 
ఒక�ం� ?

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఇష� �న �ర�� �� త���� , ఇష� ం �� �ళ�� 
����� , �శ� �� �ం� �యంత� చట� ం, 
��యం, ��� ఐ���!

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
��య వ�వస�  ఇప��� ����దం�  
ఇం�ప���� ���ం�ం�?

Beat

ABHI (CONT'D)
ప� జ����న� legistator, ఆ 
legislation � అమ� �� civil 
servant, ����� ��� judiciary, ఈ 
�� ��� � క�మబధ� ం� ప� ��న���, 
అ� ప� ���మ���ం�, ప� �త���ం�! 
�� త��న ఆ legislative ��� �� ఈ �� 
ఎ��ం� ప� ���� ం� executive vyavastha!
��య వ�వస�  �� తన �ళ� �ద �ం�� 
ఆ ��� �� క���న��� ఇ� అస�న �ప�� �!
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Beat

Abhi's words echo in the chambers

ABHI (CONT'D)
��వ��� ���� ఒ� ఒక ప� శ�� �� 
స��నం ������ your honor..

Tribunal listens intently, grave silence in the courtroom,

ABHI (CONT'D)
��� �� ��� �ద�న �� �ం�, �ట 
��� �� మం� ��� �ంబ��   
Varun hansen � �య� ���! 
వందల మం� ��� ఆత�హత� ������! 
�ల� �� consumers జ��న ప� 
���! �ళ� �� �ల� ����వ�? ��� � 
�షం� �ర��� అస�న �ర��వ�? 
�� ణం� ఉన� ��� � ఇం�ంత �� ణం ���.. 
ఆ నష�  ��న �� ��� ����వ�?

The court is spellbound seeking answer to Abhi's anger

ABHI (CONT'D)
Last but not the least, ఈ �త� ం 
scam �, నల� ఏ���, అంద� క�� ఎ��వ 
�భ ప�ం�వ�?

Beat. Abhi looks at Vishakha Vani piercingly.

ABHI (CONT'D)
ప� �� �� �� ��� స���� ఒక�� ర�� ంచ�� 
���, ఇ�� �� �� ��న �జ�న హంత��� 
��� ంచ�� ���, ��� ��! ఆ ���న 
��� ��� స�నం! I rest my case your 
honor!

Beat.

Grave silence in the courtroom, an aura of intensity and 
conscience in the air.

For the first time, Vishakha Vani is looking nervous.

Looking furious, Abhi settles in his seat, seizing 
everybody's mind in the courtroom.
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The chief judge looks at Abhi and looks into his file, 

He looks up from his notes, looks at the court at large, 
takes a few moments and starts uttering the verdict without 
looking into his written version

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE
��� � ��ష��ం �ద Varun Hansen and 
collector Abhiram submit ��న 
evidences...��� � �స� వమ�, Tribunal 
court న���ం�!  

SHOT OF A THELLERU LEVY BLASTED BY A DYNAMITE

Cheers among farmers. Tears in Myra's eyes, Abhi is not 
celebrating yet. 

Vishakha Vani waits with bated breathe

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
supreme court ఆ��ల �ర� అ�� 
contour వర� ��, ���� contour 
వర�, అవసర�� army స�యం� అ�� 
��� � గట� � �ల�ం�ల� ఆ���� ��ం!

SHOT OF ANOTHER LEVY BLAST AND DIRTY WATER DRAINING OUT

Cheers in the courtroom among farmers. 

Vishakha Vani's face intensifies

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
ప� � ప� ����, ���� �క �త� � ��� � ��� 
ఎ��వ ల��  �ం�న ��� �� ప� �యం 
��ం� ఈ scam జ�� అవ�శం ఏ�త� ం 
�ద� Tribunal court బలం� న���ం�!

SHOT OF ANOTHER LEVY BLAST

Vishakha Vani is shocked and holding her breathe ever more 
nervously, 

Abhi is waiting intensely for the final words
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TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
��న ఈ �� � ��మ� ��� ��� ప� ధమ 
��� �� ��� ��� , 

Pandamonium and commotion all at once in the courtroom as 
Vishkha Vani gets up screaming, interrupting the verdict..

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
order, order..order..
తన� �� Deputy collector 
Dasaradh, Forest Officer 
Raghunandan, health Officer 
Nanda Gopal, Ex Collector 
Vijay Kumar 
ల�..order..order..
section 299, 300, 304A and 
171E �ంద, ఈ ��ం� హంత��� 
ప�గ�ం�, �వ�� వ ���ర �క�  
���� ��ం!

VISHAKHA VANI
How dare you, how dare 
you..This is 
nonsense...unacceptable!

AERIAL SHOT OF MULTIPLE LEVIES BREAKING, DISSOLVED ON 
VISHAKHA VANI'S SCREAMING FACE IN THE COURT

The Chief Judge calls for order as Vishakha Vani keeps 
screaming looking at the judges amidst cheers and protests

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
�న�క�డ ��� ం�వ� మ�����? 
How dare you...? అ��� 
���? You are corrupt, this 
is nonsense, I condemn you. 
How dare you...?

TRIBUNAL CHIEF JUDGE (CONT'D)
Order...order...order...order
! Hereby the tribunal orders 
the police to take the 
convicts into custody!

Abhi gets up with the dignity of accomplishment and looks at 
VISHAKHA VANI to RETURN the same grin that she offered him 
during THE WAR OF THE MOBS. Myra and Deepak hug Abhi, 
Vishakha Vani continues to scream

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
How dare you...? How dare you?..

Tribunal Chief judge gets up from the podium, looks at 
Vishakha Vani with a sense of achievement as she keeps 
barking frantically resisting arrest, he then turns to Abhi 
exchanging pride 

Dasaradh is being escorted past Abhi by the police. Abhi 
looks at his father and with regret
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ABHI
Sorry ���!

Dasaradh looks into Abhi's eyes with a sense of relief,

DASARADH
ఇ� arrest క��, � ��దల!

Dasaradh hugs Abhi and looks at him proudly before he is 
taken away. 

Vishakha Vani breaks free from the police and barges forward 
onto Abhi, she grabs him by the collar and shakes him up 
grinding her teeth with shivering anger

VISHAKHA VANI
��� ��న��ం����...? ��� 
��న��ం����...?
�రం ����  supreme court మ�� ఈ 
���� �రగ ��� ం� ��! ��� 
��న��ం����...?

Vishakha Vani suddenly grabs her heart and collapses 
displaying signs of paralysis

Abhi and the police hold her and carry her out of the 
courtroom

Bleach out

CROSSFADE

SC-66 INT. ICU ROOM - DAY : VICTIMS OF THE SYSTEM

Revealing ICU monitors indicating critical condition. 
Vishakha Vani is lying with an oxygen mask, breathing audibly

ABHI EMERGES INTO THE FRAME, SHIFT FOCUS AS HE SITS DOWN AND 
GENTLY REACHES TO HOLD VISHAKHA VANI'S HAND, LOOKING AT HER 
WITH COMPASSION

ABHI
�� � శ�� �� ��, �� � శ�� � 
��! � �న�� � �న�� ����న వ�వ��  
మన శ�� �! మ�ద� రం ఈ వ�వస� � 
���లం, ఈ �� ఆ వ�వస�  �ద ���ం! 
ఈ ��� �� �ంతం!

(MORE)
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ABHI (CONT'D)
ఈ ICU � �ం� � తం��  ���� మ��� 
బయ�� ��ల� ���ం����! Wishing 
you well!  

Abhi lays her hand down gently, gets up and about to leave 
the room, he turns hearing her voice from behind

VISHAKHA VANI (O.S.)
(grunt, unclear)

ఆట ఇం� అవ�...

Abhi leans to hear her clearly

VISHAKHA VANI (CONT'D)
ఆట ఇం� ���  ��� ��!

Abhi looks at her empathetically and leaves the room with a 
smirk

CUT TO: THELLERU LAKE

SC-67 EXT. THELLERU LAKE - DUSKY : THE NEW LAKE

WIDE AERIAL VIEW OF CLEAN AND LEVY-FREE THELLERU.

SHOTS OF THELLERU LAKE WITH BIRDS FLOCKING IN AND OUT OF 
BIRD-STANDS AROUND THE SANCTUARY. 

In the middle of the lake, a man on motor boat is strolling 
the lake. He is alone. Abhi is gazing at the lake at large 
feeling the prestine sight and the fresh smell in the cool 
breeze

Abhi turns curious looking intently at a particular spot on 
the lake, far on the edge in front of him.

He steers the boat in that direction, growing in curiosity as 
he approaches a Poclainer and a bunch of men working on 
filling mud, stretching a fresh levy out into the lake. 

Abhi halts the boat near the freshly built levy, gets out 
screaming. 

ABHI
ఏ�! ఎవ��  ��?

They look at Abhi, drop their shovels and start fleeing. 
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Abhi notice what's going on and starts chasing them screaming

ABHI (CONT'D)
ఏ�..!ఎవ��  ��? ఏం 
��� ���క�డ?....��..

Abhi chases them through the banana fields, magroves and out 
onto a road that leads to a farmer's village where Abhi 
redeemed his father.

SC-68 EXT. KAIKALURU - NIGHT : THE MOB JUSTICE

Abhi runs into the village chasing the workers. The workers 
stand next to a group of villagers sitting at the panchayat. 
They all notice Abhi who is trying to catch breathe as he 
screams, there is a leader-looking man--in white and white-- 
at the centre of the panchayat.

ABHI
���� గ��  క��ం�వ�?

Silence is their response. Abhi is looking agitated

ABHI (CONT'D)
(angry)

���� గ��  క�� ం�వ�� ?

More people join around the panchayat.

ABHI (CONT'D)
��లమ�..���లమ�..���� 
���ంచమ� ఉద��ం�� కద�..ఇ��� 
�� ఆ ��� �ద గ��  క�����ం�?

Abhi is standing staring at their cold and irresponsive 
faces. The crowd is multiplied, 

The man in white and white, steps forward facing Abhi. 

KAIKALURU MLA
Hello, �� MLA�! 

(commands looking at 
villagers)

�ప�ం�� , భయపడ��ం��?

A moment of hesitant silence, Abhi is puzzled

A villager hesitantly comes forward and declares
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VILLAGER
క�� ం� ��.. త��ం�? � ���� నల� 
ఏ�� ���� ��� ���  సం��ం��! 
�� ఓ నల� ఏ�� ���న త��త ��యం 
��� డ�ం!

Abhi is appalled and speechless,

A moment of grave silence, 

ABHI
(wonder..)

� ��?...ఏం ��� ��?

Abhi stares at all of them looking pale

ABHI (CONT'D)
(questioning)

ఏం ��� ��? ఏం �� ��? 

At once, Abhi pounces on that person with uncontrollable 
anger and frustration and slaps him screaming

ABHI (CONT'D)
(angry, raising voice)

ఏం ��� ��?..ఏం �� ��?..ఏం 
��� ��?

The villager retorts in a justifying and questioning tone

VILLAGER
ఇ���� ��� ��న ప�� �ం నష� ��ం, 
ఇ��� � వం���ం�! త��ంటం�?

Abbhi squeezes his neck with murderous rage and beat him up, 
the villagers swarm around Abhi leading to a scuffle. 

ABHI IS TRAPPED IN THE MIDDLE AS THEY PULL BOTH OF THEM AWAY 
FROM EACH OTHER,

Automani's father Narayana enter the foray and starts pulling 
the people away from Abhi

NARAYANA
��... ��...వదలం�� ! ఎదవ�� � 
�ళ�ం�...! వదలం�..
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Narayana succeeds in seperating them away from Abhi who is 
bruised and stained, there is a similar scratch on his neck 
like in the polling booth scuffle

NARAYANA (CONT'D)
త���ం�! త���ం��  ఎదవ�� �! ఎవ�� 
ప�� �� ఏం ��� ������ ? ���  ��? 
క��� గ��  �ం���� అన�ం �ం����? 

Narayana is looking intense and in control,

Everyone is still in silence, including the MLA.

Narayana approaches Abhi and wipes the dust off his shirt, 
touches up the scratch with his kanduva and talks assuringly 

NARAYANA (CONT'D)
��ళ�ం� ��, �� ���ం�! 
��� నక��  ఆ గ��  � కం�� క���ం� 
��� �, ��ళ�ం�!

Abhi is still staring at them looking confounded and intense. 
He is still shattered and not sure of Narayana's assurance

Abhi walks away shattered, alone on a long street, leaving 
them all ponder looking at him.

SC-69 EXT. THELLERU - NIGHT : THE NEW DOZEN

WIDE SHOT OF ABHI STANDING BY HIS CAR ON THE THELLERU ROAD, 
LOOKING LOST, ANSWERS HIS PHONE

MYRA (O.S.)
Abhi ఎక�����?

ABHI
వ�� ��

He gets in the car and starts driving.. 

Abhi is driving back on the Thelleru road, it's dark with 
nothing but the lake in vicinity. 

He is driving through the fields with palm trees on both 
sides of the road

Abhi notices something blocking the road and as he reaches 
closer, he realizes it's a palm tree. 
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Abhi halts the car, gets down and walks closer to the palm 
tree that is laid across blocking the road. He looks around 
and can't see anyone. He bends down and tries to move the log 
with great difficulty. He is interrupted as a bunch of men 
feet enter his field of view.

A bunch of farmers are standing in a row in front of him.  
They are all wearing shawls and holding sticks in their 
hands. Their faces are covered by kanduvas. Abhi looks at the 
man in the middle holding lantern, takes a moment to 
recognize him.

It's Narayana.

Abhi drops the log in shock.

CROSSFADE ON SOUND.

SC-71 EXT. THELLERU - DAY : THE RECAP

News reporter's voice is posted over the visuals of (recap); 

A TATA PICK UP TRUCK IS SEARING THROUGH, RAKING DUST ON ONE 
OF THE BUNDS.

THE TRUCK TAKES TURN AT AN INTERSECTION AND COMES TO A SUDDEN 
HALT BY A TANK BUND. 

THE DRIVER, PASSENGER AND A HELPER IN STAINED CLOTHES GET 
DOWN AND UNLOAD A BIG BLUE DRUM, THEY ROLLCARRY IT CLOSER TO 
THE EDGE OF THE BUND AND TILT THE DRUM INTO THE LAKE.

CAM LOW ANGLE AS A BROWN COLOR LIQUID DROPS IN SLO MO. GO PRO 
DROP INTO LAKE IN LIQUID POV

CUT INTO UNDER THE LAKE AS THE BROWN WATER SPREADS AROUND, A 
BUNCH OF FISH FLOCK IN TO TASTE THE BROWN WATER.

TV REPORTER (O.S.)
Collector Abhiram గత �� ���� 
క��ం�ట ��! has been missing for 
three days now,
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A TRACK IN SHOT OF MYRA SITTING ON THE COUCH IN SP OFFICE AS 
SPEAKS ON PHONE LOOKING AT HER WICKEDLY

TV REPORTER (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Collector Abhiram క��ంచ�ం� �� 
ఇప��� �ం� ���� ���ల� ఎ�వం� 
ఆ�� �రక�� �!

TRACK IN AS SHYAMALA, KAMALA AND ARYA LOOKING AT NEWS ON TV

SC-70 INT. JAIL - DAY : MISSING ABHI

A transparent plastic bag (similar to Varun Hansen’s clothes 
packet given to Myra) is slid into the cell.

Dasaradh opens it to find Abhi’s bloody clothes.

In cold astonishment, Dasaradh holds and feels the clothes 
tucking them against his chest.

While the police watch from a distance, Dasaradh tucks Abhi's 
clothes to his chest, closes his eyes and starts singing 
yearninglyscreams in shock and utter agony at top of his 
lungs...

SC-71 INT/EXT. MULTIPLE - DAY/NIGHT : "MISSING ABHI ANTHEM"

TV REPORTER
Shocking news..��� �� రక�� మరకల� 
collector Abhiram బట� � ����! 
���� �� �సం �వ� ం� ���� ���! 

SP ON TV
��� ��� స�ద� ం �� ఒక� అం�ళం 
వదల�ం� ��� క�క� � అ��ం ��� ��� 
��� ం! This is a promise!
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TRACK IN AS MYRA IS SITTING ON THE FLOOR WATCHING TV IN A 
STATE OF SHOCK..

TV REPORTER (O.S.)
ఈ news � ���  ప� జ�, క�క� � అ���� 
shock � �� �ల �ల ���ండ� UPPSC 
Board ఇ�క �జ�య హ��న� అ��ం�ం�. 
క�క� � అ��ం ఈ వ� �స� � ��� చ���న 
వందల మం� civil service �����  
ఒకడ� ప� �ఢ ����� వ�క� ం ��ం�!

CS Prakash Rao watching news with swollen eyes, holding a 
whisky glass

Shyamala, Kamala and Arya crying for Abhi..

Visuals of candles being picked from the portraits of several 
deceased IAS officers; their brief story displayed under each 
of their portraits ( Satyajit Dubey, DK Ravi, Umesh Chandra, 
CI Vyaas, Abhiram Ravuri etc.)

Reveal Myra holding the candle representing the woman in "The 
Glow of Hope" painting by S L Haldankar, with teary 
eyes...leading hords of civil servants and concerned people 
along the Thelleru lake.

"missing Abhi" theme song... 

పల� �:
�క� � త� �� 
పగ� ఎ��గ �� 
కర ��కల �� 
కన�� అత� 
కం� �పల�� 
క��ంచడత� 
మన ఎదల ��ల� 
�వకణ� ��� ��క� ��� 
����� ఋ�వత� 
మన�గల �జమత� 
�� గల ��గత� 
�� గల ��గత� 
మన� ������ -- “కర” 

చరణం-1:
మన� మసక� ��� 
మన� ���గ క�� 
మన� మ��� ��� 
మన� �క� క�� 
�య��డ� - త�� ��డ� 
ఎక��క�� బయట త� �� �ట 

(MORE)
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చరణం-1: (CONT'D)
ఎంత ��ం�� - ఎం������ 
అ��ంచ� హృదయ �క 
అవ�త -- “కర”

చరణం-2 :
మ��� ��� రక�  సంబంధమ� 
��� ఊ��� జన� అ�భంధమ� 
�వ��� �� ణకవచ� ప� కృ�య� 
ప� కృ�� �� �� మ��� స���� 
�డ�య�మన� ధర� సమరం� 
బ�కంత ��� అదృశ��న సస� ����ప� 
-- “కర” 

 

Vishakha Vani, looking at the visuals on TV, have a tear 
rolling down her cheek, she gently reaches to the oxygen 
tubes and pulls it out..

VISHAKHA VANI
���...

The ICU readings flatten indicating a dead patient.

With thousands of men and women standing around the lake, 
holding the candles, we drone the camera up as they all let 
go off the flying baloons...

Rolling titles as scores of flying baloons float above the 
vast Thelleru lake...the drone still flying higher and 
higher..

The anthem continues with the rolling titles....

THE END


